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CHAPTER 1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Launchings of several communication satellites with liquid stores on board have
demonstrated an unstable coning motion of the satellite when boosted from the Space
Shuttle into a geosynchronous Earth orbit. It is believed that an axial thrust from
the motor at burnout of the satellite's power assist module (PAM) gives rise to the
initiation of the sloshing motion of the liquid stores in the vehicle. A pressure field
within the fluid is disturbed due to this initial liquid sloshing in the container. In
addition, the presence of an interface between the liquid and gas will influence the
motion of the tank containing liquid stores, hence the orbital motion of the satellite.
If there is no internal energy dissipation, the spin-stabilized satellite will still be able
to regain its stability in rotation. However, a large liquid propellant mass fraction
contained in many communication satellites causes a significant amount of internal
kinetic energy dissipation by viscous friction along the tank wall. The satellite,
designed to be spin-stabilized about its axis of minimum moment of inertia, has a
constant angular momentum when in orbit. It will attempt to conserve its angular
momentum and begin to reorient its spin about an axis associated with a lower
energy state. If this coning motion is not controlled, the spacecraft will eventually
enter an unstable spin. Unfortunately, the constraints in spacecraft design cause
many space vehicles to be configured with fairly flexible structures because added
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weight for stiffening is costly in terms of payload reduction. This tends to aggravate
the stability problem.

1.1

Overview of Research History

As shown in Figure 1.1, a flow chart of research history and personnel, the
satellite project has already lasted one decade during which four faculty members
and eleven graduate students actively participated. As a result, five Ph.D. degrees
and four M.S. degrees were awarded, and fifteen technical papers and numerous
annual reports [7] [8] [9] [10] were published. The project experienced three major
phases from its beginning to its ending. Initiated in June 1982, exploration of research
work of the first phase was completed in 1986. The possible cause and mechanism
of instability of spin-stabilized spacecraft with sloshing fluid stores were identified
during the period. The successful research initiation resulted in obtaining an award
of an AFOSR grant for the next three years. From 1986 to 1989, a test rig, which
is capable of simulating the coning motion of a satellite containing liquid stores, was
designed and built. A rigid body model of the test rig dynamics was developed and
initial computer simulation was accomplished. In the meantime, a first computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model was built up to represent the fluid sloshing motion. As a
result of grant extension for an additional three years, a much more complicated and
more realistic multibody flexible structure model was developed. The new structure
model has the capability to accommodate CFD input and accounts for structurefluid interaction while the CFD model is further modified and improved to be more
effective and efficient. Stability analysis of the test rig was performed extensively
using the rigid body model. Computer simulation of the structure-fluid interaction
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Figure 1.1:

Flow chart of satellite project research history and personnel
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was initiated and the results were generally acceptable. The last phase of the project
is expected to be completed by the end of year 1992.
Hill [41] [42] [43], under supervision of Baumgarten, first pioneered and initiated
research work on the project. He studied the dynamic response of sloshing fuel
stores in the satellites and concluded that sloshing motion of the liquid stores in the
vehicle, excited by the axial thrust, was the mechanism for creating the nutation to
the spacecraft. The goal of his study was the development of a closed loop control
law which may be applied to a spin-stabilized spacecraft with sloshing fluid stores
without baffling and changing the design of the spacecraft. He successfully developed
a linear optimal feedback control system, using an equivalent spherical pendulum to
model fluid motion. This control system included the first mode of fluid oscillation,
which employed state variable representation. The control law was shown to be stable
for a wide variation in fluid level and could also be used for pointing maneuvers. It
was implemented by sensing only the main body angular rates and attitude.
The desire to have a bench test device to duplicate the relative fluid motion in
a spinning-nutating structure motivated the study of Cowles [35]. Under direction of
Flugrad, Cowles designed and built the first working version of the satellite simulator
shown in Figure 1.2. The test rig consisted of a vertical spin shaft with a horizontal
crossbar. Two plastic spheres were supported by the horizontal bar at equal radial
distances from the vertical spin axis. A two degree of freedom Hooke's type universal
joint was located just below the horizontal beam in the vertical shaft to allow the
spin axis of the horizontal beam structure to cone. A yoked sleeve, hand-actuated by
a straight-line motion four-bar mechanism was utilized to cover the universal joint
to give initial stability and rigidity to the system during spin-up. A D.C. motor was

•it":?'

Figure 1.2:

A first working version of the satellite simulator
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selected to drive the system. Operation of the initial design of the completed test rig
resulted in a very unstable motion. An analysis of the system inertias indicated that
the spin axis was the axis of intermediate inertia.
Anderson [3] [38] improved the operation performance of the initial test rig and
instrumented it to measure the response of the sloshing fluid in the nutating structure.
He worked under the direction of Flugrad, reconfigured the test rig, instrumented the
fluid tanks and the two degree of freedom universal joint, and set up a data collection
system. A modified test rig (see Figure 1.3) with major change in the rig structure
allowed for instrumentation of additional configurations. A new upper collar was
designed to restrict the cone angle and to prevent damage to the unit under unstable
operating conditions while providing the ability to restabilize the rig during spin.
Instrumentation was developed to study the effects of liquid motion on the test rig
dynamics. All runs for spin about an axis of minimum moment of inertia were found
to be unstable and those for spin about an axis of maximum moment of inertia were
stable. It was also found that small products of inertia can have a strong influence
on the dynamics of the test rig. In conclusion, the flexibility of the structure greatly
affected the coning motion and stability of the precessing simulator. Large beam
deflections and rotations were observed during the runs due to the effect of centrifugal
inertial force acting on the liquid mass.
Obermaier [75] [39] initiated analysis to guide further experimental work, to
study the fundamental dynamic behavior of the test rig, and to predict stability
characteristics of the test rig with arbitrary configuration and liquid filling percentage.
Her thesis, directed by Flugrad, successfully developed a rigid body dynamic model
with symmetric liquid tanks and ec(uivalent pendulums representing sloshing liquid.

Figure 1.3: A modified final version of the satellite test rig
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She used a Lagrangian formulation in company with state variables to best match
the quantities being measured by Anderson's instrumentation. A computer program,
SATELL, based on her mathematical model, was written and interfaced with a locally
developed time integration program, DIFFEQ. Simulation results of SATELL were
compared with the results of CAMS, a commercialized rigid body dynamics software
package, and the corresponding measurements. Agreement between the output of
SATELL and the results of CAMS was very close. Reasonable match between the
SATELL runs and experimental data was also indicated. Difficulty in modeling the
experimental setup, however, arose in determining values for mass moments of inertia
of the test rig and damping effects of the equivalent pendulums. It was realized that
it is necessary and important to develop a comprehensive multibody flexible dynamic
model which couples the terms of gross rigid body motion and elastic vibration in
order to more precisely describe and predict the motion and stability characteristics
of the test rig.
Under direction of Baumgarten, Meyer [7] studied the fluid and structure inter
action during the sloshing and nutating phase of the simulator motion. She installed
a strain gauge measurement system on the test rig. One strain gauge was mounted on
each side of the long vertical beams which connect the horizontal bar to .two massive
tanks on each side of the test rig. The voltage signal of a full-bridge was amplified by
an op-amp and the output was to be recorded using a computerized data acquisition
system. The work was interrupted after one year by her order to report to her first
U.S. Air Force duty station.
The need to replace the pendulum model of the sloshing liquid in its spherical
tanks with a computational fluid dynamic modeling of the free surface liquid moti
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vated the work of Kassinos [51] [52]. Under direction of Prusa, Kassinos formulated
a primitive variable computer program for analysis of the dynamic fluid response.
The liquid sloshing was characterized as incompressible laminar viscous flow and was
modeled using Navier-Stokes equations. The general motion of the spherical tanks
was transferred to a body fixed coordinate system with implementation of several
successive axis rotations and translations. The pressure distribution within the fluid
was determined by solving Poisson's equation. A free surface tracking technique was
presented to identify the motion of the free surface. A type of fractional step method
was adopted to obtain the flow field solution.
CFD modeling of liquid sloshing was further investigated by Chen [27] [28] [29]
[30] under supervision of Pletcher. Chen adopted Kassinos's general formulation of
the governing equations of incompressible sloshing flow and developed a new numer
ical method. This method solved a full set of governing equations simultaneously
and eliminated the need to derive a pressure Poisson equation. A free surface fitting
approach was employed in dealing with the free surface between the liquid and gas.
Calculations were carried out in a transformed coordinate system that conforms to
the shape of the free surface. An artificial compressibility method was approached
in solving primitive variables in a strongly implicit manner. Elastic deflections and
rotations were considered by adding more degrees of freedom. A first version CFD
modeling program, SL0SH3D, was developed. Extensive computer simulation for
the axisymmetric spin-up case was performed and the results of final steady state
free surface positions agreed very well with the analytical solutions. Asymmetric
spin-up cases were also investigated and minor difficulty in numerical integration was
encountered.
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Tremendously long computing times were needed to solve incompressible NavierStokes equations governing sloshing flow in one tank with the free surface fitting
approach. Difficulty arose in handling sloshing flow at the high Reynolds numbers
using the first version of the SL0SH3D program. Kelecy [53], directed by Fletcher,
attempted to explore a brand new approach to simplify the complicated sloshing
problem. It was hoped that a new CFD model would be more straight forward, more
efficient, and more effective, and hence would largely reduce CPU time and accom
modate input of a computerized structure model. Kelecy used a surface capturing
approach along with a fractional step method to solve unknown primitive variables.
The surface capturing approach employed a fixed grid in physical space in contrast
to a moving grid in physical space with the surface fitting approach. Consequently,
it was possible to use simpler coordinate systems which led to simpler forms of the
governing equations. A numerical algorithm was developed and a computer code was
written. The new CFD program was tested for an accelerating cubic tank case and
a broken dam case [9]. The numerical results were encouraging and the agreement
between the results of computer simulation and the experimental data was excellent.
Future work was planned and additional efforts were spurred to refine the methodol
ogy. Final application of the method to the satellite propellant sloshing problem is
expected to be accomplished soon.
Under work of Babu, supervised by Fletcher, the first version SL0SH3D code was
revised. More features were added and some critical parts of the code which consumed
most of computer execution time were vectorized. It was realized that the use of a
finer grid could overcome numerical divergent problems when the code was executed
beyond a certain range of high Reynolds numbers. A major difficulty associated with
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grid refinement was that the time taken for the computations began to grow out
of control. It was then decided to vectorize the code on a supercomputer, a Cray
Y-MP with large memory size. The initial code was tailored to suit the capability
of workstations available on campus which had very limited memory. The code was
based on repetitive generation of the same sets of numbers rather than generating
them just once and storing them in large arrays. The enhanced memory on large
computers permitted switching to large storage and fewer calculations. In addition,
a three-dimensional, coupled, strongly implicit procedure algorithm was identified as
a critical part of the overall calculations. The technique consumed a large fraction
of the computing time due to high data dependence of the implicit procedure and
the consequent time consuming scalar execution loops. The algorithm was vectorized
along surfaces of constant index sums, and the three-dimensional calculations were
therefore converted to two dimensions [8]. The overall execution speed of the code
was increased to about sixteen times the original speed.

1.2

Analysis of Structure Vibration

It is important to investigate the fundamental characteristics of a structure prior
to developing a dynamic model for a system with flexible multibodies. Attention must
be focused on two major concerns, first, gaining insight into the flexibility of each
individual structure member and second, identifying the lower natural frequencies of
the test rig. It is desirable to emphasize only the most significant degrees of freedom
in terms of their quantities for the relatively flexible members in order to simplify
the complexity and reduce the number of dynamic equations. Detailed fundamental
structure analysis and results are developed and explained in the next chapter.
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Finite element modeling best fits the needs of basic structural analysis in this
study. A type of beam element was chosen in the discretization of the continuous
system. A comprehensive commercial finite element package, MSC/NASTRAN [60],
was employed to determine the stiffnesses and the eigenvalues of the test rig structure.
By taking advantage of the symmetry about the spin axis of the test rig, only half
of the system was considered and modeled. Besides, the finite element model was
constrained such that the system was only allowed to spin about the vertical axis
for the rigid body motion. Such an assumption reflects a real spin-up case when the
collar is in its upper position covering the universal joint of the test rig. A realistic
spin velocity profile with sinusoidal function was specified. The loadings considered
included the tank weight, the torque due to the tank weight, and the centrifugal force
induced during the spin of the test rig.
Two different types of NASTRAN runs [8] were accomplished, in which both
two and ten elements were used to model each structure member in order to test the
sensitivity to the number of elements chosen. A Normal Modes Solution was run to
evaluate the real eigenvalues of the model. A Direct Transient Response Solution was
then sought to obtain the response of the transient system vibration and the steadystate values. In conclusion, it was found that (a) relatively high natural frequencies
were observed, (b) bending motions were recognized as the most significant elastic
degrees of freedom, and (c) the most flexible members were identified.

1.3

Stability Study of a Rigid Body System

As a part of the overall study of dynamic behavior of the test rig, Schick [76] [77]
further investigated stability characteristics of the test rig. His work was based on the
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early work clone by Obermaier. A rigid body model was established and the computer
simulation program, SATELL, was modified. Schick was able to verify that the test
rig does respond as an actual satellite thrusted in orbit for at least one configuration
of the system by comparing the experimental data with the results of SATELL runs
under conditions of zero gravity. The stability rules of a system of rigid bodies
were developed and were verified by the simulation results and the experimental
measurements. Instability ranges of the test rig with the different configurations
were identified. The physical phenomenon of reorientation of the test rig during spin
was successfully demonstrated by the simulation data and was also verified by the
experimental tests. This further proved the effectiveness of the test rig modeled as a
precessing satellite simulator.

1.4

Dynamic Modeling of a Flexible System

Flexible structure modeling, including the effects of elastic deflections and rota
tions, ultimately explore the natural behavior of the test rig more precisely. Extensive
research work on flexible modeling has been conducted over the past decade. Very
few investigations have dealt with the most complicated dynamic response for such
a flexible system in which the overall rigid body motion of the system is strongly
coupled with the unknown elastic deformation of each individual member of the sys
tem. However, this is the exact situation encountered in dealing with the modeling
of the current test rig. During the course of this part of the study, the emphasis was
concentrated on developing new theories and exploring new approaches which would
eventually lead to the development of a systematic procedure to establish dynamic
eciuations of motion for the test rig. Four major steps were developed in deriving
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the equations of motion, in resolving numerical algorithms, and in accomplishing
computation in this study [93] [94] [95] [96].
Firstly, the spatial elastic members which were identified during the analysis of
the structural vibration using the NASTRAN package were discretized and modeled
by using predefined finite elements. Assumptions were made to deal with three di
mensional spatial deformation of each structure member. A type of beam element was
also selected in the finite element modeling in order to reflect the structure bending
with both deflection and rotation. A third order polynomial function was adopted
as the element displacement function in a conventional stiffness method approach.
Both the geometrical boundary conditions and the force boundary conditions were
proposed based on agreement with the real configurations of the test rig and the
external loadings acting on the system, respectively. For each individual structure
member, the elastic degrees of freedom were determined and the structure stiffness
matrix was then formulated.
Secondly, Lagrange's approach was employed in the derivation of dynamic equa
tions of motion. Elastic strain energy of the flexible structure members was accom
modated in the potential energy term of the Lagrangian formulation. The degrees of
freedom from both the rigid body motion and the elastic deformation were consid
ered as unknown degrees of freedom of the entire system. It was therefore no longer
necessary to assume the prescribed gross rigid body motion which is usually specified
in most situations. In consequence, two kinds of motion, the large rigid body motion
and the small elastic vibration, which are mutually coupled and influence each other,
ultimately determine the inherent nature of the motion of the test rig. Nonlinear
coupling terms were completely taken into account and were derived explicitly using
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a matrix formulation. The equations of motion of the system on the global level were
obtained by performing the assembly of the equations of motion for each individual
structure member on the local coordinate level with implementation of the geometri
cal boundary conditions by means of a compatibility matrix. Liquid sloshing within
the spherical container was modeled using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [9]
under a separate effort.
Thirdly, the system equations of motion in matrix form were characterized as a
second order nonlinear ordinary differential equation system. The coefficient matri
ces of the equations included the time-varying rigid and elastic variables. Implicit
integration algorithms tend to be numerically stable, permitting large time steps.
Explicit algorithms, on the other hand, tend to be effective for nonlinear systems
with low natural frequencies in assuring the numerical stability which depends on
the highest natural frequency of the system. However, neither class, implicit nor
explicit, seemed optimally suited and efficient by itself in dealing with systems in
which both linear and nonlinear properties are involved. In this study, a sequen
tial implicit-explicit integration algorithm with predictor-corrector schemes arising
from a Newmark method was developed in which an attempt was made to achieve
the benefits of both classes of algorithms. The matrix equations were rearranged
and partitioned into two sets of coupled equations which were solved sequentially.
A Newmark method provided the primary algorithm in the time integration of the
system equations.
Finally, a general computer code was written using the new numerical techniques
developed in this study. An arbitrary number of finite elements can be specified for
each elastic member. All the material properties, the geometrical configuration of
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the test rig, and the numerical parameters of the algorithm were treated as input
information stored in a data file. The simulation results matched closely with the
experimental data as indicated in the simulation chapter. In particular, close atten
tion was paid to the most sensitive and comprehensive overall transverse deflection
of the spherical tank mounted on each side of the test rig. The difference between
the analytical and experimental results was within 5% in their qualitative patterns
and their magnitudes. The lower natural frequencies identified in the NASTRAN
runs were also observed in simulation. In general, the results were very favorable and
acceptable.
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CHAPTER 2.

FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

From previous work, investigators showed that a mathematical model based
on rigid body dynamics can no longer precisely describe and predict the stability
characteristics for the satellite simulator. A visible structural deflection was observed
in a video tape recording of the precessing simulator. To gain further insight into the
dynamic response of the test rig, a flexible structure model associated with deformable
body dynamics must be developed. A finite element method was chosen in the current
study to discretize some of the most flexible members under consideration.
Primarily, there are two fields of published research dealing with the modeling
of flexible structures. One is in the area of kinematic response of flexible mechanisms
and the other one is in the robotics area. A common fact is noticed in both fields
that either the joint rigid body motions of a mechanism are specified or the trajec
tories of robot arms are prescribed. To date, almost all investigators have used the
same approach to obtain dynamic response by superposing the elastic motion upon a
known rigid body motion. Very few studies have discussed a motion coupled method.
To address this problem a complete method is needed to solve the rigid body motion
and elastic motion simultaneously. Such a method will consider the efl'ect of flexible
deflection and rotation in succeeding links on the current link, and will thus proceed
down the chain. Understandably, this method is extremely difficult to develop. Two
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major difficulties arise. First, detailed and tedious symbolic coordinate transforma
tions and differentiation must be performed in the procedure to derive the governing
equations of motion. Second, a special technique must be developed to numerically in
tegrate the resulting nonlinear differential equations having (a) large-valued position
variables (rigid body motion) and (b) small-valued displacement parameters (elas
tic motion). Unfortunately, the gross rigid body motion is unknown in the present
problem. This would indicate an approach be based on the motion coupled method.
However, an alternative approach still seems possible. First, a rigid body model is
employed, and the gross rigid body motion, in turn, can then be predicted from this
model. Second, a flexible structure model is built up using a superposition method.
For each time step, the rigid body motion can be predicted from the first model
and the total motion is then obtained from superposing the two motions. According
to Huang [44], a superposition model can sometimes fail to describe the nonlinear
coupling behavior. Therefore, a potential risk would exist in some situations in the
prediction of highly nonlinear characteristics.
In this chapter, efforts are concentrated on studying structural fundamental be
havior of the test rig. Orbital spin-up motion of the structure system is considered
as the primary investigation case in this chapter. Only the axisymmetric part of
the structures about the axis of the vertical shaft is modeled, due to the symmetry
of beam deflections on each side of the tank arm of the test rig. Centrifugal and
tangential forces acting on one tank during spin of the system are transformed to the
corresponding external forces and torques on the system in the formation of a pseudo
vibration analysis. A solid finite element model using beam elements representing
flexible beams is developed. The model was adapted to suit the solution structure
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of a commercialized finite element software package, MSC/NASTRAN [60]. Several
runs were successfully executed and the findings were recorded.
In the finite element method, each node possesses six degrees of freedom. By
considering all these coordinates for each individual element, the final set of system
dynamic equations will be very large. In order to reduce the number of equations, it
is necessary that some degrees of freedom of fairly rigid structures must be neglected,
and emphasis must be focused on the most significant ones. A thorough knowledge of
fundamental vibration behavior of the structures must be known. MSC/NASTRAN
is a comprehensive and powerful finite element package which is currently available
in the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Iowa State University. It was suc
cessfully employed in determining the stiffness and modes of the test rig structure in
preparation for development of a discretized dynamic model.

2.1

Analysis of Inertial Forces

It has been shown that the configuration of the structure system is symmetric
about the vertical axis of the lower shaft. This does not imply, however, the sym
metry of inertial forces which induce elastic deflection and rotation. Figures 2.1, 2.2,
and 2.3 depict the active centripetal and tangential accelerations in three orthogonal
planes, x-z, x-y, and y-z. The major concerns here are the beam transverse deflec
tions induced by the inertial forces and external loading. Figure 2.1 shows the active
accelerations in the x-z plane. All of three rotations will affect the beam deflections
in this plane. Besides, the tangential accelerations, «^, acting on tank 1 and tank 2
are non-symmetric with the presence of other accelerations. Hence, the correspond
ing deflections in the x-z plane are not symmetric either. In Figure 2.2, it can be
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found that the pair of tangential accelerations, a\ and a^, are not symmetric, nor are
the deflections in the x-y plane. In the y-z plane, as shown in Figure 2.3, there also
exists another asymmetric pair of tangential accelerations, ^ and a^. In summary,
the tangential inertial forces will induce non-symmetric elastic beam transverse de
flections. It was concluded therefore that the different elastic generalized coordinates
must be defined for each elastic beam in spite of the geometric symmetry of the
structure configurations.

2.2

Structural Vibration Analysis

The main purpose of performing structural vibration analysis using the finite
element method in this chapter is to identify the most flexible structures in the
system. A vibration model for the structural system can be built up by applying to
the system the external and inertial forces which induce the elastic deformation. The
inertial force can be found once the kinematic motion of the system is specified by
assuming a realistic spin velocity profile for the system. For a stable case when the
universal joint is covered by the collar, it is known that the upper assembly, a rotating
structure fully supported by the universal joint, spins about the vertical axis of the
lower shaft without nutation. Two different types of accelerations, centripetal and
tangential, are produced and involved. From a statics point of view, the corresponding
centrifugal and tangential inertial forces essential to the study of structural vibration
can be loaded on the structure. A quasi-static kind of problem is then formed.
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Figure 2.4:

A schematic drawing of structure configuration (dynamic part only)
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Beam (or Bar)
Material
Cross-sectional
area [mm?) & shape
Second moment of
area [mm^)
Young's modulus ( G P a )
Poisson ratio
2.2.1

6
5 Bar 2
Steel
Aluminum
72
361
Rectangle
Square
ly = 216
4 = 10860
Iz = 864
h = 10860
J = 593.6 J = 18375.3
210
70
0.3

1

OO

Material and geometry properties of each individual beam
CO

Table 2.1:

Steel
38.5
Circle
h = 117.9
l y = 117.9
J = 235.7
210

Structure configuration and material properties

A schematic drawing (dynamic part only) of the test rig is shown in Figure 2.4.
Point O represents a universal joint connecting an upper shaft and a lower shaft. The
upper shaft is constrained except for spinning about the vertical axis of the lower
shaft for this stable case. The geometry of the entire upper assembly is axisymmetric
about the axis of the upper shaft. Beams 1 and 5, the cross bar, and the upper
shaft are rigidly connected at point A. Each adjacent beam is also rigidly connected.
Two spherical containers are partially filled with the liquid which represents the free
surface fuel load.
Material properties and individual beam (or bar) geometry are listed in Ta
ble 2.1. Each tank assembly (or tank for simplicity) has a weight of 15 Newtons (3.3
lbs) including the weight of the liquid and the weight of the structures in the tank
assembly. All the beams and the cross bar are made of steel, except for beams 2 and
6 which are made of aluminum.
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2.2.2

Finite element model

A finite element model is introduced in this section to assist the analysis of
structural vibration. Figure 2.5 illustrates a solid finite element model with ten
beam elements for each beam of a symmetric half of the upper assembly. Loadings
P = 7.5{N) and T = 600(iV — mm) are the corresponding half tank weight and
external torque due to the tank weight. Forces Ft and Fr are the primary tangential
inertial and radial forces, respectively, due to the tank weight. These forces depend
on a function of applied spin angular velocity,

Beam 1 is constrained at node 1

(or point A) in all six degrees of freedom. Each adjacent beam is connected through
clamped joints.

2.2.3

Angular velocity profile and inertial force

A realistic function of sinusoidal profile is specified as a spin angular velocity
profile (see Figure 2.6), w((). The first derivatives of the profile with respect to time,
t, at both the starting and ending points are zero, and the value of the correspond
ing angular acceleration function maintains finite value throughout the range. The
velocity profile is determined as a piece-wise continuous function with the following
expression
(0 < ( < fo)
> fo).
Where

= 3 seconds and uig = 360 dcg/sec (see Figure 2.6). Differentiation of the

angular velocity with respect to time results in an angular acceleration function as

•s?

X»'

Figure 2.5:

Finite element model of an axisymmetric half of the upper assembly
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This angular acceleration satisfies the finite value condition. Let

be a unit vector

in radial direction of positive x, and ët be a unit vector in tangential direction of
positive y, consistent with the direction of positive angular velocity, w. The inertial
forces acting on the center of the tank become
Fj = mL

— wet)

— —-TTWoTTiL sin
^ ët
ZiQ
\to/

(0 < i < (o)

uulmLër

it> to)

where m = 1.5kg is the mass of the tank and L is the radial distance in the X
direction from point A to the tank center. Thus, the magnitudes of the inertial forces
acting on node 31 and node 41 (see Figure 2.5) are found to be
—mlwq

(0 < f < (o)

l-mLojn

(/ > fo)

Fr=<

and
Ft = '

--^TTWomisin
4to
\to /
0

(0 < < < io)
it>to).

where Fr is the centrifugal (radial) force and Ft is the tangential inertial force.

2.2.4

NASTRAN run

Two different types of NASTRAN runs were accomplished. A Normal Modes so
lution was run first to evaluate the real eigenvalues of the system. A Direct Transient
Response solution was then sought to obtain a system transient vibration response
to the external loadings with both static and dynamic forces. A moderate 0.2 sys
tem damping ratio was chosen in the transient response run. Due to the relatively
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Table 2.2:

MODE
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Computed real eigenvalues of the finite element model using NASTRAN
normal modes solution

EXTRACTION
ORDER
1
4
2
5
7
3
8
6
9
10
12
11

EIGENVALUE

RADIANS/SEC

CYCLES/SEC

2.166460E+04
3.008446E+04
2.146677E+05
4.415662E+05
1.003559E+06
2.523443E+06
2.983474E+06
3.465876E+06
6.159099E+06
7.351627E+06
1.961671E+07
2.111069E+07

1.471890E+02
1.734487E+02
4.633224E+02
6.645045E+02
1.001778E+03
1.588535E+03
1.727273E+03
1.861686E+03
2.481753E+03
2.711388E+03
4.429075E+03
4.594637E+03

2.342586E+01
2.760522E+01
7.374005E+01
1.057592E+02
1.594379E+02
2.528232E+02
2.749041E+02
2.962966E+02
3.949833E+02
4.315308E+02
7,.049092E+02
7..312592E+02

high natural frequencies tabulated in Table 2.2, the transient response decayed very
rapidly, and a steady-state value appeared after approximately two seconds. Node
41 stated in this section and in Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 are all referred to
Figure 2.5. Figure 2.7 shows the translational displacements at node 41 at which the
largest deflection occurs. The X component is the most significant one among three
components. The angular displacements at node 41, illustrated in Figure 2.8, clearly
show a large steady-state value in the V direction. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the bending of either beam 3 or beam 4 in the X-Z plane is the most significant
bending of the beams while the corresponding structural stiffness is very soft. The
time responses of a typical translational velocity and an angular velocity at node 41
were plotted in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, respectively. A large transient amplitude
of the translational velocity in the A' component can be observed in Figure 2.9. A
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Figure 2.7:

Translationai displacements at node 41 (from NASTRAN run)

sudden jump in angular velocity was also observed near one second in Figure 2.10.
This velocity jump was due to a combination of the form of the profile of the lower
shaft input angular velocity, w(f), and a special treatment of the radial force,

in

order to compromise with the rigid format for loading functions in NASTRAN code.

2.2.5

Estimation of elastic deformation

In this section, the elastic deformation of the flexible structures (see Figure 2.5)
are calculated by using classic elasticity theory to verify the results obtained by
running MSC/NASTRAN code. It is also attempted to identify some relatively
small deformations among the beam transverse deflection, rotation, torsion, and axial
displacement to further confirm the findings from MSC/NASTRAN code. Figure 2.11
shows a cantilever beam model of beam 1 shown in Figure 2.5. The dimensions are
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Angular displacements at node 41 (from NASTRAN run)
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Figure 2.9:

Translational velocity at node 41 (from NASTRAN run)
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Figure 2.10:

Angular velocity at node 41 (from NASTRAN run)

L\ = 150(mm), ai — 12(mm), and bi = 6{mm). The loadings acting on beam 1
using the spin profiles specified in the previous section are W = 15(A^), Fi = 13.6{N),
T\ = 220(# —mm), Ms — 1200(A'^ — mm), and Md = 4100( jV —mm), where W is the

weight of the tank, Fi is the axial loading resulting from the centrifugal inertia, Ti is
the torque resulting from the tangential inertia,

is the static bending moment due

to the tank weight, and M,i is the dynamic bending moment due to the centrifugal
inertia.
The maximum transverse deflection in the Z direction at the free end due to
bending is
{Ma-Ms)L\
'
-lEh
= 0.35 (mm)

WL\
3EA

where /, = 216 (n/m.'') is the second moment of the cross-sectional area of beam 1
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Figure 2.11:

A cantilever beam model of beam 1

against the bending in the X-Z plane. The corresponding rotation about the Y axis
at the free end is
( M . - M J i , , WL\

" =

EÎ,

+2%

= —5.84 X 10"^ [rad)
The longitudinal displacement in the axial direction of beam 1 is
r
"

_
"

FlL\
aib,E

= 1.35 X lO""* (mm)
The maximum angle of twist about the X axis due to torsion is

Gtkidib^
— 7.7 X 10"'' (r«(/)
where Gt = 80 [GPa) is the torsional modulus of elasticity and k\ = 0.229 is a
coefficient for a rectangular cross-sectional shape [18] [19].
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It is therefore concluded that the axial displacement, which is much smaller in
magnitude than the transverse deflection, and the twisting, which is also smaller in
magnitude than the rotation, can be neglected in terms of calculating the elastic
deformation of beam 1. It also can be shown that the entire elastic deformation of
beam2 (see Figure 2.5) and the twisting and axial displacement of beams 3 and 4 are
also negligible in this study.
On the basis of the findings, the rigid assumption for beam 2 and negligible
twisting and axial displacement for all flexible beams, the overall displacement in the
X — Z plane at node 41 (see Figure 2.5) due to the corresponding bending can be
found as
— i^x^static "t" {^x^dynamic
(MM
WL\\^M,Ll
^ \ E h
2E/J
AEh
•

=

+

r MdLi ^
^3~Tr? r
Ell

F\L^
• 2/3

—3.4 (mm) + 6.53 (mm)

= 3.13 (mm)
— i^z^static "t" i^z^dynamic
'MsL\
wm
M,L\
2Eh
3i?/J
-IEh
—

—0.67 (mm) + 1.01 (mm)

= 0.34 [mm]
^

— ^static 4" (^dynamic
+ TTTT I +
Eh
2E[i)
2Eh

MdL\
Eh

+

2E . 2/3

= 0.015 ( r a d ) — 0 . 0 2 6 { r a d )
=

—0.011 [ r a d )

where L3 = 300 ( m m ) is the length of beam 3, /s = 118 [mm'^) is the second moment
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of area of beam 3, 6, is the X component of the translational displacement at node
41, 6z is the Z component of the translational displacement at node 41, and 0 is
the angle of twist (angular displacement) about the Y axis at node 41. These three
values match the corresponding values resulting from the MSC/NASTRAN run (see
Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Similarly, other elastic deformations can also be verified.
From the above analysis it was concluded that the rigidity assumption of beam
2 was valid, and both the axial and torsional deformation can be neglected in simpli
fying the dynamic motion analysis without affecting the accuracy in predicting the
overall elastic deformation.
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CHAPTER 3.

MODELING OF FLEXIBLE BODIES

3.1

Introduction

Flexible dynamic modeling has been an attractive but difficult topic for a long
time. Severely restricted by the lack of computer processing speed in the early years
and the complexity of the mathematical formulation, traditional designs in robots,
mechanisms, and other relatively flexible structures have been limited to the realm
of rigid body dynamics. However, increasing demands for higher operating speeds
and better performance result in a desire for light weight structures. A by-product
of the flexibility effect is now recognized as a critical issue. It becomes impossible to
implement the required time-consuming numerical integration without solid support
of sophisticated modern computers with high processing speed capability.
The past decade has seen significant advances in dynamic analysis for flexible
multibody systems. Extensive work, analytically and experimentally, has been con
ducted in dealing with flexible modeling. Most investigators, however, employ a
common approach in which the elastic deformation is superimposed on the gross
rigid body motion due to the nature of their specific problems. The application of
that method is severely limited due to the need for predefined rigid body motion. It
is therefore very desirable to investigate a new approach in which all the degrees of
freedom (DGF) of a system, elastic as well as rigid, are treated as unknown gener
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alized coordinates. This enables analysis of situations where the rigid body motion
needs to be predicted, and the relationship between two motions affects the system
stability.
The purpose of this study is to explore a general modeling technique to develop
such a systematic procedure for establishing dynamic equations of motion of a flexible
system with mutually dependent rigid body and elastic motions. In addition, the
formulation procedure is to be optimized and simplified so as to accommodate the
needs of numerical analysis and computer programming.

3.2

Previous Work Review

The first to exploit the advantages of the finite element analysis (FEA) with Lagrangian mechanics were Sunada and Dubowsky[86][87]. Their model incorporated
a Denavit-Hartenberg [36] representation of the kinematic rigid body transformation
excluding kinematic coupling. The degrees of freedom of the discretized system were
reduced by means of component mode synthesis (CMS) [48] [49] [37] [81]. The equa
tions of motion of all links were assembled using a Compatibility Matrix routine.
In their illustrative examples, a set of first order equations was solved numerically
for a special case in which the mechanism's nominal speeds and accelerations are
much smaller than the component elastic coordinate velocities and accelerations. In
their later extended work, the assembly of dynamic equations was performed in sym
bolic form clue to the special form of matrix terms. The final system equations were
solved using a Newmark-Beta integration algorithm. Their approach is applicable for
problems where nominal rigid body motion is specified by kinematic constraints.
Early works by Naganathan and Soni [62] [63] [64] [65] [C6] developed a fully non-
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linear model employing a kinematic representation with rigid link based reference.
The three-dimensional model was constructed by accounting for axial, torsional, and
lateral deformations. A Galerkin method was used with linear shape functions to
represent the elasticity of the links. Link level matrices were transformed by timevarying compatibility matrices and cascaded into global matrices. The gross rigid
body motion was specified at the revolute joints, and, subsequently, the element
matrices were assumed constant at each time step in the numerical integration.
Simo and Vu-Quoc [83][84] presented a different problem which arose in simulat
ing dynamic response of a flexible plane beam subject to large overall motions. Two
orthogonal coordinates, measured in an inertial frame, were defined to account for the
large overall rigid body motion and small elastic deformation. Hamilton's dynamics
associated with a Galerkin spatial discretization were employed in the formulation,
in which the use of finite strain rod theories capable of treating finite rotations was
essential. The inherent nonlinear character of the problem was transferred to the
stiffness part of the equations of motion, which resulted in the possibility of numeri
cal implementation by means of any commercial finite element code able to analyze
nonlinear structural dynamics.
An automated procedure in the study of large constrained flexible structures
undergoing large specified motions was developed by Amirouche and Huston [1] [2].
The governing equations are derived using Kane's method [50]. The accommodation
of the constraint equations is based on the use of orthogonal complement arrays. The
flexibility and oscillations of the bodies are modeled using finite segment modeling,
structure analysis, and scaling techniques. The generalized active forces are uncou
pled in order to evaluate the corresponding stiffness matrix which is based upon the
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local elastic deformation associated with equivalent beam deflections.
In the category of inverse dynamics, Bayo et al [11] [12] [13] extended the recur
sive Newton-Euler formulation for the inverse dynamics of flexible structural systems
with open-loop chain. By their definition, the inverse dynamics is the finding of the
driving input forces necessary to move the end effector of an open-loop system along
a prescribed trajectory, avoiding any oscillations. The formulation is complete in the
sense that it includes all the nonlinear terms due to the large rotations of the links.
The Timoshenko beam theory is used to model the elastic characteristics, and the
resulting equations of motion are discretized using the finite element method. An
iterative scheme is proposed that relies on local linearization of the problem. The so
lution of each linearization is carried out in the frequency domain. The performance
and capabilities of the technique were experimentally tested on a single-link flexible
robot. In the category of forward dynamics, finding the kinematic properties provid
ing given driving forces, Serna and Bayo [78] [79] [80] presented a series of penalty
methods which incorporate the constraint equations in the Hamilton's principle by
adding penalty functions to lead to a set of ordinary differential equations. This
penalty method avoids the usual differential-algebraic equations as other methods
using the same one pass coordinate representation, modeling both the large motions
and small elastic deformations of the links simultaneously. The proposed methods
formulate the equations of motion with respect to a floating frame that follows the
rigid body motion of the links. The elastic links are discretized using a finite element
method. The numerical implementation of the penalty methods was also presented
and tested for a planar four-bar mechanism with specified rigid body motion.
Low and Vidyasagar [57] [58] [59] developed a systematic procedure for deriving
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symbolic equations of motion for manipulators containing both rigid and flexible links.
Hamilton's principle is employed in the derivation of the system equations which are
expressed in the nonlinear and integro-differential scalar form. The formulation is
based on expressing the kinetic and potential energies of the manipulator system
in terms of generalized coordinates. The derivation proceeds for the cases of rigid
and elastic links individually by means of defining rigid body coordinates and elastic
deformation coordinates separately. In case of flexible links, the mass distribution
and flexibility are taken into account. A simplified form of the elastic strain energy
of the flexible links is formulated using the Euler-Bernoulli theory by assuming a
slenderness ratio of the links and hence neglecting the effect of transverse shear and
rotary inertia. An expression of the generalized force representing nonconservative
forces is derived using Kane's method with a concept of partial velocity. The final
resulting equations consist of the terms for inertia, Coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational,
and exerted forces. In their numerical schemes, the partial differential equations are
transferred into ordinary differential equations by the implementation of Galerkin's
method.
A recursive Lagrangian approach was adopted by Book [15] [16] [17] in developing
nonlinear equations of motion for flexible manipulator arms consisting of rotary joints
that connect pairs of flexible links. Kinematics of both the rotary-joint motion and
the link deformation are described by 4 x 4 transformation matrices. The elastic
deflection is assumed small and the corresponding transformation is represented in
terms of a summation of modal shapes. The equations are free from assumptions
of a nominal motion and account for the interaction of angular rates and elastic
deflections. In the assemljly of link dynamic equations of motion, it is required to
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take the inverse of the inertia matrix which can only be evaluated numerically.
In the vyork accomplished by Sadler and Yang [97][98][99], a total mechanism
displacement was defined to reflect the large gross rigid body motion and small elastic
deformation in the dynamic modeling. Example problems were demonstrated in two
different categories: planar multi-link mechanisms and spatial robot manipulators.
The effects of Rayleigh damping were introduced. In the mechanism applications,
the authors claimed that the method could be adopted in the forward, as well as the
inverse dynamic analyses if either the input forcing functions or the crank motion are
specified. The link orientation angle must be related to a total unknown displacement
in the formulation, which is possible for the mechanisms with one rigid body degree
of freedom.
Turcic and Midha [89] [90] [91] developed the generalized equations of motion for
elastic mechanism systems with given specified rigid body motion by utilizing gen
eral finite element theory. The derivation and final form of the equations of motion
provide the capability to model a general two- or three-dimensional complex elastic
mechanism, to include the nonlinear rigid-body and elastic motion coupling terms
in a general representation, and to allow any finite element type to be used in the
model. The equations of motion are first developed for a single finite element, then
for a single link of the mechanism and finally for the entire mechanism system. The
transition of the equations of motion from a lower level to an upper level is imple
mented by matrix assembly and transformation to ensure the displacement, velocity,
and acceleration compatibility of all degrees-of-freedom composing the mechanism
system. An orthogonal viscous damping is assumed and added to the coefficient
matrix associated with the generalized velocity vector. The method is applied to
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a four-bar mechanism with a geometrically complex follower link which is modeled
with quadrilateral finite elements. The analytical results are verified by experimental
measurement on the same mechanism.
More recently Nagarajan and Turcic [67] [68] [69] approached a new method
to derive equations of motion for elastic mechanism systems. Both the rigid body
and the elastic degrees of freedom were considered as generalized coordinates in the
derivation. The equations of motion were first formulated based on element level
coordinate systems in which elastic nodal displacements are measured. The equations
were then transformed to a reference coordinate system to ensure compatibility of the
displacement, velocity, and acceleration of the degrees of freedom that are common
to two or more links during the assembly of the system equations of motion. Because
the authors attempted to make the procedure general in their work, the equations
at element and system levels are complicated, and the transformation from element
level to system level takes a great amount of effort.
A concept of an equivalent rigid link system (ERLS) was presented by Chang and
Hamilton [22] [23] in the dynamic analysis of robotic manipulators with flexible links.
The basic idea of this hypothetical system is to separate the rigid-body dynamics
and structural vibration. The global motion of the flexible link system is thereby
separated into a large motion with a superimposed small motion. The large motion
is represented by the ERLS and the small motion is due to the deviations with respect
to the ERLS. A dynamic model was developed by means of finite element method and
Lagrange's formulation. In the derivation of the equations of motion, the generalized
coordinates are selected to represent the total motion as a nonlinear large motion and
a linear small motion. The final global level system dynamic equations are grouped
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into two sets of coupled nonlinear equations in which the equations representing small
elastic motion are linear with respect to the small motion variables.
Cleghorn et al [31] [33] presented a procedure for determining the governing
equations of a mechanism with physically undamped flexible links and distributed
mass, operating at a prescribed input rotational speed. The Lagrangian equation is
used in the derivation of the set of governing equations for the deflections about the
rigid body nominal motion. The elastic members are discretized by the iinite element
method. The elemental level equations are transformed and assembled to generate a
smaller set of global equations using the concept of connection compatibility for the
adjacent members. The procedure is illustrated by using a planar four-bar angular
function generating mechanism modeled with one finite element per link.
A literature survey of flexible modeling of multibody systems was completed by
Cleghorn [40]. It was observed that the most effective model is one which incorporates
Lagrange's equation with the finite element method. This produces a generalized
element for easy application to flexible systems.

3.3

Current Approach

In the current study, a method combining Lagrangian dynamics with finite ele
ment analysis is developed in the modeling of dynamic response of multibody flexible
structures. Lagrange's approach is used to develop the system dynamic equations.
A finite element analysis associated with direct stiffness method is employed to discretize the elastic members in the system and to determine elastic degrees of freedom
and the structural stiffness matrix which is required in finding the elastic strain en
ergy. Each flexible beam is assumed to be slender and is therefore modeled using
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beam elements. The generalized coordinates of an entire system reflect both the
parameters from the nominal rigid body motion and the components of elastic dis
placements. The nonlinear coupling terms in all the coefficient matrices and the
generalized force vectors are completely defined and formulated mathematically in
detail. For an individual beam, the Lagrangian equation in matrix form [6] can be
expressed as
dt \ ôqf )

ôqf

+ -T~r = Q:

(3.1)

where KEi and PEi are the kinetic and potential energies of the beam, Q, are the
nonconservative forces, and q,- are the local generalized coordinates which reflect the
degrees of freedom of the beam. A general expression of the

elastic beam kinetic

energy modeled by finite elements can be written as
(3.2)

piAiVig -Vigds

' 5=
where Ni is the total number of finite elements, Ig is the length of the

element, pi

and Ai are the mass density and cross sectional area of the beam, and Vig is a generic
velocity vector in element g. The above equation clearly shows that the velocity
squared term plays a major role in kinetic energy. On the other hand, potential
energy, consisting of body force potential energy as well as the structural strain
energy, can be written as
PE. zzlqfK,, q, + %(G)

(3.3)

where the first term is the elastic strain energy and the second term is a potential
function which accounts for the beam elevation in the gravity field which takes into
account both the macro rigid body motion and the micro elastic vibration.

By
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differentiation of the kinetic and potential energy terms and substitution of the results
into Eq. 3.1, it can be shown that the equations of motion of the i"' beam take the
following matrix form,
+ c,(q,-, q,)4- + k,(q,)q, = fi(qt)

(3.4)

In general, the mass matrix, m,, is a function of the generalized coordinates, q,-; the
damping matrix, c,, which depends upon the Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations,
is a function of the generalized coordinates and velocities; the stiffness matrix, k,-,
including the conventional structural stiffness, is a function of q,- only; and the gen
eralized force vector, f,, involving the external nonconservative forces acting on the
beam, is also a function of q, only.
A set of global generalized coordinates, q, is defined first. These coordinates
are chosen from the local generalized coordinates, q,-, such that every coordinate in
q is independent of every other. The relationship between the global and the local
generalized coordinates is then determined by the following equation,
q, =
where

q

(3.5)

is a compatibility matrix which is in general a function of time. By differ

entiation of the above equation with respect to time followed by the substitution and
pre-multiplication of

in Eq. 3.4, the system equations of motion can be obtained

in the following form,
Mq -1- Cq -f Kq = F

(3.6)

where M is a global mass matrix, C is a global damping matrix, K is a global
stiffness matrix, and F is a global force vector. In the following sections, more
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detailed procedures and formulations are developed step by step. A demonstrative
example is illustrated in Chapter 4 in which the simulation results are verified by
experimental data.

3.4

Finite Element Modeling

Each elastic beam is modeled using several conventional predefined beam ele
ments. There are a maximum of six degrees of freedom for each node in an element.
This includes two orthogonal transverse deflections and two corresponding rotations,
one longitudinal displacement, and one twist about the element axis. In order to
achieve relatively simple modeling, only transverse deflections and rotations are al
lowed at each node. The contributions of the other two displacements are neglected
in most Ccises (refer to Low [57] [58] [59] for a complete modeling). The following
assumptions are therefore proposed for each element;
• Elementary beam theory applies and elastic flexure obeys Hooke's law;
• Each beam undergoes two uncoupled orthogonal deflections and rotations;
• Longitudinal displacement and axial twist are neglected.
Following a conventional direct stifl'ness method [56] [34] [100], a polynomial displace
ment function is presumed with knowledge of the external loadings. The boundary
conditions are applied followed by direct application of the strain/stress relationships
with sign conventions of the bending moments and shear forces. A structural stiffness
matrix is obtained by comparing the relationship between the nodal forces and the
nodal displacements.
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3.4.1

Displacement function

It is indicated from classic elasticity theory [88] that a polynomial function of
the static transverse deflection for a cantilever beam can be determined, depending
on the type of external loads acting on the beam as shown in Figure 3.1. With no
distributed loading, the highest order of the polynomial function is of order three,
that is
y — ao + aix +

+ azx^

(3.7)

where x denotes the axial coordinate of the beam, y is the corresponding transverse
deflection, and «,(2 = 0,1,2,3) are the constant coefficients. The above formula is
then adopted as a displacement function for each beam element.

3.4.2

Geometric boundary conditions

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, four geometric boundary conditions are proposed
for each element as follows:
s = 0 deflection = d\^ and slope = <f>i
s = I deflection =

and slope = 4>2

where s is the local axial coordinate in an undeformed element segment, c/,-, and
= 1,2) are the transverse deflections and slopes at the corresponding nodes,
respectively, and I is the length of the element. By applying the above four geometric
boundary conditions to Eq. 3.7, it can be demonstrated that the final displacement
functions in matrix form in each orthogonal plane are of the following forms,
î;(.s) = d^Y s = s^Y^d

(3.8)

w{s) = d^Z s = s^Z^d

(.1.0)
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y =

Px
(3L - x)
6EI

y = - Mx
2EI
X

y =

qx
24EI

(x^- 4Lx + 6L)

X

F'igure 3.1:

Functions of tran.sver.se deflection of a cantilever beam for three cases
with different external loadings
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where Y and Z are the constant coefficient matrices (see Appendix C), and v(s) and
w(s) are the displacement functions in the X — Y and X — Z planes, respectively.
Also d and s are the generalized nodal coordinates of the element under consideration
and a generalized function vector, respectively, which accordingly are defined as
d = {dly^lzdlz(f>lyd2y(l>2zd2!:<l>2y}
s = {1 5
where diy and

(3.10)

= 1,2) are the deflections and slopes in the X — Y plane while

dis and <j)iy{i = 1,2) are the deflections and slopes in the X — Z plane. It is noted
that

and

in Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 are the conventional shape functions of two

orthogonal bendings.

3.4.3

Structural stiffness matrix

For small elastic deflection, the formulas for the bending moments and shear
forces are found to be
M(s)=EI?^

(3.11)

^'(4 =

(3.12)

where E is Young's modulus, / is the second moment of area, and u[s) is a transverse
deflection function (either v{s) or to{s)). According to Eq. 3.10, a corresponding
vector of generalized nodal forces to the vector of generalized nodal coordinates, d.
is defined as
f = {.Ay"^lc/lcWltf/2ym2c/2-'"2;,}^

(3.13)

whore /, and m,(i = 1,2) are the nodal forces and moments, respectively, as shown
in Figure 3.3. With respect to geometric boundary conditions, four force boundary
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conditions are accordingly determined as
6 = 0 bending moment = mi, and shear force = /i
s=I

bending moment = m2, and shear force =

By applying these four force boundary conditions for each orthogonal bending coor
dinate to Eq. 3.7 and arranging the results in the following standard form as
f = k, d,

(3.14)

it can be found that the structural stiffness matrix, kg, takes the following form,

k, = :^

(3.15)

where ki and kg are the symmetric stiffness matrices, / is the length of the element,
la = {ly + A)/2 is the average second moment of area, Cy = lyjh and C, = h I h
are the constant ratios, and [^i] and [^2] are the constant matrices (see Appendix C).
The structural stiffness matrix is used in formulating the structural strain energy
which is part of the potential energy of an elastic beam with kinematic motion.

3.5

Local Level Motion Equations

In the present chapter emphasis is placed on studying the dynamic response of
spherical unconstrained structural systems. All the vectors defined in this dissertation
are column vectors except where mentioned. Figure 3.4 shows a generic finite element,
the

element, of an arbitrary elastic beam, the

beam, in such a structural system.

In the rest of this chapter, the subscript i denotes the
denotes the

beam and the subscript g

element in the i"' beam. Two sets of Cartesian coordinates are set

up to assist the representation of the rigid body motion and elastic deformation. Set
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Ico

Figure 3.4:

Coordinate .sy.stenis and elastic deformation for a generic
an arbitrary
flexible beam

element in

(io,jo,ko) constitutes a floating (moving) frame of which the origin 0 is located at
a spherical universal joint with three rotations. Set (i,-, j,-, k,), which accommodates
the arbitrary elastic beam, is a reference frame which is relative to the moving frame.
Vector Ri is a position vector which indicates the position of the origin of the reference
frame under consideration relative to the moving frame. This vector is considered as a
rigid body position vector which describes the rigid body motion of the elastic beam.
Vector Pig is a local position vector measured in the reference frame for an arbitrary
point P' in element g after its deformation. This pig vector includes both the rigid
body motion of point P' relative to the moving frame and the elastic motion relative
to the reference frame. Vector r^g, measured in the moving frame, is an absolute
position vector which consists of the rigid body and elastic motions of point P'.

.3,5.1

Position and velocity vectors

Referring to Figure 3.4 again, we can write the absolute position vector of point
P' in the moving frame as

fig — Ri 4" Pig
= êURi + Toi{p}ig)

(3.16)

where êo — {iojoko}^, a unit direction vector of the moving frame, Ri and {p}iç,
are the reference and local position vectors in matrix form, and Toi denotes a 3 x 3
transformation matrix transferring the moving frame to the reference frame. That is.
èo = Tojêi where êi is a unit direction vector of the reference frame. A corresponding
position equation in matrix form formulated in the moving frame, (io,jo, k^), takes
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the following form
Tig =

R, + To,-

(3.17)

{p}ig

All the vectors in the following sections are also expressed relative to the same moving
frame except where mentioned. Differentiation of Eq. 3.17 with respect to time gives
a velocity formula which can be written as
Tig = Ù (Rj- + Toi {/j}ig) + R; + Toj {/j}i5 + Toi {/'lis
where r.g denotes

drigfdt,

R;,

{p]ig.,

(3.18)

and To; are the time rates of the corresponding

vectors and the transformation matrix, and Ois a skew-symmetric matrix (see Ap
pendix B) derived from a rigid body system angular velocity, €t (see Chapter 4 for
details), which can be expressed as
= Â^[Ni N2 Na]

(3.19)

where À is a generalized angular velocity vector containing the time rates of three
rotating angles about the spherical universal joint, and N is a 3 x 3 time-varying
coefficient matrix which can be partitioned as [NiN2N3]^. The rigid body system
angular velocity, O, governs the angular motion of the moving frame, (io,jo,ko),
which is relative to an inertial frame, (êi, êg, êg). The origin of this inertial frame is
also located at the universal joint, point 0. Position vectors R, and {/jjig can also
be partitioned and written as

Rf = {&! Rii

(3.20)
{[1 ~ l)/i +

Pigs
{p]ia = "

Via
Wig

> = <

Vis
Wig

(3.21)
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where g is an index of the

element, /,• is the element length, s is the local axial

coordinate, i2,i, Ra, and Riz are three rigid body components of vector R,-, pigs is
a rigid body component of vector {p}igi and Vig and Wig are two elastic components
corresponding to two orthogonal deflections as shown in Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9. Therefore
the time rates of the corresponding position vectors are found to be
R; = 0

(3.22)

== {0 6;,

(3/23)

For the cases with no révolu te joint between elastic beams, the last term in Eq. 3.18
can be eliminated. A set of generalized coordinates for the

elastic beam is defined

in terms of three rotation angles and generalized nodal displacements of each element.
Thus,
9;

—

^ A dily<f>il^dilz(j)ilydi2y(l)i2zd,i2z4''2y

dmiy<l>iNizdiNiz(t>iN,ydnN,+\)y(l>i{N,+l)zdn!^^+l)^<f>Hjy^+i)y^
= {A^dfidf2 ••• dl •••
where Ni is the total number of elements of the
1,2,

(3.24)
elastic beam. Each dig{g =

,Ni) contains eight components as defined in Eq. 3.10. Attention must be

paid that four nodal displacements are shared in the adjacent elements. That is,

and
—

\^di!jy'l^i!Jzdi<Jz'f>iaydi(g-\-l)y(l>Hg+\)zdng^l):,(j)Hy^\^y^
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The relationships between vectors A,

and q, are then established as

A = ©,A q,

(3.25)

d:g = ®igd Qt

(3.26)

where ©, a and @igd are types of linear compatibility matrices which can be derived by
comparing Eqs. 3.25 and 3.26 with Eq. 3.24. A more compatible form of the velocity
vector can be expressed as a function of the time rate of the generalized coordinates,
q, by substituting Eqs. 3.8-3.10 and 3.19-3.26 into Eq. 3.18. After rearrangement,
this produces
(• Ri3 + T3-[Pigs)^2 — [Ri2 + T2lPigs]^Z
{Ril -t- TuPiga)^3 — {Ri3 + Î3l/'i5s)Ni
{Ri2

4-

©lA^i +

T2lP ,-gs)Nl — {Ril + TllP{gs)f^2

qï&ïgAiT32Yi + %Z,.)sN2 - {T22Yi

4-

T^sZ^sNa)

qf&lA{Tt2Yi + TisZi)sNs -(ï^gY, + %Z,)sNi)

©.a qi +

qJ&fJ{T22Yi + T23Z,)sNi - (TigY, + TiaZ^sNa)
s^(Yf ri2 + Zf Tia)
s^{YJT22 + ZfTia)

Qiod q,

(3.27)

S^(Yf 2132 + Z%)
where Taff{a,l3 = 1,2,3) are the elements of the transformation matrix

(see

Appendix A) and Y; and Z, are the constant matrices for the i"' beam defined in
Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9.
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3.5.2

Velocity squared term

The purpose of formulating the velocity squared term is to find the beam kinetic
energy which is defined as
=

I ^

fig

_

(3.28)

^ g=l

where Ni is the total number of elements, Ig is the length of the

element in the

beam, and % is a velocity vector at an arbitrary point in the element. After
substitution of piA;ds for drriig and rjgèo or e^Vig for Vig the above kinetic energy
equation becomes
=

(3.29)
^

3=1

where pi and Ai are the mass density and cross sectional area of the beam, respec
tively. Eq. 3.29 indicates that finding the velocity squared term should be accom
plished prior to finding the kinetic energy. As shown in Eqs. 3.10 and 3.21, the
velocity vector in Eq. 3.27 is also a function of the local axial coordinate, s. This
complicates the problem since the velocity squared term must be formulated properly
such that the integration in Eq. 3.29 can be carried out analytically. For simplicity,
Eq. 3.27 is reformulated in symbolic fashion,
r,', =

+ [3]©i,qi + [2]0i,,qi

(3.30)

where matrices [l], [2], and [3] represent the corresponding coefficient matrices in
Eq. 3.27 in the same order. Premultiplication of the velocity vector in Eq. 3.30 by
its transpose vector will result in tiie velocity squared term as

= qf {©î; ([llll] +

+ (1J''[3| + prm) 0a+
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+ ®l (11)'' + laf) [2)®,-,j +
®5j|2f (Pl + W)®.»}^'

(3-31)

By defining the following terms
+ T\z2ii

ai
a=

b=

a2

=

^22Y; -f 723%:

as

Î32YJ + 733 Z;

bi

s^af

b2

=

bs

R=

Rx

Ril + Til Pigs

R2

Ri2 + T21 Pigs

Rz

RiZ

+ Tzi

Pigs

where ai, ag, and as are the submatrices in the a matrix, bi, bg, and bg are the

row

vectors in the b matrix, and R is a type of position vector (which is different from
R;). It can be demonstrated that the symbolic matrices [1], [2], and [3] in Eci. 3.30
become
[1] = R^N
[2] = b
[3] = -[b] (:)r (0;y,; q i ) N
where R^ is a transposed skew-symmetric matrix derived from the R vector; [b] is
a skew-symmetric matrix associated with the b matrix; and F and © are the special
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matrix operators defined in Appendix B. Thus,
[1]^[1] = N^RR^N
[2]^ [2] = b^b
[3]^ [3] =

N^r(qf0y ®([bnb])®r(0.-,.qON

[1]^[3] =

N^R^[b](2)r(e,gj q,)N

[1]^[2] = N^Rb
[2f[3] = b^[b]®r(0;,, q;)N
By substituting above expressions into Eq. 3.31, it can be found that the velocity
squared term is
rjr.'a

= qf

{^ï®ïgd) ® ([b]^[b]) 0 T (0,^ q.) +

RR^ + (R^[b] + [b]R^) ® r
0^N^ [Rb +

(0,.gd q,) ® [b]^b]

q,-)] N0,.\ +
+

©Srf [b^'R^ + b^[b] 0 r (0,.gd q,.)] N0.-,\ +
0jjb^b 0igd} q;

3.5.3

(3.32)

Kinetic energy

Substitution of Eq. 3.32 into the kinetic energy equation, Eq. 3.29, yields a more
compact form of the kinetic energy as
A'i?, = ^qfm.q,
where m; is a symmetric mass matrix formulated as
m,- = m;e + 0aN^ (G,, + Ha + H.j) N0;.\ +

(3.33)
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+

(3.34)

with
m,c = PiAi ^ ©Jrf ^ b^b (/5j &igd
Gil

=

TVi
^ / RR^ (^5
3=1
^ /•'' ~

Gi2 = PiAi Y / Rb f/5
3=1^°
H;i = /J, A; ^
3
Ni
H,-2 = PiAi YJ /

i&igd

q,) ®
_

[b]^[b](/5j ® r (0;gj q,)

_

(R^[b] + [b]R^) ds ® T i®igd q,)

3=1 °
/•'.
JYi _
/•/. -[b]^b (/5
H,3 = piAiY^^{®igd<ii)®
3=1
a-

(3.35)

where m,c is a constant symmetric mass matrix, Gji is a constant symmetric coeffi
cient matrix, G,2 is a constant rectangular matrix. Ha and H;2 are the time-varying
symmetric matrices, and H;3 is a time-varying rectangular matrix.

3.5.4

Potential energy

The total potential energy of an elastic beam is defined as the summation of the
body force potential energy and the elastic strain energy. The former is defined as
the negative work done by gravity, i.e.
N,

Ubi - Y ^^("3
3=1

'V. r
= Y
-drUiG-fig
3=1-^^

(3.36)
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where drrii = piAids, G = —Gê^ in which 63 is a unit vector in the positive direction
of a vertical axis of the inertial frame, (êi, 02,63), and fig is a position vector as
defined in the previous sections. Substitution of Eqs. 3.8, 3.9, 3.16, 3.20, 3.21, and
3.26 into Eq. 3.36 will result in a compact form of the body force potential energy in
matrix form,
Ubi = Vi + hJqi

(3.37)

where Vi is a potential function which represents the rigid body potential energy, and
hf is a force vector due to the elastic deflection. These two terms can further be
formulated as
Vi = m,G'b^Teo ^R, + —To, a/
0
hf =

/'•
Li

Jo

s^Yf

Ni
ds ^ ®igd
3=1

s^ZT
where m, is the mass of the beam, Li is the length of the beam, Tgo is a timevarying transformation matrix between the inertial frame and the moving frame (see
Appendix A), aj = {1 0 0}, and

— {0 0 1}. The elastic strain energy is defined

as
Ni
Uei =

^«'3
3=1

=

1
9

{®ïa<Msiu®iud) q;

(3.38)

" 3=1

where

is a structural stiffness matrix of the

element in the i"' elastic beam

as shown in Eq. 3.15. Therefore, the total potential energy can be found as
1
PEi = -q; ksi q; + % + h; q;

(3.39)
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with ksi =

3.5.5

®ïgd}^sig®igdi & Constant symmetric stiffness matrix of the beam.

Motion equations

By substituting the formulas of kinetic and potential energies in Eqs. 3.33 and
3.39 into the Lagrange's equation, Eq. 3.1, it is found that the equations of motion
of an arbitrary free elastic beam at the local level are

The above equations clearly show the nonlinearity involved in the time-varying co
efficient matrices. Referring to Appendix B, some of the partial derivatives can be
derived immediately in the following forms,

0

Ni

,a(Tj.b,)

(3.42)

The partial derivatives on the right hand sides of the above equations can be carried
out analytically by substitution of the specific transformation matrix for Tgo-

3.5.6

Derivation of ^d{miCii)/dqJ

This is one of the most difficult and challenging tasks addressed in this and the
following chapters. It is necessary to derive the mathematical formula representing
nonlinear coupling terms between the rigid body motion and elastic vibration in the
procedures of the derivation of the equations of motion for the elastic and rigid bodies.
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Referring to Eq. 3.33, the formula for kinetic energy of the
KEi

beam is rearranged, as

=

= K Eic + K Eii + 2K Ei2

(3.43)

The constant part of the kinetic energy in the above equation is written as
(3.44)

KEic = iqfmicCti

The last two terms in Eq. 3.43 account for the time-varying part of the kinetic energy
and are written as
KEn =

(G,-, + H,, + H.g) N0,..\q,

KEi2 = ^q%N^(G,.2 + H,3)0,^^4,

(3.45)
(3.46)

Partial differentiation of Eq. 3.43 with respect to qf gives
dKEi
aqF

_

ld{m{qi).
2 aqf »
dKEic , OK En , JKEi2
1
—r
dqj ' dqj ' " dqf

where the first term vanishes because

(3.47)

in Eq. 3.44 is a constant matrix. Matrices

Ha, H;2, and H,-3, referred to Eq. 3.35, are defined as
Bii Bi2 BI3
Ha

= [Ha,iHa,2Ha,3] = r^(qi) ®

B21 B22 B23 0 r (q,)

(3.48)

B31 B32 B33
Dn
H:2 = [H;2,lH,-2,2Hi2, 3] =

DI2 D|3

D21 D22 D23
D31 D32

D33

0 r(q;)

(3.49)
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qfEf
H,3 = [H.-3,iH,-3,2H.-3.3]^ =

(3.50)

qfE^

By substituting Eqs. 3.48 and 3.49 into Eq. 3.45, the second term in Eq. 3.47 can be
written as
_
gqT

a(N@aq,)
dciT

+ H,2) N0,\q, +

+ Hi2,l)
N©,-,\4'
aqT
^(H;1,2 + H:2,2)
NGaq;
dqj

a(H,1.3 + H,2,3)
dqf

N0,Aq,

N0,\q:
(3.51)

= [Xl] + [X2]

where the first symbolic matrix, [Xi], corresponds to the first term, and the sec
ond symbolic matrix, [X2], represents the second term. By substituting the matrix
partition form of N in Eq. 3.19 into Eq. 3.51, these two symbolic matrices can be
formulated as
[Xi] =

. , c > N 2^ . , Ô N 3^

gqT®'^' I

I dqJ

(G;i + H;i + H.g) N0,a4-

IX2I =

" (3=1

^q;

= s E [X3IN0,, q,Nj0„ q,
(3=1

^
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where

[X3]

is a symbolic matrix which represents a partial derivative term in

[X2]

and is written as
/

\

qfBi^g q,

Di/3 q,

d

[X3] =

qj^2p q,

> +'

qfBs/j q,

\

D2/Î q.

>

DsjS q.

/
I (B2/3 + B^2) qi +

[(Bi/3 + B;3I) q," +

I (B3/3 + B^s) q, + DJ^I
with

= B /3a(a = 1,2,3) and Dq/ j =

expression of

[X3]

into

[X2]
3

= 1,2,3). Substitution of the

gives

3

W = ? É Z {(B." +
2 (0=1 Of=l

9' + Dl,;} qf

Substitution of the expressions of [Xi] and
dKEi^

[X2]

q,

into Eq. 3.51 yields

, c/N2^ ^ , C)N3^
' 5qf
' gqT®'^'
(Gil + H,i + H,;)

N ©j A

q, +

% Z] Zi {(Ba/3 + B^a) q, +

•

/3=1 0=1
.

qJelN^N^Bixqi

(3.52)

By substituting Eq. 3.50 into Eq. 3.46, the last term in Eq. 3.47 can be written as

aA'E,2
dqf

a(N0,.\q,)

(G,-2 + His) &igd qi +
dqj
<9{ ( G ;2 + Hisj&igdqi}
N0a q,
aqT
aqf

' gqT®' ^' ' aqT®'-^' (G;2 + H13) @igu q.

+ [Ef©ia.i4' I E^©,g^q,' I Ej©;yjq,] N0,-Aq;

(3.53)
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Finally, substitution of Eqs. 3.52 and 3.53 into Eq. 3.47 will result in the following
expression for the matrix partial derivatives, as
. , aN;

1 5(mi4)
2 gqT

{(Gil + H,i + H,'2) N0iA + (G,2 + Hj'a) ©j^d} +
Efe.gjq,' I

@,gjq,' I Ej0i5d4-J N©iA +

5 E E { ( B .C + B«,)qi + Dy •
^ p=la=\

q%N.N^0aq,where matrices

(3.54)

D»/?, and E» are defined by comparing Eqs. 3.48, 3.49, and 3.50

with Eq. 3.35.

3.6

Global Level Motion Equations

In the previous sections, the local level equations of motion were derived for an
arbitrary elastic beam with no kinematic constraints. In order that those generalized
coordinates at the common connecting boundaries are consistent for the adjacent
beams, it is necessary to include the kinematic constraints in the equations of mo
tion. The concept of the compatibility matrix (as defined in the following section) is
adopted in the assembly process so that the coefficient matrices and the generalized
force vectors of each subsystem are compatible. A set of global generalized coordi
nates is selected among the local generalized coordinates of each subsystem such that
the global generalized coordinates are independent of each other.
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3.6.1

Compatibility matrix

A matrix which linearly relates the local generalized coordinates to the global
generalized coordinates is called the compatibility matrix. For a system with n global
generalized coordinates, q, the local generalized coordinates, q,-, with m components
can be expressed as
q, =

q

(z = l,2,---,N)

(3.55)

Where iV is the total number of subsystems under consideration. The compatibility
matrix, $/, is an m x n matrix which is in general a time-varying function of the rigid
body generalized coordinates. It is apparent that the compatibility matrix contains
the information of the geometric boundary conditions which describe the kinematic
constraints for the adjacent subsystems.

3.6.2

Assembly of motion equations

Differentiation of Eq. 3.55 with respect to time leads to
q, =

q + è, q

(3.56)

q, =

q + 2#i q, + $, q

(3.57)

By rearranging the local level equations of motion, it can be shown that Eq. 3.40
takes the following standard form
m,-q,- + Ci4- + k;q; = f;

(3.58)

where c, is a damping matrix, k, is a stiffness matrix, and f; is a generalized force
vector. These matrices are formulated as

•

2

âqT
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k
XS-t — k
I\.5î 4--^
1 rv 7^
dqi
f, = Q < - h , - §
Substitution of Eqs. 3.56 and 3.57 into Eq. 3.58 followed by pre-multiplication of
Eq. 3.58 by the transpose compatibility matrix,

, will result in the following global

equations of motion
M q + C q+K q = F

(3.59)

where the global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices and the global generalized
force vector are formulated as
N

i=l
N

C=^

t=l
N
K= E
1=1
N
F =

(3.60)

i=l

Structural and fluid viscous damping terms of each subsystem can be added in each
C; matrix. The internal connecting force terms in each local level generalized force
vector, f,-, vanish automatically during the process of matrix assembly.

3.7

Summary

A systematic procedure of mathematical modeling of an arbitrary elastic beam
in a multibody system was fully developed in the present chapter. The natural
characteristics of mutually coupled rigid body and elastic motions were revealed l)y
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including the unknown rigid body degrees of freedom in the global generalized coordi
nates. The significant complexity involved in mathematical formulation arose because
of the involvement of the unknown rigid body degrees of freedom. Nonlinear cou
pling terms due to Coriolis and centrifugal forces, which were neglected historically,
were completely taken into account and were derived explicitly in matrix form. The
conventional finite element analysis associated with the direct stiffness method was
used in the discretization of the elastic members. A third order polynomial function
was adopted in the finite element shape function in order to exclude the negligible
effect of the longitudinal displacement and axial twisting which usually consist of
higher order terms compared with the other deformation. The Lagrange's equation
was employed in which both the rigid body and the elastic degrees of freedom were
treated as unknown generalized coordinates of the system. The elastic deformation
of every element in each elastic beam were measured in the local reference frame
so that they are compatible at the local level. The position vector as well as the
velocity vector were formulated in terms of the moving frame instead of the usual
inertia! frame. This resulted in simple mathematical operations in finding kinetic
and potential energies.
The final form of the system dynamic ecjuations of motion was expressed in
an analytical form which shows high nonlinearity and strong contributions of the
coupling terms in the time-varying coefficient matrices and generalized force terms.
The procedure and methodology developed herein are applicable to the dynamic
modeling of planar mechanisms, as well as the unconstrained spatial structures. The
application of the theory presented in the current chapter will be demonstrated and
implemented in Chapter 4. The extensive simulation results and the experimental
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data are included in the following chapters. Numerical techniques which resolve
the difficulty in solving nonlinear differential equations involving mixed rigid body
variables with large overall motion and elastic variables with small vibration are
investigated. The details are presented in Chapter 5 in which Newmark predictorcorrector integration schemes are developed.
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CHAPTER 4.

MODELING OF RIGID BODIES

The application of the systematic procedure in the derivation of the equations
of motion developed in Chapter 3 of this work is demonstrated and implemented
in detail in this chapter. The equations of motion for each subsystem are derived
individually and are assembled under the concept of compatibility between the lo
cal kinematic properties of the elastic degrees of freedom of the connected adjacent
elastic members. A specific structure system under consideration is characterized as
an open loop system with spherical unconstrained chains capable of rotating about
a Hooke's type universal joint. The rigid body motion with three unknown rotations
and the elastic degrees of freedom are mutually coupled and influence each other. A
traditional motion superposition approach is no longer applicable. Numerical exam
ples for several cases are presented in the following chapters. The simulation results
are compared with experimental data and good agreement is indicated.

4.1

Introduction

Chapter 3 of this work presents the development of the equations of motion for
an arbitrary elastic beam in a flexible structural system containing both rigid and
elastic bodies. In this chapter the theories developed in Chapter 3 are applied to a
specific problem. The structural system is characterized as an open loop system with
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spherical unconstrained chains capable of rotational motion. The equations of motion
for the rigid bodies in the system are derived in a fashion similar to the derivation of
the equations of motion for the elastic beams. The influence of the elastic deformation
on the rigid body is considered. The strategy in the derivation is first to obtain the
local level dynamic equations for each subsystem and then to assemble the equations
at the global level to obtain the system equations of motion of the structure. The
geometric boundary conditions are implemented to ensure compatibility between the
local displacement, velocity and acceleration of the elastic degrees of freedom that
are common to two or more members.
Figure 1.3 in Chapter 1 shows a satellite simulator, a test rig, built by Cowles
and Anderson at Iowa State University. A corresponding schematic drawing of the
dynamic part of the test rig is shown in Figure 4.1. A lower shaft, constrained to
rotate about its own spin axis only, supports an upper rotating structure and is
driven by a D.C. motor through a drive train. An upper shaft is connected to the
lower shaft by a Hooke's type universal joint which allows the upper shaft to rotate
in three dimensions. A cross bar is fixed on the top of the upper shaft to balance the
coning motion. An upper assembly is defined as those parts of the structure that are
supported by the universal joint, except for the upper shaft and the cross bar. The
configuration of the entire rotating upper assembly is axisymmetric about the spin
axis of the upper shaft.

4.2

Coordinate Systems

Figure 4.2 shows the coordinate systems associated with the structural model
of the test rig to assist analyzing the dynamic response of the structural system.

Figure 4.1:

A schematic drawing of the test rig (dynamic part only)
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Figure 4.2: Coordinate systems of the test rig
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Point 0 represents the center of the universal joint at which the origin of a set of
inertial coordinates, (êi, 02,63), is located. In addition, a set of moving coordinates,
(io,jo,ko), is also located at point 0. These moving coordinates are initially aligned
with the inertial coordinates before spin but are attached to the upper assembly and
thus rotate with the assembly. Three successive rotating angles are defined between
these two sets of coordinates, the inertial coordinates and the moving coordinates.
One set of coordinates is defined for each beam, elastic or rigid, and each tank,
with the corresponding origins located at each proximal end of the beams and at
each geometric center of the tanks, respectively. All of the coordinates are locally
defined and are with respect to the rigid body system with no elastic deformation.
In particular, the i coordinates for both the rigid and elastic beams are defined such
that they coincide with the center lines of the undeformed beams. For the tanks,
however, i coordinates are pointed to the opposite direction of one. of the moving
coordinates, kg, in the initial state with no spin.

4.2.1

Three successive rotating angles

A set of three successive rotating angles about the universal joint is defined
between the inertial and moving coordinates as shown in Figure 4.3. First, the
upper shaft spins about the 63 axis of the inertial coordinates with an angle of A3
to reach a first intermediate system, (i^, j^, k%). Second, the upper assembly nutates
about the

axis of the first intermediate system with an angle of A, to reach a

second intermediate system, (i^,j^,k^). Finally, the upper assembly rotates tlirough
an angle of Ag about the

axis of the second intermediate system to reach the final

moving coordinates, (io,jo,ko)- These three successive rotating angles constitute the
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Figure 4.3: Three successive rotating angles between the inertial and moving coor
dinates
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base of the gross rigid body motion which is then coupled with the elastic deflections
and rotations in the analysis of dynamic motion of the test rig.

4.2.2

Rigid body angular velocity

Referring to Figure 4.3, the rigid body angular velocity, H, defined as the angular
velocity of the moving frame, can be found by means of the superposition principle
of angular velocity, as
= Â3 ês + Ai jo + Â2 ig

(4.1)

where Ai, A2, and A3 are the corresponding time rates of three successive rotating
angles Ai, Ag, and

A3, respectively.

By observing the rotations, it is found that the

following unit vectors are identical, that is
= k;;
Jo

=

{•;

Jo

f

Iq — ^o

Substitution of three identities shown above into Eq. 4.1 gives
f) = Â3 kg + A)
The objective is to transfer

G

y

Ay

and

+ Â2 io

(4.2)
A

A

A

coordinates into the (io, jo, kg) system. From

Appendix A, this can easily be resolved, and the final expression can be written as
n=

(4.3)

where êj = {iojoko}, a set of unit vectors of the moving coordinates, and Cl is an
angular velocity vector which can be written as
fit = NÀ

(4.4)
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with À = {ÂiÂgÂs}^. The matrix, N, in the above equation is a coefficient matrix
containing the information of three successive rotations and is defined as
0

Nf
N=

=

cos A2

1

— sin Ai

0 cos Ai sin Ag

(4.5)

— sin A2 0 cos Aj cos A2
where Ni, Ng, and N3 are three component vectors in N. In the previous chapters,
it was shown that the configurations of the structure are axisymmetric about the spin
axis of the upper shaft. This does not imply, however, that the inertial forces which
induce elastic deformation are symmetric about the same spin axis. From an analysis
of quasi-static forces acting on the structures, it was found that the tangential inertial
forces are non-symmetric about the spin axis of the upper shaft in three orthogonal
Cartesian planes. Each elastic beam, therefore, must be discretized using unique
elastic generalized coordinates.

4.3

Tank Dynamics

A tank assembly, shown in Figure 4.1, is considered a rigid body system. It is
constructed of a spherical plastic container, liquid within the container, two clamping
steel plates which hold the spherical tank and clamping bolts. One tank is placed
on each side of the test rig axisymmetrically. Liquid sloshing motion within the tank
is modeled using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques [28]. The interac
tion mechanisms between the structure and liquid are investigated in a joint effort
considering the flexible structure model and the CFD model. The results are to be
published in a separate paper [53]. Due to the special construction of the tank assem
bly, some elastic degrees of freedom of the supporting flexible beams connecting the
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tank assembly are constrained. The geometric boundary conditions are established
explicitly prior to defining tank generalized coordinates. Tank equations of motion
are derived in such a way that one model accommodates two tanks in terms of proper
substitutions of the corresponding transformation matrices for the appropriate coor
dinates. A position vector of the tank is formulated followed by the derivation of
a velocity vector at the mass center of the tank assembly by differentiation of the
position vector with respect to time. The vector expressions are all relative to the
moving coordinates as stated earlier. The tank translational kinetic energy is found
using a standard formula which involves a velocity squared term. The tank angular
velocity and the inertia dyadic about the mass center are formulated prior to calcu
lating tank rotational kinetic energy. Gravity is the only external loading considered.
An instantaneous free surface liquid shape and its orientation within the tank are
supplied by the output of the CFD model. The liquid inertia dyadic is updated so
as to update the tank kinetic energy. The mass center of the sloshing liquid is calcu
lated and located relative to the geometric center of the tank. The coefficient mass,
damping, and stiffness matrices and the generalized force vectors are formulated by
applying Lagrange's equaUon. Derivation of the tank dynamic equations of motion
are thereby determined.

4.3.1

Geometric constraints

Figure 4.4 depicts the tank assembly and its associated structures. Beams a
and b are two flexible beams which connect the rigid tank asseml)ly at tiie clamped
points, Da and Db. The transverse deflections of these two beams in the j„(, direction
are equal to each other. The rotation of beam a about the j,,;, axis at point D,, is
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Figure 4.4:

Tank assembly and its associated structures
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equal to the corresponding rotation of beam b about the same axis at point Db- The
rotations of the beams about the ka6 axis at points Da and Db are zero because these
points are clamped on the tank. Therefore, the following four geometric boundary
conditions at points Da and Db apply,
damy ~ dbmy
^amy — 'l^bmy
4^amz ~ 0
4>bmz - 0

(4.6)

where the second subscript, m, denotes the last finite element node (for both beams)
which coincides with either the point Da or the point Db- Terms damy and dbmy are
the deflections of beams a and b in the jai direction, (l>amy and <pbmy are the rotations
about the ja6 axis, and

and

are the rotations about the

axis.

The local generalized coordinates of the tank assembly include the rigid body
degrees of freedom, which result from three rotations about the universal joint, and
the elastic degrees of freedom, which are due to the elastic deformation at the distal
end, Bi, of beam i and the elastic deformation of beams a and b at the points Da
and Db- By applying the four geometric boundary conditions stated in Eq. 4.6, a set
of local generalized coordinates of the tank assembly is defined as

qj = {A'^dJ}^

(4.7)

dj- — {dijjiy(^im~dlmz4'imydamydumz4^amydbm:}

(4.6)

where

Thus,
A = &j\qj
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(4.9)

dj — Qjdcy

where the compatibility matrices&jx and Qjd can easily be found by their definitions.

4.3.2

Tank position and velocity vectors

As shown in Figure 4.4, point Tj is the mass center of the corresponding tank
assembly, and the vector frj is the position vector of the mass center. Thus,
4" Lilt "i" climyji 4"

-f-

La^ab 4" ^amyiab 4" 2 i.^a.mz 4" dbmz) kaj 4"
4" Hskj

4-

A,ij 4- Ajjj 4- A^-kj

(4.10)

where the A' s are three relative coordinates of the instantaneous mass center dis
placed from the initial position during the tank motion. It should be noted that the
first four terms in the above equation determine the position vector of point Bi after
elastic deflections of beam

i,

the next four terms relate a relative position vector of

point Ej to point Bi, and the last five terms establish a relative position vector of
the mass center Tj to point Ej on the tank. After transferring the local coordinates
to the moving coordinates, it can be shown that Eq. 4.10 in matrix form becomes
0
TTj

Li

0

4- To,-

dijny

+

La
Toat ^

^ainy
^

4"

* 4"
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ni + Aj
ToafcTatj ^

Aj *

(4.11)

rt3 + Ajt
where, from Figure 4.2, the matrices To,(i = 1 or 5), Toabidb = 34 or 78), and
Tabjiabj == 342 or 786) are the rotational transformation matrices (see Appendix B)
wherein Toi is a constant matrix and Tabj is a time-varying matrix. Physically, beam
i is much stiffer than beams a and 6, and hence the Toa6 matrix is considered as a
constant matrix approximately. Differentiation of the above equation with respect to
time yields a velocity vector as

0

0
= T.

+ Toa6

di-tmy

+

'•amy

I f {^amz "H
2

din
rn + Ai

I

+ O Yxj

Ai ' + ToatTatj

T^oab'iabj '

r» + At

0L12)

Afc

where the A' s are the relative velocity components of the tank mass center, which
are small compared with the overall tank motion. The terms associated with these
components can then be neglected in the above velocity ecjuation. O is a skewsymmetric matrix derived from the corresponding rigid body angular velocity, Q,.

4.3.3

Tank angular velocity

The tank angular velocity, Ùj, is a vector summation of the following three
angular velocities,
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1. 0, a rigid body angular velocity (êo relative to êg)
2. ÛJab, a rigid beam angular velocity (êat relative to êo)
3. ûjj, a tank local angular velocity (êj relative to êaj)
that is,
= n + cJab +

(4.13)

From Figure 4.4 it can be derived that the tank angular velocity, Ûj, takes the
following matrix form,

/
n, = êl

\

'

0
Î2 + Toi <

4'imy

'

4'imz

1

+ Toai, <

(4.14)

4'amy

0

/

The local inertia dyadic of the tank assembly about the mass center of the tank can
be written as
I'i = éjljéi

(4.15)

where Ij is a local inertia matrix about the local tank coordinates. Substitution of
the transformation matrices between the moving frame and the local tank frame,
(ij,jj,kj) into the above equation yields
Ij = èllijèo

(4.16)

where the tank inertia matrix expressed in the moving frame is
(4.17)
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4.3.4

Tank kinetic energy

The tank kinetic energy, translational and rotational, can be formulated as
KEj =

fxj +

• Ij •

(4.18)

By substituting Eqs. 4.9, 4.12-4.16, and the expression for O into Eq. 4.18, it can be
found that the kinetic energy of the tank assembly becomes
(4.19)
where the mass matrix, mj, is
nij =

+ Hji + Hj2 + —I,j j N©j,\ +
^3®Jd

+ Hj3 + —N0j,\ +
(GJ j + Hja + —
rrij

&JdGj3&jd + nijc

©jd +
(4.20)

where rrij is the total mass of the tank, mjc is an instantaneous constant mass matrix,
Gji, Gj2, and Gjz are instantaneous constant coefficient matrices, Hji and Hj2 are
time-varying symmetric matrices, and Hja and Hj4 are time-varying rectangular ma
trices. All these matrices are similar to the corresponding ones derived in Chapter 3.
Partial differentiation of Eq. 4.19 with respect to q^, and partial differentiation of
Eq. 4.19 with respect to

followed by differentiation of the result with respect to

time will result in the following damping matrix,

where the partial differentiation can be carried out following the same development
procedure demonstrated in Chapter 3.
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4.3.5

Tank potential energy

The tank potential energy includes only the potential energy induced by tank
elevation in the gravitational field. By following the same procedure in Chapter 3, it
can be found that the potential energy takes a similar form,

P E j = V j + hjq,-

(4.22)

where the potential function, Vj, and the force coefficient vector hj are functions of
the local generalized coordinates, qj. Partial differentiation of the above potential
energy equation with respect to q, yields the following generalized force vector and
stiffness matrix,

(4.23)
where the matrix partial derivatives can be obtained in a manner similar to that
demonstrated in Chapter 3.

4.3.6

Tank equations of motion

The local level tank equations of motion can now be written in a standard form
as
m j q j + c j q j + k^q^ = f j

(4.24)

where all the coefficient matrices and the generalized force vectors were derived in
the previous sections. Particularly, the mass matrix, nij, the stiffness matrix, kj, and
the generalized force vector, fj, are functions of the generalized coordinates, qy, only
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while the damping matrix,

Cj,

is a function of both the generalized coordinates,

q,,

and velocities, qj.

4.4

Rigid Beam Dynamics

Beams 2 and 6 (see Figure 4.1) are modeled as rigid bodies because they are
much more rigid in resisting deflections than the other beams. Following the same
concept in the tank dynamics, only one model is developed to accommodate two rigid
beams.

4.4.1

Rigid beam velocity vector

As shown in Figure 4.5, point B, is the mass center of the rigid beam after
considering the deflections and rotations of the preceding elastic beam. Point 0 is
the universal joint at which the moving frame is located. A position vector of the
mass center of the rigid beam can then be written as
— -^us^o 4" LiX{ 4"

(4.25)

where Z,„s is the length of the upper shaft, Li is the length of the preceding elastic
beam, and cUmy and dimz are the elastic deflections at the distal end of the preceding
elastic beam. The vector equation above can be rewritten in matrix form as
0
fBi' = '

0

Li
* + To,- < (I.

Lus

\ ^^imz J
The local generalized coordinates of the rigid beam are defined as
qf = {

I df }

(4.27)
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of a rigid beam
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where d,-, the elastic generalized coordinates of the preceding elastic beam, are defined
as
d,- = {dimy <j>imz dimz

(4.28)

Differentiation of Eq. 4.26 with respect to time yields the following velocity vector,
0

rsi = To

(4.29)

+ O VBi

^tmy

where Ô is a skew-symmetric matrix derived from the system angular velocity, O,
dimy is a time derivative of the elastic deflection, dimy, and di^z is a time derivative
of the elastic deflection, dimz-

4.4.2

Inertia dyadic and angular velocity

The inertia dyadic of the rigid beam about its mass center, Bi, is formulated in
the following as
fi = è'^ToiliToièo

(4.30)

where I,- is a local inertia matrix about the (i,-, jj, k,) coordinates. The angular velocity
of the rigid beam can be written as
Qi = fi + W|

/
êj

\

4'imy^hnz
fZ + To,- "

\

^imy
^imz

(4.31)

>

/

where w,- is a local angular velocity accounting for the elastic rotations, (pimy and
of the preceding elastic beam.
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4.4.3

Rigid beam equations of motion

By following the same procedures stated in the previous sections, the kinetic and
potential energies can be formulated in terms of Eqs. 4.27 - 4.31. The mass, damping,
and stiffness matrices and the generalized force vectors are derived by differentiating
the kinetic energy and potential energy terms with respect to the corresponding
quantities in the Lagrange's formula. Finally, the equations of motion of the rigid
beam can be expressed in the following form.
m, % + Ci qi -t- ki q; = f;
where

m,-, k,,

and

f;

are functions of

q,

only, and

C;

(4.32)

is a function of

q;

and

q,-.

These

matrices and vectors are similar to those derived in the tank dynamics.

4.5

Dynamics of a Bar-Shaft Assembly

The cross bar, the lower shaft, and the upper shaft (see Figure 4.1) constitute
a bar-shaft assembly. Following the same procedures in Lagrange's approach, it can
be shown that the kinetic and potential energies of the bar-shaft assembly take the
following forms,
(

+ A^mu^A + A^m^A ^

TïllsGrLlg "i" { -f-

CfL/ns^e

(4.33)

where //., is the moment of inertia of the lower shaft about its spin axis, m„s and m,;,
are the mass matrices of the upper shaft and the cross bar, respectively, niu.
and rricb are the corresponding masses of the lower shaft, the upper shaft, and tlie
cross bar, Lu is the length between the universal joint and the mass center of the
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lower shaft, and Teozz is an element of the transformation matrix, Tgo, which relates
the inertial frame to the moving frame. Substitution of the above equations into
Lagrange's formula gives the following dynamic equations for the bar-shaft assembly,
(nioc + nioi,) A + Cok = fo where

rrioc

is a 3

X

/I

\

GLus

(4.34)

3 null matrix except for the element at the 3rd row and the 3rd

column with the value of hs- fo is a zero force vector except for the 3rd component
which reflects the unknown input torque about the vertical axis, 63, applied on the
lower shaft. The time-varying mass matrix, nio^, and damping matrix, Co, can be
further expressed as
— îïlus ~r
1 9(moÂ)
Co — niou — %
2 gA^
where

(4.35)

= nioc + mou-

4.6

System Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for the elastic beams were derived in Chapter 3. The
total number of degrees of freedom of the structure system is nineteen if each elastic
beam is modeled by one finite element. Three of the generalized coordinates, A,
result from the rigid body motion and the rest are due to the elastic deformation. If
each elastic beam is modeled by two elements, the total number of degrees of freedom
will increase to forty-three.
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4.6.1

Generalized global and local coordinates

By using one element for each elastic beam, the global generalized coordinates
are established as
9 —

I dijny^iTnzdimzff^lmy \
I ^SmyÇ^Sms^Smz^Smy |
I d^Tnyd:iTjiz4^Zmyd"imz |
I diuiydjTyiz^Tmydsmz}

(4.36)

where the first subscripts of each elastic variable denote the corresponding elastic
beam, and the second subscript, m, denotes the last node. Accordingly, the local
generalized coordinates are defined as follows:
Ao

=

qf

= {A

0 I diTjiy^^lmz^lmz^lmy^

= {A

dlmy^lmzdlmz^lmy^
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= |A'

ql = {A:

0 I d,{jyiy<l)4yYiz^^47nz^4my^

= {A:

0 I d^my^Smz^Smz^Psmy^

ql = {A
q-

—

dsmy ^Sm z d^niz ^Smy ^

{A

ql

{A:

0 I ^8mï/^8T;ic*^^8m;:Ç^8my^

qy

(A

dimy4^\.nizd\mz^\my \ ^3m(/^^37n.7'?^3my^^4ï»ic ^

T

{A^

d^rny^5nizd5rnz4^!)iny | ^^7r/iyf^7mcÇ^77ni/^8mc ^

qio

(4.37)
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where qi, qs, q^, qs, q?, and qg are the generalized coordinates for the corresponding
elastic beams, qo are for the bar-shaft assembly, q2 and qe are for the rigid beams,
and qg and qio are for the tanks. The null vector, 0, containing four components,
appears in each set of the generalized coordinates for the elastic beams because the
proximal ends are all clamped in this particular structure.

4.6.2

Compatibility matrices

By comparison of Eq. 4.37 with Eq. 4.36, the corresponding compatibility ma
trices for each subsystem are found as
$0 =

[IA 0]
IA 0 0

$1 =

$9 =

0

0 0

0

Id 0

IA

0 0

0

Id 0

IA 0 0 0
$3

$4

=

=

0 0 0 0
0 0

0

IA 0

0 0

0

0

0 0

0

0 i;; 0
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0 0 0

IA

$5 =

0 0 0 0

0 0 Ij 0
$6 =

IA 0 0 0
0 0 Irf 0
IA 0 0

$7 =

0 0 0

0 0 %
IA 0
$8 =

0

0

0 0

0 0 I'i

=

$10 =

IA

0 0 0 0

0

Id 0

0

0 0 Ij 0

0

0

IA 0 0 0

0

0

0

0 Ij 0

0 0 0

(4.38)

0 Id

where O's are null matrices, ia is a 3 x 3 identity matrix. id is a 4 x 4 identity matrix.
and Ij and 1^ are defined as
1 0 0 0

I'd =

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0

0

1

0
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1 0 0 0
I: =

0 0 0 0
(4.39)
0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0
4.6.3

Assembly of equations

The time rates of the compatibihty matrices are zero because they are constant.
By following the same procedure developed in Chapter 3, it can be concluded that
the global mass, damping, and stiffness matrices and generalized force vectors can be
written as
10
M =
i=0
10

C =
2=0

10

K =
1=0

10

F =

(4.40)
t=0

These global coefficient matrices can be implemented directly in the computer pro
gram and do not have to be expanded mathematically in detail. The system equations
of motion are therefore given as
Mq + Cq + Kq = F

(4.41)

The solution of the system dynamic response can be obtained by numerically inte
grating the .system equations above. A detailed numerical integration technique is
developed and addressed in Chapter 5. Computer simulation results and experimen
tal measurements are presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5.

DEVELOPMENT OF NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS

The dynamic equations of motion obtained in the modehng of flexible structural
systems with unknown gross rigid body motion are often highly nonlinear and possess
time-varying coefficient matrices. The inherent characteristics of large overall non
linear rigid body motion and small linear vibrations are also involved in the system
equations. Neither an implicit nor an explicit algorithm seems optimally suited and
efficient by itself in dealing with these kinds of equations. This chapter, therefore,
presents a sequential implicit-explicit method in which an attempt is made to achieve
the benefits of both classes of algorithms. The equation system expressed in matrix
form is first mapped to a subsystem in which the specified generalized coordinates
are eliminated. The subsystem is then partitioned into two sets of coupled equations.
One set of equations, describing the elastic motion, is linear with respect to the elas
tic generalized coordinates and is integrated implicitly. The other set of equations,
governing the rigid body motion, contains the highly nonlinear coupling terms and
is integrated explicitly with back substitution of the elastic kinematic properties al
ready calculated in solving the first set of equations. A Newmark algorithm [4] [5] [61]
[70] [71] [72] [73] [92] is employed to integrate the second order system of differential
equations directly. A predictor-corrector scheme also from the Newmark algorithm is
applied to the explicit integration. The procedures developed in the current chapter
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are applied to solve system equations derived in the previous chapters in simulating
dynamic response of a complicated flexible system with mutually dependent uncon
strained rigid body spherical motion and small elastic deformation. Some examples
for illustration are presented in validation of the numerical algorithms developed in
this chapter.

5.1

Introduction

Traditionally, the dynamic modeling of flexible systems involving elastic bodies
focuses on problems in which the gross, or nominal, rigid body motion is predefined
or can be derived. The resulting system equations, therefore, only include the elastic
generalized coordinates. The mutually coupled terms between the rigid body and
elastic motions are usually neglected by assuming them small with negligible effects
on a system. However, for those problems with unknown rigid body motion, the
corresponding rigid body degrees of freedom must also be included in the system
generalized coordinates. These two motions, therefore, influence and are dependent
on each other. Consequently, difficulties arise in the numerical analysis. The in
herent kinematic facts, reflecting the large overall nonlinear rigid body motion and
small linear vibration, need to be accounted for at each time step in the integration.
Basically, there are two classes of time integration algorithms for dynamic problems:
implicit and explicit. Implicit methods are usually stable numerically, permitting
large time steps, and are effective for linear .systems. Explicit methods, on the other
hand, tend to be effective for nonlinear systems with low natural frequencies. This
assures the numerical stability which depends on the highest natural frequency of the
system. However, neither class seems very efficient by itself in dealing with systems
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with mixed properties arising from nonlinear and linear motions.
For the type of problems under investigation in this work, many methods have
been developed in which an attempt is made to simultaneously achieve the attributes
of both classes of methods in a single algorithm. In the time integration of structuremedia problems, Belytschko et al [14] have presented three techniques for enhanc
ing computational efficiency: explicit-explicit (E-E) partitions, explicit-impHcit (E-I)
partitions, and implicit-implicit (I-I) partitions. The mesh resulting from the dis
cretization in space by the finite element method is subdivided into two subdomains
in which each domain is integrated by a different method. The nodes are parti
tioned into two groups, explicit and implicit; and the elements are partitioned into
three groups, explicit, implicit, and interface, accordingly. In the E-I partitions,
the explicit subdomain is integrated first, and the results are subsequently used as
boundary conditions for the integration of the iniplicit subdomain. In the E-E and
I-I partitions, either interpolation or extrapolation must be performed, respectively.
Hughes and Liu [45] [46] introduced a simplified method in which the mesh is
grouped into explicit and implicit elements only. The notions of interface elements
and node categories are avoided. It is claimed that the improved implicit-explicit
algorithms are amenable to stability and accuracy analysis, and, at the same time,
are simply and concisely implemented. The stability analyses are also carried out
for the implicit, explicit, and implicit-explicit algorithms. In their formulation, the
Nevvmark family of methods is used to define the implicit method. A predictorcorrector scheme, constructed from the Newmark family, is employed in defining
the explicit method. The developments described in their papers are restricted to
linear structural dynamics. In a later paper published by Hughes et al [47], the
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implicit-explicit finite element concept is extended to nonlinear transient analysis.
An effective static problem is formed in the iterative procedures in terms of the
unknown displacement, which is in turn linearized. A predictor-multicorrector scheme
is proposed to achieve second order accuracy.
In an effort contributed by Chang and Hamilton [20] [21], a method for simulating
systems with two inertially coupled motions, a slow motion and a fast motion, is
presented. The concept of an implicit-explicit algorithm is applied to integrate the
coupled system in a sequential fashion. The fast motion equations are integrated first
by the implicit method in which an effective static problem is also formed in terms of
displacement. By assuming negligible changes for variables of slow motions for each
time step, the time-varying coefficient matrices are replaced by the corresponding
ones at the previous time step. The slow motion is updated by integrating the
nonlinear equations explicitly, in which a predictor-corrector scheme is employed.

5,2

Current Approach

A sequential implicit-explicit time integration method is proposed in the current
chapter. This is designed to simulate systems with mutually coupled large overall
nonlinear rigid body motion and small linear elastic motion arising in the dynamic
modeling of flexible structural systems. The original differential equation system,
which is capable of handling the forward and inverse dynamic analyses, is mapped
into a subsystem by eliminating the specified rigid body degrees of freedom in a
forward like dynamic analysis. The subsystem is then partitioned into two equation
groups, suggested by the inherent characteristics of the flexible dynamic motion. One
group is defined to describe the linear elastic motion, and the other group is derived
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by including the nonlinear rigid body motion and the coupling terms. The Newmark
implicit algorithm is applied to the first set of equations to integrate the elastic
motion. Two distinct schemes, direct and iterative integrations, are introduced. The
direct integration leads to a direct substitution of the displacement and velocity
in the equations in terms of the acceleration, and the values of the coefficients at
(i +A<) are replaced by the predicted values based on the current time. The iterative
integration, on the other hand, leads to an effective linear problem in terms of the
acceleration, which is in turn linearized. A predictor-multicorrector scheme is adopted
to achieve second order accuracy without an adverse effect on the stability condition.
The explicit algorithm, incorporated with a single pass predictor-corrector scheme, is
proposed to integrate the second set of nonlinear rigid body equations of motion. The
elastic quantities involved in the coupling terms are back substituted by the values
calculated from the first set of elastic equations of motion. The rigid body variables
at the future time step are substituted by the predicted values and are corrected
using the same Newmark algorithm. The method developed in this chapter possesses
improved implementation properties and is intended to be applicable to any dynamic
systems with mixed rigid body and elastic degrees of freedom.

5.3

Dynamic Equations

A standard representation of the structural dynamic equations can be written
in the following matrix form.
M(p)p + C(p, p)p + K(p)p = F(p)

(5.1)
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where the mass matrix, M, is usually a symmetric matrix and is a function of the gen
eralized coordinates,

p,

which include the rigid body and elastic degrees of freedom.

The damping matrix, C, resulting from the Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations, is a
nonsymmetric matrix and is a function of both the generalized coordinates and their
time rates, p. The stiffness matrix, K, is a nonsymmetric matrix and is a function of
the generalized coordinates only. The generalized force vector, F, is also a function
of generalized coordinates in general and includes the external loadings which initiate
the motion and drive the system. In an inverse dynamic analysis the driving forces
are specified and the rigid body ruction is to be determined. The above equations of
motion need not be modified because the force terms appear on the right hand side
of the equations, and the number of generalized coordinates is equal to the number
of equations. In a forward-like dynamic analysis, however, the rigid body degrees
of freedom are partially or totally specified, and the corresponding driving forces
become unknown. The number of unknown generalized coordinates is less than the
number of equations though the total number of unknown variables still equals the
number of the equations. The equation system cannot be integrated directly and
must be restructured for direct integration.

5.3.1

System mapping

By dividing the system generalized coordinates into three groups: unknown rigid
body coordinates, known coordinates (rigid and/or elastic), and unknown elastic
coordinates, the standard structural dynamic equations, Eq. 5.1, can be rewritten in
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the following sub-matrix form,
Mil M12 M I3

4 P2

M31 M32 M33

P3

g

CO

Pi

M21 M22

Cii Ci2 Ci3
C21 C22 C23

Pi
i

C31 C32 C33
Kii K12 Ki3
K21 K22 K23
K31 K32 K33

' +

P2

• +

P3

Fi

Pi
<

P2

>

=

<

(5.2)

F2
F3

P3

where pi and p3 represents the unknown rigid and elastic coordinates respectively.
Here p2 are the generalized sub-coordinates and are supposed to be the specified
degrees of freedom of the rigid body motion. The unknown driving forces are included
in F2 It can easily be shown that Eq. 5.2 can be mapped into the following system
which includes two sets of equations,
Mil Mi3

PI

M31 M33

P3

'+

Cii Cl3

Kii K i3

Pi
«

C31 C33

P3

Pi
<

'+

K31 K33

Fi — M12P2 — C12P2 — K12P2

P3

(5.3)

F3 — M32P2 — C32P2 — K32P2
and
F2 =

(M2iPi + CgiPi + K2iPi)
i=l

(5.4)
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Eq. 5.3 can be solved first by the proposed integration algorithms in the following
sections. The results are subsequently used for the vectors p;, pj, and p;(i = 1,2,3)
in Eq. 5.4 to determine the unknown driving forces involved in the force vector, Fg.

5.3.2

Subsystem partition

In Lagrange's approach, the formula for kinetic energy can be written in a stan
dard matrix form as
KE = ^p^Mp

(5.5)

where M is a symmetric mass matrix and p is a vector resulting from the derivatives of
the generalized coordinates with respect to time. The damping matrix can be derived
from the kinetic energy formula, Eq. 5.5, and can be expressed in a summation of
two sub-matrices as
C = M +M

(5.6)

where M are the time rates of the mass matrix, M, and M is a nonsymmetric matrix
defined as
(5.7)
In general, the damping matrix, C, is a nonsymmetric matrix while M is a symmetric
matrix. A viscous damping matrix can be added to the M matrix. In analogy to
Eq. 5.3, the system equations can be partitioned in the following form.

+

>+

<

Mer + Mer Mee + Mee

Qe
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0 Kre

Qr

1 qr

<

0 Kee

Qe
I
.
where qr are the rigid body generalized coordinates, qe are the elastic generalized
coordinates, and Kee is a symmetric structural stiffness matrix. The sub-matrices
associated with the rigid body generalized coordinates in the system stiffness matrix
are null because there is no stiffness associated with the rigid body motion. The
equations above can be separated into two sets of equations as shown below,
Mrr^r 4" MreQe — fr
qi 4" IVIeeqe 4- l^eeQe 4" Keeqe — fe

(5.9)
(5.10)

where two force sub-vectors, fr and f®, are defined as
fr = Qr — (Mrr 4" Mrr)qr
— (Mre 4- Mre)qe — Kyeqe
fe = Qe ~ (Mer 4" Mer)qr ~ MeeQe
By solving Eq. 5.9 for

(5.11)

it is found that
qr = M-l(fr-Mreqe)

Substitution of Eq. 5.12 into Eq. 5.10 for

(5.12)

gives

l^esqe 4" l^eoqe 4" Kceqe — fies

(o.l3)

Mes — Mee — Mei.]VIj.j.^]VIi.e

(5.14)

where
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and
fes = fe ~ MerMj.p fr

(5.15)

A modified system compared with Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10 therefore takes the following
form,
Mrrqr + MreQe = fr

(5.16)

Messie 4" l^eeQe "t" KgeQe — fes

(5.17)

where Mes and fes are defined in Eq. 5.14 and Eq. 5.15. In general, the mass submatrices, Mrr, Mre, and Mes, are nonlinear functions of qr and qe; matrix Mee is
a nonlinear function of qe and qe; the structural stiffness matrix, Kee, is a constant
matrix; the generalized force vectors, fr and fes, include not only the external loading
but also the Coriolis and centrifugal effects and are nonlinear functions of qr, qe, qr,
and qe. These two sets of equations above are coupled through the inertia matrix.
Mes, and the force terms. Eq. 5.16, which governs the rigid body motion, is nonlinear
with respect to qr and qe while Eq. 5.17, which governs the elastic motion, is linear
with respect to qe.

5.4

Algorithm Development

In the following sections a sequential implicit-explicit time integration algorithm
is developed to solve a system with second order coupled nonlinear ordinary differen
tial equations as expressed in Eqs. 5.16 and 5.17. Eq. 5.17 is numerically integrated
first by an implicit method to find the kinematic values of the elastic motion. The
results are subsequently used to integrate Eq. 5.16 to update the rigid body motion.
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5.4.1

Implicit phase

Two implicit algorithms, direct and iterative, are demonstrated in the following
two sections. In the direct method the initial values of the displacement and velocity
at the future time step are replaced by the predicted values, and Eq. 5.17 is integrated
in terms of the acceleration. The displacement and velocity at the future time step
are in turn corrected by a Newmark algorithm once the acceleration at the future
time step are found, but the acceleration remains the same as it is predicted. In
the iterative method the values of the displacement and velocity are predicted first.
Eq. 5.17 is then integrated by forming an effective linear problem in terms of the
acceleration. All the variables at the future time step are finally corrected also by the
Newmark algorithm. Multiple iterations can be performed to increase the accuracy.
Direct method: The Newmark algorithms [70] [71] [72] [73] in terms of accel
eration can be written in the following forms as
dt+A« = dt+Ai +

(5.18)

dj-j-Ai — dj^j-Ai "f" ^^^di +Af

(5.19)

and
df+Ai = dt + Aid( -f — A<^(1 — 2/?)d(

(5.20)

d(+A( = dj + At{l — 7)di

(5.21)

where A t is the size of the time step; the subscripts t and t + A t denote the current
and future time, /? and 7 are two Newmark parameters; d, d, and d are the displace
ment, velocity, and acceleration vectors, respectively; and d and d are the predicted
displacement and velocity vectors. The values of the matrices, Mes and Meei and
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the vector, fes, in Eq. 5.17 at the future time i +Ai can be evaluated by substitution
of the predicted values as shown in Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21. Substitution of Eqs. 5.18 and
5.19 into Eq. 5.17 results in the following equation,
Mej,t+AtQe,t+At — fej,t+At

(5.22)

where Mej and fej are the effective inertia matrix and the effective force vector,
respectively, defined as
l^ej,t+At

— M]es,t+At 4"
+Ai^,5Kee,t+At

fej,t+At

(5.23)

= fes,t+At ~ Mee,t+AtQe,t+At
~Kee,t+Atqe,t+At

(5.24)

Once the acceleration vector is found from Eq. 5.22, the displacement and velocity
vectors can be corrected by Eqs. 5.18 and 5.19. This leads to updating the rigid body
motion by explicitly integrating Eq. 5.16, and then the procedure advances to the
next time step.
Iterative method: The accuracy can be improved using the iterative method
with the trade off of performing iterations. A superscript notation, (i), is used in
the following quantities to denote the iteration. The same Newmark algorithms are
employed in the development of a predictor-multicorrector scheme.
Before iteratioii(i = 0), the predicted values of the displacement and velocity are
assigned as initial values for the future time while the initial acceleration is assigned
as zero, i.e.
i = 0

(5.25)
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QeJ+At = qe,t+At

(5.26)

^e.t+At — ^e.t+At

(5.27)

q&ï+At = 0

(&28)

Substitution of Eqs. 5.18 and 5.19 into Eq. 5.17 yields
^ ^e.t+At — ^es,t+At

^ee.t+At^e.t+At

"ï^ee.t+At^e.t+At

(5.29)

where M* is an effective inertia matrix which can be expressed as
M

= My

+ At-yM^
(5.30)

Let Aqe be an acceleration increment during each iteration, i.e.
Aii, = q%w. -

(5.31)

and let Af be an effective force increment during the same interval of iteration, i.e.
A f _ f(')
_
%(')
_
~ Ies,t+At •'•"es,t+AtQe,t+At
A(')
_ !((')
«(')
^Vlee,t+At.qe,i.+At •'^ee,t+At'4e,t+At

/K 99\
{O.O^)

By substituting Eqs. -5.30, 5.31, and 5.32 into Eq. 5.29, an effective inertia equation
can be derived and approximately expressed as
M-Aqe = Af

(5.33)

Solution of Eq. 5.33 gives the values of the acceleration increment, Aqo. The results
are then subsequently used to find the corrected values of the displacement, velocity.

I l l

and acceleration.
qgjL = qi'U, +

(5.34)

qgji, = 4,+ a. + At7ql',ÏÏL

(5.35)

ql'SL = qe..+A. + AtVqlÏÏk.

(5.36)

In summary, Eqs. 5.25-5.28 constitute a predictor phase, Eqs. 5.30, 5.32, and 5.33
form an effective linear problem, and Eqs. 5.34-5.36 establish a corrector phase. If
additional iterations are to be performed, i is replaced by i -f 1, and calculations
resume with Eq. 5.30. Either a fixed number of iterations may be performed, or
iterating may be terminated when Aqe or Af satisfy preassigned convergence condi
tions. When the iterative phase is completed, the solution at the future time, t -f A(,
is defined by the last iterated values. At this point, the current time t is replaced by
the future time t -f At, and calculations for the next time step may begin.

5.4.2

Explicit phase

After performing the implicit integration of Eq. 5.17, the kinematic values of
the elastic displacement, velocity, and acceleration at the future time are obtained,
and the results can be substituted into Eq. 5.16. The rigid body displacement and
velocity vectors at the future time can be predicted using the following formulas.
qr,t+At — qr,t + Atqr^t 4- -At^(l — 2/i)q]
^r,t+At — 4r,t + At(l

7)Qi',t

(5.37)
(5.38)

It is noted that Eqs. 5.37 and 5.38 are analogous to Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21. By substi
tution of the above predictor vectors along with the results from solving Eq. 5.17,
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the acceleration vector of the rigid body motion in Eq. 5.16 can be found from the
following equations,
Mrr,t+AtQr,t+At — frjj,t+At

(5.39)

frj;,t+At = fr,t+At — Mre.t+At^e.t+At

(5.40)

where

Once again, the rigid body displacement and velocity vectors are ready to be corrected
as follows,
qr,t+At = qr,t+At + At^^qr,t+At

(5.41)

9r,t+At — 4r,t+At

(5.42)

'^^7%*,t+At

where the acceleration vector, qr,t+At, is found from solving Eq. 5.39. The procedures
in the explicit phase include predicting the values through Eqs. 5.37 and 5.38, solving
Eq. 5.39 for the acceleration vector, and correcting the values through Eqs. 5.41 and

5.42.
Thus, the sequential implicit-explicit time integration algorithms introduced to
solve the equation system, Eqs. 5.16 and 5.17, are completely derived. Solution of
the original dynamic equations, Ecj. 5.1, are therefore obtained.

5.5

Illustration of Numerical Results

A Fortran computer code has been written to simulate the dynamic response
of a spatial structure system with the implementation of the numerical algorithms
developed in this work. In the analyses to follow, the direct method, rather than
the more accurate iterative method, is employed in the implicit phase because of
limitations in computing storage and time. Illustrated in Figure 4.1, the dynamic
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part of the structure under consideration in the model is supported by a Hooke's
type universal joint at point 0. The lower shaft connected to the joint, driven by a
D.C. motor, spins vertically about its own central axis. The structure rotates about
the joint with two unknown rigid body rotating angles Ai and Aj. Tanks 1 and 2 are
two rigid body assemblies which contain sloshing liquid. Beams 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8
are modeled as elastic bodies while beams 2 and 6 and the cross bar are treated as
rigid bodies. More detailed modeling and application details were published by Xu
and Baumgarten [93] [94] [95] [96].
A modal analysis for the structure model has been accomplished using the
MSC/NASTRAN finite element package. The natural frequencies range from '23Hz
to over lOOO^z. The critical size of the time step with 7 equal to 0.5 is about 0.0002
seconds, if using the explicit integration method only (see Hughes and Liu [45]). By
considering the accuracy in showing the effect of the highest natural frequency in the
model, the time step size could be as small as 0.0001 seconds. Based on the sequential
implicit-explicit time integration method, a time interval of 0.005 seconds was chosen
for integration. The simulations were performed on a networked DECstation 3100
workstation using MIPS Fortran 77 compiler running under RISC-based ULTRIX 4.1.
Approximately 5.21 seconds of CPU time was required for one real-time step. The
total number of the degrees of freedom of the model is equal to nineteen, in which
each elastic beam is modeled by one beam element with a third order polynomial
shape function.
A sinusoidal function (see Figure 2.6) was used as a spin profile for the lower shaft
in the simulation. Starting from zero, the angular velocity, Â3, increased gradually
and reached 60r-pni over the time base, to- In Case 1, an initial tilt of Ai = 1 degree
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Case 1: Response comparison of a rigid body model with a flexible
model using initial tilt angle of Ai = 1 degree and base time of / q = 3
seconds
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Case 2: Confirmation of "numerical damping" effect with 7 = 0.6.
ji = 0.303 and 7 = 0.5, /? = 0.25 by applying an impulse of IN as
an exciting force
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was set to induce off balance rotation, and to was set to 3 seconds in the spin profile.
The numerical results of two rigid body rotating angles and velocities were compared
for the rigid and flexible models. As shown in Figure 5.1, the values of the flexible
model (dashed line) deviate significantly from the corresponding values of the rigid
body model (solid line) after a few seconds. Another run, Case 2, with an impulse
acting on one of the tanks but with no initial tilt was performed. Here, to = I
second was used in the spin profile. The impulse was applied in the vertical direction
after 1.5 seconds with a magnitude of 1 Newton. This run lasted for 10 seconds so
that the peak value of off balance motion was developed thoroughly. The solid lines
represent the results with Newmark parameters of 7 = 0.6 and /? = 0.303 while the
dashed lines are for 7 = 0.5 and (i = 0.25. A phenomenon of "numerical damping"
is reconfirmed in the plots as shown in Figure 5.2. By increasing

7

to 0.6, the high

frequencies engendered by the stiff components are damped out. D\Y and Z)3K
are the circumferential (tangential) deflections of beam 1 and beam 3 at the distal
ends, respectively (note the different scales used in the plots). DIZ is the vertical
deflection of beam 1 while D3Z is the radial deflection of beam 3. The initial elastic
deformation for each flexible beam in all the runs were set to zero to avoid possible
over or under estimation of elastic deflections and rotations in the simulation.

5.6

Summary

A sequential implicit-explicit time integration algorithm has been developed in
the present chapter. The method is intended to solve second order nonlinear ordinary
differential eciuatioris derived from the modeling of flexible structural system.s with
mutually dependent rigid body and elastic motions. The original dynamic equations
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are transferred to a subsystem which is composed of two coupled sets of motion equa
tions. One set of equations governs the nonlinear rigid body motion while another
set of equations is defined to describe the linear elastic vibration. Two algorithms,
implicit and explicit, are proposed to integrate the subsystem, in which the elas
tic vibration is solved first during the implicit phase, and the rigid body motion
is then updated subsequently during the explicit phase. The Newmark algorithm
family is employed in both the imphcit and exphcit integrations in which a multiple
pass predictor-corrector scheme is used in the implicit method while a single pass
predictor-corrector scheme is used in the explicit method. Two illustrative examples
are presented in simulating dynamic response of a spatial system with unknown rigid
body motion. The numerical integrations are carried out, and the results are com
pared for a rigid body model and a flexible model. In the second run case an impulse
is applied to the structure to excite the elastic beam oscillations in which the higher
frequencies can be damped out by increasing the value of the Newmark parameter,
7. The computational efficiency is demonstrated using the current method. The
accuracy (which is at most second order as discussed here) can be further improved
by introducing higher order predictor-corrector schemes.
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CHAPTER 6.

SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The following structure configurations and material properties are used in the
simulation of dynamic response of the satellite test rig. The ISO unit system (metric
system) is selected as a primary unit system. The corresponding values in the English
system are also supplied in parentheses following the ISO values. The specific values
for each of the structure members are listed in Tables 6.1 - 6.6.
The input spin velocity of the lower shaft and its corresponding angular accelera
tion profile are shown in Figure 6.1. A sinusoidal function is assumed for the angular
velocity profile in which the speed of the lower shaft increases gradually from zero
to ujo = 60 rpm over a time base, to. In cases 1, 2, and 3 the time base of <o = 3
seconds is used while in case 4 the time base of to = 1.5 seconds is selected. For
convenience, the test rig schematic drawing is illustrated in Figure 6.2 again. All the
physical structures, dimensions, and locations dealt with in the following simulation
cases are referred to in the figure. The following parameters and conditions in each
case are either optional or varying;
upper shaft tilt, Ai
external impulse
steady-state spin velocity,
spin time base, to
total simulation time, r
integration time size. A t
Newmark parameters, 7 ,

(to set initial tilt angle)
(to excite the structures)
(to limit maximum speed)
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Table 6.1:
Beam 1
Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft
Tank

rectangle
square
circle
circle
rectangle
square
circle
circle
rectangle
circle
circle
cube

List of cross-sectional shape and size
6 m m X 12mm(l/4" x 1/2")
19mm X 19mm(3/4" x 3/4")
c?3 — 6mm(5/16")
d4 = 6mm(5/16")
6mm X 12mm (l/4" x 1/2")
19m?7i X 19mm(3/4" x 3/4")
dr = 6mm (5/16")
ds = 6mm(5/16")
6.35mm x 25.4mm(l/4" x l")
dus = 25.4mm(l")
dis = 25.4mm(l")
165mm x 165mm x 114mm(6.5" x 6.5" x 4.5")

Table 6.2:
Beam 1
Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft

List of cross-sectional area

Ai = 72 mrri^

A2 = 361 mm^
A3 = 28.3 mm^
A4 - 28.3 mm^
An = 72
>^6 = 361 mrn^
A7 = 28.3 mm'^
/Is = 28.3 mm^
Acb = 161.3 mm^
Aus = 506.7 mm^
Ais = 506.7 nim^

(0.125 m')
(0.56 in^)
(4.39 X 10-^ in^)
(4.39 X 10-2 2 «2)
(0.125 m2)
(0.56 in^)
(4.39 X 10-2 in2)
(4.39 X 10-2
(0.25 in^)
(0.785 in^)
(0.7.85
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Table 6.3:
Beam 1
Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft

Table 6.4:
Beam 1
Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft

List of link length

165 mm
L2 = 104 mm
Lz = 290 mm
jC'4 290 mm
L b = 165 mm
Le = 104 mm
L~ = 290 mm
Ls = 290 mm
Lcb : 1219 mm
Lus ~: 127 mm
Lis ~ 940 mm
Li

=

—

(4")

(11.4")
(11.4")
(6.5")
(4")

(11.4")
(11.4")
(48")
(5")
(37")

List of mass density

= 7.833 X lO^kglm^
= 2.707 X Wkg/m.^
= 7.833 X lO^kg/m^
= 7.833 X IQ^kg/m^
= 7.833 X W k g j m ^
= 2.707 X Wkgjm"^
= 7.833 X IQ^kg/m^
= 7.833 X lO^kg/m^
Pcb — 7.833 X lO^kgjm^
Pus = 7.833 X IQpkgjm^
pis = 7.833 X 10^kgfm^
Pi
Pi
/)3
A
P^
P&
Pi
Ps.

(6.5")

(I5.l8slug/ft^)
{5.'25slug 1 f t^)
{Ib.lSsiug/ft^)
{l5.lSslug/ft^)
(I5.18slug/ ft^)
(b.25slugf ft^)
{15.l8slug/ft^)
{l5.lSslug/ ft^)
{15ASslug/ft^)
{Ib.lSslug / ft^)
(I5.l8.slug/ft )
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Table 6.5:
Beam 1
Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft

List of Young's modulus

El = 210 GPa
E2 = 70 GPa
Ez = 210 GPa
E4 = 210 GPa
Es = 210 GPa
Eq = 70 GPa
Er = 210 GPa
Es = 210 GPa
Ecb =: 210 GPa
Eus =-- 210 GPa
Els = 210 GPa

(30
(10
(30
(30
(30
(10
(30
(30
(30
(30
(30

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®
10®

paz)
paz)

psi)
paz)

psi)
psi)
psi)
psi)
psi)
psi)
paz)

Gravity is considered the only external loading acting on the test rig. In the first
four cases, liquid contained in the tanks is modeled as a fixed mass concentrated at the
tank geometric centers. Additionally, internal energy dissipation and instantaneous
liquid free surface profile are considered. In the last run case, the liquid sloshing flow
is modeled by the computational fluid dynamics techniques. Instantaneous licjuid
energy loss due to internal friction, liquid mass center relative to the tank geometric
center, liquid shape, and liquid orientation are computed using the CFD modeling
and are implemented in the structure modeling. In return, tank position, velocity,
acceleration, and orientation are computed by the structure computer code and are
implemented in the CFD code. Fluid-structure interaction mechanisms are then
investigated. No relevant publications addressing the interaction mechanisms linking
two completely developed models have been found to date. Initial results for the pure
spin-up cases are encouraging and are acceptable in general.
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Table 6.6:
Beam 1

List of second moment of area
=

216mm''
864mm''
lu
10860mm''
hy
=
10860mm''
hz
=
63.6mm''
hy
=
63.6mm''
h.
=
63.6mm''
hy
=
63.6mm''
h.
=
216mm''
hy
=
864mm''
h.
=
10860mm''
hy
=
10860mm''
h.
63.6mm''
hy
=
63.6mm''
hz
=
63.6mm''
hy
=
63.6mm''
hz
542mm"'
hby
8672mm''
hbz
20432mm''
hsy
20432mm''
I usz
20432mm''
^Isy
=
20432mm.''
^Isz
hy

=

Beam 2
Beam 3
Beam 4
Beam 5
Beam 6
Beam 7
Beam 8
Cross bar
Upper shaft
Lower shaft

—

--

(5.19 X 10"-''m'')
(2.08 X 10"
(2.61 X 10"-2 in'')
(2.61 X 10"
(1.53 X 10-"'m'')
(1.53 X 10-"'m'')
(1.53 X 10"-''m'')
(1.53 X 10(5.19 X 10--''m'')
(2.08 X 10-' ^ i n )
(2.61 X 10(2.61 X 10(1.53 X 10--"m")
(1.53 X 10-"'m'')
(1.53 X 10-" ^ i r â )
(1.53 X 10--''m'')
(1.30 X 10--"m")
(2.08 X 10(4.90 X 10- in"')
(4.90 X 10- m'')
(4.90 X 10- 2 m')
(4.90 X 10- m'')
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Lower shaft spin profiles
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Figure 6.1:

Lower shaft spin-up profiles where the solid line denotes spin velocity,
A;3 (= w), and the dashed line denotes spin acceleration, A3 (= w)
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Figure 6.2:

A test rig schematic drawing
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6.1

Run Case 1: Stable Spin-up with Collar Up

Simulation conditions and parameters for Case 1 are listed in Table 6.7. The
collar which covers the universal joint in the test rig is always up in this case so that
two rigid body nutation angles are always zero. This is a pure spin-up case for which
the simulation results are shown from Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.9.
Table 6.7;

Tilt, Ai
Impulse
Velocity,
Time base, to
Total time, r
Step size, A<
Parameter, 7
Parameter, (3

Case 1 conditions and parameters

(degree)
(Newton)
(rpm)
(second)
(second)
(second)

(none)
(none)
60
3
5
0.005
0.5
0.25

The time histories of the tank center position, velocity, and acceleration relative
to an inertial frame during spin-up are plotted in Figures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6.
The effect of elastic deformation is clearly evident in Figure 6.4 showing the X and

Z coordinates of the tank center position during the first second. The tangential
deflections of beams 1 and 3 at the distal ends are compared in Figure 6.7. The
tangential deflection of beam 1 is much smaller than the total tangential deflection
of beam 3 which includes not only beam 1 tangential deflection but also its own local
tangential deflection. In addition, there is a phase shift of about 45 degrees to 90
degrees between these two deflections as shown in Figure 6.7. The radial deflections of
beams 3 and 4 are plotted in Figure 6.8. Initial deflections are set to zero. During the
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first one second the gravity dominates the forces acting on the tank and overpowers
the centrifugal force term. As a consequence, the radial deflections are negative
relative to the local coordinates.

As spin velocity increases during the next few

seconds, the centrifugal force overcomes the gravity, and the radial deflections become
positive and reach the steady-state values as the spin velocity reaches a constant. In
addition, there is a twist phenomenon between beam 3 and beam 4 during the gradual
spin-up period of the first three seconds as evidenced by the difference of the radial
deflections shown in Figure 6.8. The twist is further evidenced during the constant
spin period of the last two seconds by the phase shift shown in Figure 6.8. The
rotations, due to the vertical or radial deflection, about the corresponding V axis
of beams 1 and 3 are compared in Figure 6.9. In Figure 6.9, the vertical deflection
of beam 1 shows a negative value (referred to the left axis) while the corresponding
rotation of beam 1 about the Yi axis shows a positive value (referred to the right
axis). This is exactly what would be expected. The signs of the radial deflection of
beam 3 (see Figure 6.8) and the corresponding rotation of beam 3 about the

axis

(see Figure 6.9) are also opposite.

6.2

Run Case 2: Stable Spin-up with Collar Down

The only difference between Case 1 and Case 2 is that the collar is down in Case
2 while the collar is up in Case 1. Therefore, there is no constraint against rigid
body nutation. Any asymmetric elastic deformation of the flexible structures will
cause rigid body nutation. Two nutating angles, induced by the elastic deformation,
clearly show up in Figure 6.10 though the magnitudes are still small during the first
five seconds simulated. The time history of the tank center position relative to an
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inertial frame is plotted in Figure 6.11(note the different scales used). All the elastic
deflections and rotations are very much the same as those in Case 1 because the
magnitudes of two nutating angles are small. Therefore, they would not induce large
inertial forces.
Table 6.8:

Tilt, Ai
Impulse
Velocity,
Time base,
Total time, r
Step size,
Parameter, 7
Parameter,

to

At

j3

6.3

Case 2 conditions and parameters

(degree)
(Newton)
(rpm)
(second)
(second)
(second)

0
(none)
60
3
5
0.005
0.5
0.25

Run Case 3; General Motion with Initial Tilt

In case 3, one of the initial rigid body tilt angles, A], is set to 1 degree while
the other rigid body tilt angle, Ag, is set to zero. No constraint on the universal
joint is applied. The main purpose of this run is to verify the effects of rigid body
nutation on the structural elastic deformation. Also, the results of a rigid body
model are compared with the results of a flexible model. A fairly large value of the
Young's modulus is used in the rigid body model so that the structures are fictitiously
stiffened. Thus, the elastic deflections and rotations are negligible. The simulation
conditions and parameters of Case 3 are listed in Table 6.9:
A comparison of the results of the flexible and rigid models are plotted from
Figure 6.12 to Figure 6.16. Rigid body nutating angles are shown in Figure 6.12 in
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Table 6.9:

Tilt, Ai
Impulse
Velocity,
Time base,
Total time, r
Step size.
Parameter, 7
Parameter,

to

At

Case 3 conditions and parameters

(degree)
(Newton)
(rpm)
(second)
(second)
(second)

/3

1
(none)
60
3
5
0.005
0.5
0.25

which the Ag angles of both the rigid and the flexible models increase to four degrees
while the Ai angles increase to only two degrees. The periodic spin-up frequency
of 1

Hz

affects the rigid body nutation as evidenced by that frequency appearing in

the plot. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 illustrate the rigid body angular velocities (nutating
rates), Ai and A;, over a five second simulation period. Velocity 2 also grows faster
than velocity 1 as does rigid body angle 1, Ai, shown in Figure 6.12. The plots of
the rigid body angular accelerations, Ai and Ag, are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16.
The typical patterns of the rigid body model and the flexible model are observed and
compared in Figure 6.15. The instantaneous value of the flexible model oscillates
around the value of the rigid body model. More modes and a large peak value of Ai
also show up in this flexible model plot.
Elastic deflections and rotations of each flexible structure with or without initial
rigid body tilt are compared in Figures 6.17 - 6.20. The tangential deflections of
beams 1 and 3 in the corresponding local V direction are shown in Figures 6.17 and
6.18. The tangential deflections with initial rigid body tilt of Ai = 1 deviate from the
corresponding counterparts with no initial tilt (see Figures 6.17 and 6.18) as the rigid
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body nutating angles grow dramatically after four seconds (see Figure 6.12). In the
next four plots with or without tilt as shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20, comparisons
of beam 1 vertical deflections and beam 3 radial deflections are illustrated. The
same 'run-away' phenomenon is also expected and observed in Figures 6.19 and 6.20.
The deflections of beam 1 in the local V and Z directions and their axisymmetric
counterparts of beam 5 are compared in Figures 6.21 and 6.22. The values of beam
1 and beam 5 start to separate, run away, and head for the opposite directions
after approximately four seconds (see Figures 6.21 and 6.22). The twist phenomenon
of beams 3 and 4 are also observed in this run case (see Figure 6.23). Instead of
remaining twisted in run Case 1 with no initial tilt, the radial deflections of beams
3 and 4 are in phase in this case once the spin velocity reaches steady state as
shown in Figure 6.23. The tangential and radial deflections of beam 3 in the local
coordinates are compared with the corresponding deflections of the axisymmetric
counterpart, beam 7, in Figures 6.24 and 6.25. The tangential deflections are in
phase (see Figure 6.24) while the radial deflections are out of phase (see Figure 6.25).

6.4

Run Case 4: General Motion with Excitation

In this run case, an impulse of 1 Newton is applied on one of the tanks in an
upward direction after the lower shaft spins for 1.5 seconds. The spin profiles are
the same as those used in the previous cases except that it takes only 1 second to
drive the lower shaft from zero to 60 rpm. The running conditions and parameters
are listed in Table 6.10.
During the period of increasing rigid body angular velocity, from 0 to 1 second,
the collar is set in its up position and no nutation is allowed. After I second the
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Table 6.10:

Case 4 conditions and parameters

Tilt, Ai
Impulse
Velocity,
Time base, to
Total time, T
Step size. Ai
Parameter, 7
Parameter, ^

(degree)
(Newton)
(rpm)
(second)
(second)
(second)

0
1
60
1
10
0.005
0.5, 0.6
0.25, 0.3025

collar is suddenly dropped and the universal joint is free to nutate. At the time of
1.5 seconds an impulse with the magnitude of 1 Neiuton suddenly acts on a tank to
initiate excitation of the structures. The upper shaft experiences a relatively large
nutation before it regains stability as evidenced by the large variations of the rigid
body rotating angles of Ai and A; as shown in Figure 6.26. The corresponding rigid
body velocities and accelerations are plotted in Figures 6.27 and 6.28. The time
histories of tanks 1 and 2 center positions are shown in Figures 6.29 - 6.31 in which
the

Z

coordinates of tank 1 center and tank 2 center are compared in Figure 6.31.

The influence of the rigid body motion on the elastic deformation of the structures
is very significant as shown in Figures 6.32 - 6.34. Large transient values are also
observed in the beam tangential, vertical, and radial deflection profiles. These values
will not disappear unless there is some kind of damping in the system. The change
of the New mark parameters from

7

= 0.5 and ^ = 0.25 to

7

= 0.6 and j3 — 0.3025

will artificially add numerical damping to the system in the time integration. This
effect of numerical damping is verified in Figures 6.35 - 6.37. Beams 1 and 5 are
much stifFer than beams 3 and 7 so that the transient values of rotation for beams
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1 and 5 are much larger than the transient values of beams 3 and 7 also shown in
Figures 6.35 - 6.37.

6.5

Run Case 5: Fluid-structure Interaction

In this interaction run case, fluid sloshing motion is modeled using the CFD
technique. The fluid-structure interaction mechanisms are investigated under a joint
effort of the CFD modeling and the flexible system dynamics (FSD) modeling. As
part of the research on the satellite project, two computer codes have been developed:
the FSD code computes the overall test rig dynamics and the CFD code calculates
the sloshing motion of the fluid in the tank. A master program has been written
to call these two codes and to control the way of transferring information between
them after every time step during the execution. Three different interaction modes
are defined in the following according to the method of information transfer:

• Non-interaction: No information is transferred between the codes. Two codes
are executed separately.
• One-way interaction: Only the information from the CFD code is transferred
to the FSD code. There is no information input to the CFD code from the FSD
code.
• Two-way interaction: Information goes back and forth between the two codes.
In a non-interaction mode, The FSD code assumes the fluid to be a solid mass
which is lumped at the initial location of the mass center of the tank. Similarly,
the CFD code assumes the tank to undergo a simple rotary motion about the spin
axis. In an interaction mode, on the other hand, the FSD code gets the location of
the fluid mass center and the six components of moments of inertia as input at the
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Table 6.11:

Tilt, Al
Impulse
Velocity,
Time base, to
Total time, r
Step size, At
Parameter, 7
Parameter, (3

Case 5 conditions and parameters

(degree)
(Newton)
(rpm)
(second)
(second)
(second)

(none)
(none)
30
0.5
2

0.001
0.6
0.303

beginning of every time step. This helps correlate the effects of the liquid sloshing
on the structure. In return, the FSD code passes on the instantaneous positions,
velocities, and accelerations of the tank to the CFD code at the end of every time
step, resulting in an accurate kinematic representation of the tank.
In this section, study is focused on investigating the effects of liquid sloshing on
the structural deflections for a stable spin-up case. The specific conditions and the
values of parameters are listed in Table 6.11.
In Figure 6.38, radial deflections at the tank center for three modes are com
pared. The results of the one-way and two-way interactions are so close in the entire
simulation period that they are almost identical. Three curves remain nearly identical
in the increasing spin-up period (see Figure 6.38) but the curve of the non-interaction
mode runs away from the other two once the spin-up speed reaches its constant value.
A different steady-state value of the radial deflection at the tank center for the non
interaction and interaction modes is found in the simulation (see Figure 6.38). The
tangential deflections at the tank center for three modes are plotted in Figure 6.39.
Three curves are kept close during the increasing spin-up period as well as the con
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stant velocity period. The peak values of the non-interaction mode are larger than
the counterparts of the interaction modes. This is expected because in the interaction
modes the information of the liquid damping is passed on from the CFD code to the
FSD code. During this initial interaction run, it was noticed that it is difficult for the
computation sensitive CFD code to handle elastic deformation with large transient
values. It was therefore decided to introduce numerical damping using Newmark pa
rameters of 7 = 0.6 and 13 = 0.303 to minimize the transient values. This somehow
decreases the sense of the effect of liquid damping. However, it was observed from the
results that the numerical damping is more effective than the liquid damping in com
putation as there is very little difference between the non-interaction and interaction
modes in identifying transient values from the plots.

6.6

Experimental Measurements

The configuration of the satellite test rig (dynamic part) for the experimental
measurements is shown in Figure 6.2. The physical representation of each individual
structure is set to identical dimensions as the computational simulation model. Both
tanks are half filled with glycerin which was chosen as the test liquid in order to
correlate CFD modeling. The dynamic part of the test rig system is powered by a
DC drive motor through a drive train. The motor is controlled manually rather than
automatically. The collar which can cover the universal joint could be in its up or
down position depending on the needs.
One arm (involving beams 3 and 4) of the test rig is instrumented using four
strain gauges mounted on the front and rear sides of each of beams 3 and 4. The
strain gauges are circuited as a full bridge from which the output signal (voltage) is
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amplified using an operational amplifier. This bridge system is powered using two
sets of DC battery with 10 V each, and is connected to a slip ring with multi-leads
for output. The rotational speed of the lower shaft is measured by a tachometer
connected to the motor drive train. All the measurement outputs are connected to
an IBM PS/2 model 50 computer outfitted with a National Instruments' MIO-16
data acquisition board. This hardware is currently configured to accept 8 channels
of bipolar voltage signals (± 10 V), and is capable of a maximum data acquisition
rate of 90,000 samples per second.
Prior to performing the experiments with the test rig, the bridge system was
calibrated to obtain its sensitivity (voltage versus beam deflection relationship) within
the linear range. It was determined that in a reasonable range of beam deflection the
sensitivity of the bridge system remained constant. This calibration was accomplished
by applying known deflection of the beam and recording the output voltage from the
bridge system.
It was decided to run the experimental tests for a stable spin-up case with the
collar in its up position to restrain the rigid body nutation at the universal joint.
Due to the fact that the CFD modeling is still in development to handle the general
motion cases, the experimental tests are therefore also restricted. Since the speed
of the test rig's DC motor is controlled manually using a transformer, the transient
variation and the profile of the rotational speed could not be made repeatable. It
was decided, therefore, to perform several runs by manually varying the drive motor
from 0 to 60 rpm over a time interval of approximately 3 seconds.

The "best"

profile would then be selected as the input speed profile to be read by the FSD code,
and the corresponding numerical results are computed. Figure 6.40 shows the spin
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velocity profiles in which the dotted one is the measured one and the solid curve is
the ideal sinusoidal profile. For the current mounting of the strain gauges, they can
detect not only the local beam deformation but also the elastic deformation of the
beams preceding the current beam. The most critical, sensitive, and significant elastic
deformation, the overall radial deflection at the tank center, is measured, which is
then compared with the computational result as shown in Figure 6.41. The results are
very close both in their patterns and in their magnitudes for the transient and steadystate values. The difference between the computational result and experimental data
is within 5%. The computed curve oscillates about the measured curve during the
initial spin period (within one second) as shown in Figure 6.41. This is because the
initial elastic deformations for the flexible beams in the computer simulation are set to
zero. In other words, the structural system is undeformed initially, as a consec|uence,
there is a sudden force acting on the tank due to its heavy weight. On the other hand,
the same overall radial deflection at the tank center is measured when the structural
system is in its deformed and hence statically balanced configuration.
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Beams 3 and 4 radial deflections with initial tilt and collar down: <o = 3
seconds, w = GOrp/n, Ai = 1 degree
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Time history of rigid body angular accelerations with impulse of 1
Newton and no initial tilt: to = 1 second, w = GOrpm
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Figure 6.29:

Trajectory of tank 1 center position in an inertial frame with impulse
of 1 Newton and no initial tilt: to = 1 second, w = 60rp?7?
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Trajectory of tank 2 center position in an inertial frame with impulse
of 1 Newton and no initial tilt: to — i second, w = 60rpm
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Figure 6.31:

Z coordinates of tanks 1 and 2 center positions in an inertial frame with
impulse of 1 Newton and no initial tilt: io = 1 second, w = GOTpm
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Beam local tangential deflections at distal ends with impulse of 1 New
ton and no initial tilt; <o = 1 second, w = QOrpm
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Beam local vertical deflections at distal ends with impulse of 1 Newton
and no initial tilt: Zo = l second, w = QOTprn
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Figure 6.34:

Beam local radial deflections at distal ends with impulse of 1 Newton
and no initial tilt: io = 1 second, uj = QOrpm
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Figure 6.35:

Beams 1 and 5 rotations about local V axes at distal ends with impulse
of 1 Newton and no initial tilt: to = 1 second, w = GOrpm
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Figure 6.36:

Beams 1 and 5 rotations about local Z axes at distal ends with impulse
of 1 Newton and no initial tilt; to = 1 second, w = 60? ;;???
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Figure 6.37:

Beams 3 and 7 rotations aijout local Y axes at distal ends with impulse
of 1 Newton and no initial tilt: io = 1 second, u = GOrpm
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Figure 6.38:

Comparison of local radial deflections at the tank center tor
non-interactive and interactive modes with collar up: io = 0.5 second,
w = 30 7'pm, 7 = 0.6, f3 = 0.303
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Figure 6.39:

Comparison of local tangential deflections at the tank center for
non-interactive and interactive modes with collar up: to = 0.5 second,
uj = 307'pm, 7 = 0.6, ^ = 0.303
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Figure 6.40:

Lower shaft spin velocity profiles: measured case and ideal case
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Figure 6.41:

Overall radial deflection at tank center for a stable spin-up case with
collar up: experimental and computational results

CHAPTER 7.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A systematic mathematical model which predicts the test rig dynamic response,
and accounts for the mutual influence between the nonlinear rigid body motion and
the linear elastic deformation, has been fully developed during the course of this
study. The present model has a unique character which differs from and stands
out from the traditional flexible system model. This characteristic is that the un
known global generalized coordinates include the elastic degrees of freedom, as well
as the rigid body degrees of freedom. These two motions affect one another in the
modeling, which then ultimately reflects the inherent nature of the problem under
consideration. The nonlinear coupling terms in the dynamic equations of motion
are completely derived in matrix form. A special numerical integration procedure
is developed to solve the dynamic equations of motion with large valued rigid body
motion and small valued elastic deformation. A sequential implicit-explicit time in
tegration scheme is adopted in which a multiple predictor-corrector algorithm from
Newmark family is used. A general FSD [flexible structural dynamics) computer code
is written in which the CFD {computational fluid dynamics) modeling of the sloshing
motion of the liquid is accommodated. The numerical simulation for several run cases
has been performed. The results in general agree with observations. Measurement
instrumentation has been set up, and the experimental test run has been performed
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for a stable spin-up case. The measured data are compared with the numerical re
sults for the corresponding case, and good agreement is indicated. A fluid-structure
interaction analysis has been initiated for the stable spin-up case. The results of the
non-interactive mode and the interactive mode are very close. The ultimate goals of
this satellite project are to simulate satellite orbital motion using the test rig and to
predict the instability range under certain circumstances using the FSD and CFD
models. Therefore, future work is recommended as follows:
• Passive interaction mechanisms in terms of inertia coupling and force coupling
should be further investigated.
® Extensive interaction runs linking the FSD and CFD computer codes should
be performed for three different interaction modes, non-interaction, one-way
interaction, and two-way interaction.
• Stability analysis of dynamic response for multibody flexible structures might be
studied to predict the instability range and to guide the interaction simulation.
• Further experimental measurements corresponding to specific interaction sim
ulations should be performed in order to validate the interaction mechanisms.
Major contributions of this research have been achieved in the investigation of
the dynamic response of a flexible structural system in terms of motion coupling
of unknown rigid body motion and elastic deformation, three-dimensional analysis
of the elastic member discretization, and development of a numerical technique for
solving the totally coupled dynamic equation system. Due to the nature of the test
rig structure under consideration for this study, rigid body degrees of freedom of
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the structure at the spherical universal joint are unknown and cannot be specified.
Instead, these two rotations must be calculated through the modeling. Therefore,
the generalized coordinates of the entire structure include not only the elastic defor
mation coordinates but also the unknown rigid body coordinates. As a consequence,
the unknown motion coupling terms involve the elastic-rigid coupling, elastic-elastic
coupling in the presence of the unknown rigid body motion, and the rigid-rigid cou
pling in the presence of the unknown elastic deformation. The formulation of the
governing equations of motion is much more complicated in determining these non
linear coupling terms which are neglected historically. To date, most of the study
of the dynamics of flexible structural systems is limited in the investigation of the
link elastic deformation and its effects on specified nominal rigid body motion in the
area of mechanisms. In the area of robotics, investigators have studied the cause
of oscillation of the actuator hand moving along a described trajectory due to the
elastic deflections and rotations of the preceding flexible arms. Under this current
study, however, it is desired to compute the elastic deformation of the individual
flexible members of the structure undergoing unknown rigid body motion, as well as
to predict this unknown rigid body motion accounting for the effects of the elastic
deformation and the mutually dependent interaction between the rigid body motion
and elastic deformation.
The current work has also extended the finite element modeling of elastic mem
bers involved in the flexible system dynamics to a three-dimensional spatial problem
which further increases the complexity of the modeling. In order to reduce the elastic
degrees of freedom and hence the number of equations, some assumptions regarding
elastic deformation are proposed to complete the formulation of the finite element
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discretization for continuous elastic members. Two phase displacement definition is
employed instead of one phase representation of the coordinates [82] [54] [55] [24] [25]
[26] [85] in defining the system generalized coordinates which include the rigid body
motion and the elastic deformation.
The numerical technique developed in this study is designed specially for in
tegrating structural dynamic equations with large valued rigid body variables and
small valued elastic variables. The key step in the procedure of numerical integration
is to separate the equation system into two groups. One of the groups represents
the nonlinear rigid body motion and the other group represents the linear elastic
motion. The linear equation system is integrated first using an implicit method with
a Newmark predictor-corrector scheme. The nonlinear equation system is then inte
grated using an explicit method where the elastic kinematic properties are backward
substituted.
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APPENDIX A.

TRANSFORMATION MATRICES

If (ii,ji,ki) represents a Cartesian coordinate system, and (i2,j2,k2) is another
Cartesian coordinate system after rotating an arbitrary angle, 0, about one of the
axes of the (ii,ji,ki) system, the following three rotational transformation matrices
are defined
1

Ti2(0j) =

0

0

0 COS©,'
0

sinO;

=

0

(A-1)

COS0,

cos0j
Ti2(0i)

—sin0,-

0

sin0j

10

(A-2)

—sin0j 0 cos0j

Ti2(0A:)

=

cosQk

—sin0t 0

sin0fc

cos0fc

0

0

0

1

(A-3)

where 0,-, 0j, 0^ are the rotating angles about the ij, ji, and ki axes respectively.
The transformation matrices encountered in Chapters 3 and 4 are defined as

Teo =

cosAs

—sinAa

0

cos A,

sinAs

cosAy

0

0

0

0

1

—sinAi

0 sinA]

1

1

0 cosAg

-sinA2

0

cosAj

0

0 cosAi

0

sinAg

0
(A-4)
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1 0 0
T «i

=

0 1

(A-5)

0

0 0 1
- 1 0

To5 =

To34 =

0

-

0

1

(A-6)

0

0

0

0

0 1

0

1 0

1

(A-7)

- 1 0 0
0

T o78 =

0

0

-

1

—

T786 =

—

(A-8)

0

- 1 0

T342

1

0

1

0

(f'Zmy

0

1

—^2

02

1

1

0

4^7my

0

1

—Oq

06

1

(A-9)

(A-10)

where Ai, Ag, and A3 are three rigid body rotation angles of the universal joint,
àsrny and

are the elastic rotation angles at the distal ends of beams 3 and 7,

respectively, and the twist angles, O2 and

are defined as

0-2 — y- {dzmz — (Umz)
L2

(A-11)
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and
Oe = y- (djmz — dsmz)
^6

(A-12)

where L2 and Lg are the lengths of beams 2 and 6, respectively, and c?3mz, <^47n2,
and dsmz are the radial elastic deflections at the distal ends of beams 3, 4, 7, and 8,
respectively.
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B.l

SKEW-SYMMETRIC MATRICES

Skew-Symmetric Matrix

For a given vector, H, a corresponding skew-symmetric matrix, Ô, associated
with the vector, Q, is defined as
0

—fis

^2

^3

0

—fil

—fÎ2

rîi

0

Ô =

(B-l)

where Qi{i = 1,2,3) are the components of the vector, il. Analogously, a skewsymmetric matrix [b] associated with a given matrix^ b, is defined as
0

-b3

bg

ba

0

-bi

-h-2

bi

0

[b] =

(B-2)

bi
b2
bs

where b j , b - 2 , b a are the row vectors.

(B-3)
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B.2

Special Matrix Operators

For simplicity, two special matrix product operators g) and F are introduced
in the present section. These special operators have a higher priority over all other
matrix operations, and they are defined as

A ® r(B) = [A,jB] for each submatrix
F (B) ® A
r^(B)

= [BA,j] for each submatrix
=

r(B^)

where A is a partitioned matrix with the following form
^J J

«•«

• • •

•<

A -in

A=

(B-4)

Ami

•••

and the number of columns of each A,j(z =

Ar,
j =

must be equal to

the number of rows of matrix B so that they are compatible for matrix operations.

B.3

Matrix Partial Derivatives

If q is an n-dimensional column vector, and a scalar,

and an m-dimensional

vector, a, are functions of q, the following matrix partial derivatives may be defined
f

dqT

'

aO;

'

II

da

(B-5)

I %

.%.

{i =

j—

(B-6)
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where {d^/dqi] is an n-dimensional column vector, and [daj/dqi] is an n x m matrix
in which i determines a row and j determines a column for the matrix. The following
properties of matrix partial derivatives can then be derived from the above definitions

[74],
®

(a'-b)

= ^b + J4a

dc^

(B-7)

dc^

d
(Cq) =
dc^
^ (q^C q)

(B-8)
(B-9)

= (C + C^) q

(B-10)

Jq^

d

;(D a)

5qr^

'

5a
D^ +
gqT

adi

dàn
5q^'

(B-11)

where D = [di • • -dn]^, a, b, $i, and #2 are functions of q, C is a constant square
matrix, and d ,(z = 1, ...,n) are the subvectors in D.
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CONSTANT MATRICES DEFINED IN CHAPTER 3

The following matrices are the constant matrices defined in Chapter 3.
I Di

Y =

0 0
(C-1)
0 D2

0 0
0
Z =

0

r Da

0

0

0

D4

12
ki

(C-2)

6/

-12

6/

4/2

-61

2/2

=

(C-3)
12 -6/
Sym
12

k,

4P
-6/

-12

-6/

4/2

6/

2/2

12

6/

—

(C-4)

Sym

4/2
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I 0 0 0
1

o
o

(C-5)

I 0

0 I 0 0
(C-6)

0 0 0 I
•

3

2 •
/3
1
/2 2
p

2
~l

r 3
1
. /
1
• /23
1 1
.7
-

p
1

•

3
/2
2
I

-

(C-7)

(C-8)

p
2
P

(C-9)

P
2 •
P

(C-10)

P .

1 0
(C-11)

0 1
I' =

1

(C-12)
0

0

=

0
-1

0 0
(C-13)

0 0
where / is the length of an element, Y and Z are the coefïicient matrices defined in
the displacement functions, ki and kg are the stiffness matrices, [^i] and

are the

coefficient matrices defined in the structural stiffness matrix, D,, Dg, Dg, D,, I, I',
and 0 are the submatrices in matrices Y and Z.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM

# This is an input data file.
# must be in D12.5 format.

Every arithmetic value

The length of each variable

# name must be less them or equal to 5.

All data are in

# metric units, i.e., length-m, mass-kg, time-sec.

#
# equal sign "=" must
# be in this column

#

I

#

I

value

#
#

1
\l/

1
\l/

I
\l/

#
#

1

1

1

NSTEP
NITER
G
OMAGo

1999
=

1
=
0 .98000D+01
=

BETA

=

GAHA

=

DELT
To

=

Lus

=
=

<—

NSTEP is an integer(<=4 digits)

<——

NITER is an integer(<=2 digits)

0 .300000+02

<—

constant spin = 30 rpm

0 .302500+00
0 .600000+00

<—

0.250000+00

0 . 100000-02
=
0,.500000+00

TDROP

comments

<—

0.500000+00

<—

NSTEP eind DELT determine total time
constant spin velocity after 0.5 seconds

<—

0,. 100000+02

<—

collar is dropped at 10 seconds

0,. 127000+00

<—

Lus = 0.370 for the longer shaft

0..210000+12

<—

for steel(0.90+90 for rigid model)

RHO

=

0,.783300+04

<—

Al

=

0., 720000-04

<—

for steel
6 X 12 (mm x mm)

AS

=

0,.720000-04

Es

A3

0..283000-04
=

0.,283000-04

A7

=

0.,283000-04

A8
L1

=

0.,283000-04
0. 165000+00

L5

=

A4

L2

=

=

<—

0 = 6.0 mm

<—

L3 = 0.265 originally

0. 165000+00
0. 104000+00

L6

=

0. 104000+00

L3

=

0. 290000+00

L4

=

0. 290000+00
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L7

=

0 . 29000D+00

L8

=

0 .29000D+00

Jyl

=

0 .21600D-09

JyS

=

0 .216000-09

Jy3

=

0,,636000-10

Jy4

=

0.,636000-10

Jy7

=

JyS

=

Jzl

=

Jz5

Jz3

=
=

Jz4

<— Jyl,5 = 12*6**3/12

<

Jy3,4,7,8 = PI*D**4/64

<—

Jzl,5 = 6*12**3/12

<

Jz3.4,7.8 = PI*D+*4/64

La = L3 or L7
liquid mass in tank 1
liquid mass in tank 2

0,,636000-10
0,,636000-10
0..864000-09
0,,864000-09
0.,636000-10
0,,636000-10

Jz7

=

Jz8

=

=

0..636000-10
0. 636000-10

LHASl

=

0. 107700+01

<
<
<

LMAS2

=

0. 107700+01

<

La
Rt

=

ENDFILE

0. 290000+00
0. 900000-01

distance from arm to tank
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#
# This is a MAKEFILE
# — Jiechi Xu, Iowa State University, 9/9, 91

#
DIRO = /home/jiechi/newone/program
DIRl = /home/jiechi/newone/lowercase/OBJFILES
#
FILES = Makefile DATA.DAT xvunain.f input.f output.f\
$(DIRO)/matrix.f

$(DIRO)/shaft.f

$(DIRO)/rbeam.f\

$(DIRO)/fbeam.f

$(DIRO)/tank.f

$(DIRO)/stiff.f\

$(DIRO)/assembly.f

$(DIRO)/force.f

$(DIRO)/lib.f\

$(DIRO)/mapping.f

$(DIRO)/partition.f $(DIRO)/imphase.f\

$(DIRO)/exphase.f

$(DIRO)/corrector.f $(DIRO)/compat.f\

$(DIRO)/postpro.f
$(DIRO)/xuoption.f

$(DIRO)/gforout.f
$(DIRO)/xuinit.f

$(DIRO)/xuwrite.f\

#
PRINTS = Makefile DATA.DAT
#
FFLAGl = -c -u -C -fpeO -g3 -03 -check unde -static #final options
FFLAG2 = -c -u -C -fpeO -g2 -00 -check unde -static #for debugging
FFLAG3 = -c -u -C -fepO -g3 -04 -V -std -bestGnum -assume recursiveX
-assume noac curacy_s ensit ive -check underflow -show code\
-show include -show xref -static

#initial options

#
$(DIRO)/paxameterl.f

INCLUDEl
INCLUDE2
INCLUDES

$(DIRO)/parameter2.f

INCLUDE4

$(DIR0)/paxcuneter4.f

$(DIRO)/paramet er3.f

#
OBJECTS = $(DIRl)/xumain.o

$(DIRl)/imphase.o

$(DIRl)/matrix.o
$(DIRl)/fbeam.o
$(DIR1)/assembly.o
$(DIRl)/mapping.o
$(DIRl)/exphase.o

$(DIRl)/shaft.o\
$(DIRl)/tank.o\
$(DIRl)/force.o\
$(DIRl)/partition.o\
$(DIRl)/corrector.o\

$(DIRl)/input.o

$(DIRl)/output.o

$(DIRl)/compat.o\

$(DIRl)/postpro.o

$(DIRl)/gforout.o
$(DIRl)/xuinit.0

$(DIRl)/xuwrite.o\

$(DIRl)/rbeam.o
$(DIRl)/stiff.o
$(DIRl)/lib.o

$(DIRl)/xuopt ion.o

lib.f includes 4 subroutines: equation, gauss, solve, and couple.
<=== * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ===>

dir;
Qmkdir OBJFILES
list: $(FILES)

# to list recently changed files in subdir •program"

ais -1 $?;ls -1
type: $(PRINTS) # to type recently changed "Makefile"\
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aoid/or "DATA.DAT" file(s) on the screen
(Ocat $?;ls -1
cleanup:
fflnn $(DIRl)/*.o;ls -1 $(DIRl)/*.o;ls -1
# <=== ******************************************************** ===>
xumain.out: $(OBJECTS)

i l l $(OBJECTS) -o xumain.out
<3echo
@echo

===

Compilation is complete, dude!

===

Oecho
(Secho

What is next, Bart?

Qecho
Aho, do not answer it !

@echo
Secho
Qecho

The execute file is "xumain.out"

Secho
Is -1
$(DIRl)/xumain.o: xumain.f $(INCLUDE!) $(INCLUDE2)\
$(INCLUDES) $(INCLUDE4)

ill $(FFLAG1) xumain.f -o $(DIRl)/xumain.o
$(DIRl)/xuwrite.o: $(DIRO)/xuwrite.f $(INCLUDES)

i l l $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/xuwrite.f -o $(DIRl)/xuwrite.o
$(DIRl)/xuoption.o: $(DIRO)/xuopt ion.f

i l l $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/xuoption.f -o $(DIRl)/xuoption.o
$(DIRl)/xuinit.o: $(DIRO)/xuinit.f $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDES)\
$(INCLUDE4)

i l l $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/xuinit.f -o $(DIRl)/xuinit.o
$(DIRl)/input.o: input.f

i l l $(FFLAG1) input.f -o $(DIRl)/input.o
$(DIR1)/output.o: output.f $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDES)

ill $(FFLAG1) output.f -o $(DIRl)/output.o
$(DIR1)/compat.o: $(DIRO)/compat.f $(INCLUDE1) ^(INCLUDES)

ill $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/compat.f -o $(DIRl)/compat. o
$(DIRl)/matrix.o: $(DIRO)/matrix.f $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDES)

ill $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/matrix.f -o $(DIRl)/matrix.o
$(DIRl)/shaft.o; $(DIRO)/shaft.f

i l l $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/shaft.f -o $(DIRl)/shaft.o
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$(DIRl)/rbeain.o: $(DIRO)/rbeam.f

i l l $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/rbeam.f -o $(DIRl)/rbeam.o
$(DIRl)/ibeain.o: $(DIRO)/fbeam.f
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/fbeam.f -o $(DIRl)/fbeam.o
$(DIRl)/taiik.o: $(DIRO)/taiik.f
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/tank.f -o $(DIRl)/taiik.o
$(DIRl)/stiff.o; $(DIRO)/stifl.l
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/stifl.1 -o $(DIRl)/stilf.o
$(DIR1)/assembly.©: $(DIRO)/assembly.f $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDE2)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/assembly.1 -o $(DIRl)/assembly.o
$(DIRl)/lorce.o: $(DIRO)/lorce.l $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDE2)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/lorce.l -o $(DIRl)/lorce.o
$(DIRl)/mapping.o: $(DIRO)/mapping.1 $(INCLUDE1) $(INCLUDE4)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/mapping.1 -o $(DIRl)/mapping.o
$ (DIRl)/part ition.o: $(DIRO)/partition.1\
$(INCLUDE!) $(INCLUDES) $(INCLUDE4)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/partition.1 -o $(DIRl)/partit ion.o
$(DIRl)/imphase.o: $(DIRO)/imphase.l\
$(INCLUDED $(INCLUDES) $(INCLUDE4)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/imphase.f -o $(DIRl)/imphase.o
$(DIRl)/exphase.o: $(DIRO)/exphase.1\
$(INCLUDED $(INCLUDE3) $(INCLUDE4)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/exphase.1 -o $(DIRl)/exphase.o
$(DIRl)/corrector.o; $(DIRO)/corrector.1\
$(INCLUDED $(INCLUDES) $(INCLUDE4)
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/corrector.1 -o $(DIRl)/corrector.o
$(DIRD/lib.o: $ (DIRO)/lib.1 $(INCLUDED $( INCLUDES)
177 $(FFLAGD $(DIRO)/lib.1 -o $(DIRl)/lib.o
$(DIRl)/postpro.o: $(DIRO)/postpro.1
177 $(FFLAG1) $(DIRO)/postpro.1 -o $(DIRl)/postpro.o
$(DIRl)/glorout.o: $(DIRO)/glorout.1

±11 $(FFLAGD $(DIRO)/glorout.1 -o $ (DIRl)/glorout.o
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PROGRAM XUMAIN

C%

c***********************************************************
C
C

A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO SOLVE SECOND ORDER
HON-LINEAR IRREGULAR DIFFERENTIAL EUQATIONS

*
*

C

GOVERNING THE MOTION OF SATELLITE SIMULATOR

*

C

DESCRITIZATION

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

*

NEMMARK BETA METHOD

*

C

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE

C

COORDINATE REDUCTION — COMPONENT MODE SYTHESIS

*

C

NUMBER OF ELEMENT PER BEAM : ONE,TEN

*

C***********************************************************

c%
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter1.f'
INCLUDE ' /home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter2.f'
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameters.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter^.f'
C%
INTEGER KSTEP,NITER.NDROP,I,J,I1,HXU,NXUF.NXUI,NXUS

C%
+

DOUBLE PRECISION L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6
,T01(3,3),T03(3,3),T04(3,3),T05(3,3)

+

,q9(ll),q9d(ll).q9dd(ll),ql0(ll),ql0d(ll),ql0cid(ll)

+

.P0S9(3) ,VEL9(3),ACC9(3),POS10(3).VEL10(3),ACC10(3)

+

,F0R9(3) ,T0R9(3) ,F0R10(3) ,T0R10(3),GF0R9(N) ,GFGR10(N)

+
+

,PHI6(7,N),PHI7(NG7.N),PHI8(NG8,N).PHI9(11,N),PHI10(11,N)
,q(N) ,qd(H),qdd(H),M(S,N).HD(N.H),MP(N.H),K(N,N),f(N).X(3)

+

,T(0:2000),POS(N+6,0:2000),VEL(N+6,0:2000),ACC(N+6,0:2000)

+

,G,PI,BETA,GAMA.DELT,Ang,W,Wl,W2

+

.DELTA(3) ,ICFD(6) .TIME! ,LMAS1,LMAS2

C7.
CHARACTER*? INTER,APPR,SPIN,CHANGE
C%
REAL Ti.Tf
COMMON/COH3/G

!<— input(from input)

COMMON/COHNM/BETA,GAMA,DELT

!<-- input(from input)

C0MM0N/CGM6/NSTEP,NITER,NDROP

!<— input(from input)

CGMMON/COHL/L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6

!<-- input(from input)

COMMON/COMWl/Wl

!<— input(from xuinit)

COMMON/CQMQ/q,qd,qdd
COMMON/COMHKF/M,MD,HP,K, f

!<— input(from xuinit)

! <— input(from xuinit)

COMMON/COMPVA/POS,VEL,ACC

!<-- input(from xuinit)

COMMON/COMT/TO1,T03,T04, T05

!<— input(from xuinit)

COHMON/COMOP/APPR,SPIN, INTER
!<-- input(from xuoption)
C0MHON/COMPHI2/PHI6,PHI7,PHI8,PHI9,PHI10 !<— input (from compat)
COMMON/CQKll/DELTA,ICFD
COMMON/GFORCE/GFOR9,GFORIO

!<— output(to tank)
!<-- output(to force)
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COMMOH/COMNXU/NXU.NXUS

!<— output(to xuinit.xuwrite)

c%
DATA NXU,NXUF,NXUI,NXUS/96,97,98,99/

cy.

DATA Ang,T(0)/2*O.ODO/
CLOSE(NXUF)
CLOSE(NXUI)
CLOSE(NXUS)
OPEN(UNIT=NXUF,FILE= 'FORCE.dat',STATUS= 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT=NXUI, FILE= ' INERT .dat',STATUS= 'OLD')
OPEN (UNIT=NXUS, FILE= ' CABAL .dat',STATUS= 'OLD')

cy.
PI=4.ODO*DATAN(1.ODD)

cy.
C... initialization
CALL XUWRITEO

!<— write out 1st information file

CALL XUINPUTO

!<— read input data file

CALL XUOPTIONO

!<— choose options

CALL XUINITO

!<— initial assignment and computing

C

cy.
WRITE(*,*)'I am ready.
WRITE(*.+)

Are you?'

WRITE(*,*)'Your choices are:'
WRITE(*,*) ' 1) Hit <ret> to run out of Ames.

** OR **'

WRITE(*,*)'2) Type "quit" to crash the computer'
READ(*.'(A)')CHANGE
IF( CHANGE. EQ.' quit '. OR. CHANGE. EQ.' q') THEN
WRITE(*.*)
WRITE(*,*)'HELP ! ! ! Your computer is dea
WRITE(*,*)

d'

CLOSE(NXU)
OPEN(UNIT=NXU,FILE= 'z_read_xu_first',STATUS= 'OLD')
WRITE(NXU,*)'Your computer is crashed.

No results'

STOP
END IF
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'That"s it *MAN*. (You *grin* evilly)'
WRITE(*,*)

cy.
cy.

Ti=SECNDS(0.0)

!<— start tracking running time

close(15)
C**+ execute forward time step loop **************************** ! *
DO 120 J=1,NSTEP

! <— number of time steps

T(J)=FLOAT(J)*DELT
C : : : n u m e r i c a l i n t e g r a t i o n : : < N e w m a r k H e t h o d > ::
CALL PARTITIOH(H,MD,HP,K,f,q,qd)

!*
!*

!

!*
!*
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CALL IHPHASE(H,MD,K,f,q,qd,qdd)

! find d's

!*

CALL EXPHASE(T(J),q,qd,qdd)

! find Lamd's

!*

C:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!*

C

!*

renumber q,qd,qdd

85

DO 85 I1=1,N-ITH
q(N+l-Il)=q(N-Il)

! from ITH+1 to N
!

!*
!*
!*

qd(N+l-Il)=qd(N-Il)

!

qdd(N+l-Il)=qdd(N-Il)

!

!*

CONTINUE

!

!*

C
C=== input spin profile =========================

!*
!*

IF(SPIN.EQ.'l')THEN
C+++ option (1) calculated ++++++

!
!

!*
!*

! ITH th
I

!»
I*

!

I*

I
!

!*
!*

CALL LAHD(T(J),X)
q(ITH)=X(l)

!
!

qd(ITH)=X(2)

!

qdd(ITH)=X(3)
! <— cheat?
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
ELSE
C

option (2) measured
READ(NXUS.*)T(J),M

+

+

+

!

!*
!*
!*

!

!
!

READ(NXUS,*)T(J),H2
qd(ITH)=W»PI/30.0

!
!

!
I

I*
!»

Ang=Ang+0.5*DELT
*(Wl+qd(ITH))

!
!

!
!

!»
!*

q(ITH)=Ang

!

!

!»

W2=W2*PI/30.0

!

!

!»

qdd(ITH)=0.5

!

!

!*

*(W2-H1)/DELT

! <— trouble

I

!*

Wl=qd(ITH)

!

!

!*

IF(M0D(J,2 ) . E q . l )

!

I

Î*

BACKSPACE(NXUS)

!

I

!*

BACKSPACE(NXUS)

!

!

!*

!

I*

C
END IF

!

C

!*

!*

C??? determine up or down ???????
IF(J.LE.NDROP)THEN
DO 90 11=1,ITH-1

!*

! from 1 to ITH-1
!

!*
!*
!*

q(ll)=0.0

!

qd(ll)=0.0

!

!*

qdd(ll)=0.0

!

I*

CONTINUE

!

!*

END IF
!
C????????????????????????????????

!*
I*

90

C

find kinematic properties
CALL CGUPLE(q9,PHI9,q,ll,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q9d,PHI9,qd,11,N,1)

!*
!
!

I*
!*
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CALL C0UPLE(q9dd.PHI9,qdd.ll,».l)

!

CALL C0UPLE(ql0,PHI10,q,U,H,l)

!

!*

CALL COUPLE(qlOd,PHI10,qd,ll,N,l)

!

!*

CALL COUPLE(qlOdd,PHI10,qdd,ll.N,l)

!

!*

CALL P0STPR0(Ll,L2,q9,q9d,q9dd,T01

!

!*

!

!*

!

!*

!

!*

C
C=== find local and global quantities ===========

!*
!*

+

,P0S9,VEL9,ACC9)
CALL POSTPRO(L5,L6,qlO,qlOd,qlOdd,T05

+

100

.POSIO,VELIO,ACCIO)

!*

DO 100 11=1,N

!

!*

POS(Il,J)=q(Il)

!

!*

VEL(Il,J)=qd(Il)

!

!*

ACC(Il,J)=qdd(Il)

!

!*

CONTINUE
DO 105 11=1,3

!
!

!*
!*

P0S(N+I1,J)=P0S9(I1)

!

!*

VEL(N+I1,J)=VEL9(I1)

!

!*

ACC(N+I1,J)=ACC9(I1)
P0S(N+3+Il,J)=P0S10(Il)

!
!

!*
!*

VEL(N+3+Il,J)=VEL10(Il)

!

!*

ACC(N+3+Il,J)=ACC10(Il)

!

!*

CONTINUE

!

!*

0================ = ================ ==========

!*

105

C... select interaction option

!*

IF(INTER.Eq.'YES')THEN

!

C... select approach(inertia force or matrix)
IF(APPR .Eq.*2')THEN
C### read CFD inertia active forces #############
READ(NXUF,*.END=199)TIHE,F0R9(3)
!
+

!*

!

!*

!

!

!*

!
!

!
!

!*
!*

,F0R9(2),F0R9(1)

!

!

!

!*

F0R9(1)=-F0R9(1)

!

!

!

!*

DO 110 1=1,3

!

!

!

!*

F0RlO(I)=FOR9(I)

!

!

!

!*
!*

T0R9(I)=0.0D0

!

!

!

T0R10(I)=0.0D0

!

!

!

!*

CONTINUE

!

!

!

!*

C################################################

!

!

!*

C

!

!

!

!*

110

find generalized active forces
CALL GFOROUT(L2,q9,POS9,T01,PHI9
+

,FOR9,TOR9,GFOR9)
CALL GF0R0UT(L6,ql0,POSIO,T05,PHI10

+

,F0R10,T0R10,GF0R10)

!

!

!

!*

!

!

!

!*

!

!

!

!*

!

!

!

!*

C

ELSE
C . . . r e a d CFD i n e r t i a m a t r i x
+

!

!

!*

!

!

!*

!

!

!*

READ(NXUI,*,END=199)TIME,DELTA(3)

!

!

!

!*

,DELTA(2),DELTA(1),ICFD(6),ICFD(5)

!

!

!

!*
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+

,ICFD(3),ICFD(4),ICFD(2),ICFD(1)

!

!

!

!*

DELTA(1)=-DELTA(1)

!

!

!

!*

ICFD(2)=-ICFD(2)

!

!

!

!*

ICFD(3)=-ICFD(3)

!

!

!

!*

!

!

!

!*

!

!

!*

!

!

!*

!

!*

!
CALL MATRIX(M,HD,MP,K,f,q,qd)

!*
!*

CALL MAPPING(M,MD,MP,K,f.q.qd.qdd)
write(15,*)T(J),q(7)*1000.0,q(8)*1000.0 !<— temporary

!*
!*

CONTINUE

!*

C
END IF
C
END IF
C

120

Q*************************************************************** I *

c%
199

Tf=SECNDS(Ti)

!<— end computing running time

C%
C... write out 2nd information f i l e
CLOSE(NXU)

!

OPEH(UHIT=NXU,FILE='z_read_xu_second',STATUS='UNKNOWN') !
WRITE(NXU,*)'This is a second "read_xu" file.'

!

WRITE(MXU,*)'Running time(seconds)=',Tf

!

IF (INTER.EQ.'YES')THEN

!

WRITE(NXU,*)'This is an interaction run'

!

ELSE
WRITE(NXU,*)'This is a non-interaction run'

!
!

END IF

!

C

!

C... output results
CALL 0UTPUT(T,3,'dataP',P0S,PI,NSTEP)
CALL 0UTPUT(T,3,'dataV',VEL,PI,NSTEP)

! <~ position
! <~ velocity

CALL 0UTPUT(T.3,'dataA',ACC,PI,NSTEP)

! <— acceleration

C
500

FORMAT(1X,F7.4,11(1X,D10.3))

!

600

F0RMAT(1X,F7.4,8(1X,D10.3))
STOP
END

C7.
C : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :
C

subroutine lamd(spin profile)

:

C : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : : : :: ; :: : : : :: : : :
C%
SUBROUTINE LAMD(T,X)
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — X

— T

INTEGER I
DOUBLE PRECISION OHAGo,PI.To,T.X(3)
COMMON/COHF/OHAGo,PI,To

!<— input(from input)
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DO 10 1=1,3
X(I)=0.0
10

CONTINUE

C... specify sinusoidal function
IF(T.LE.To)THEN
X(1)=(0.5*0HAGo)*(T-DSIN((PI/To)*T)*(To/PI))
X(2)=(0.5*0MAGo)*(1.0-DC0S((PI/To)*T))
X(3)=(0.5*0HAGo)*(PI/To)*DSIN((PI/To)*T)
ELSE
X(l)=(0.5*0HAGo)*(2.0*T-To)
X(2)=0HAGo
X(3)=0.0
END IF
C
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE XUWRITE()
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — (none)

— Nil,Ni3,Ni4,Ni5,Ni7,Ni8,NXU

C

This subroutine is to write out information

C

to a file ,z_read_xu_lirst, about the final

*

C

output files which contain the computing

*

C

results.

*

*

C********************************************************

c%
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter2.f'

C%
INTEGER HXU,M0D34,M0D78,INT34,INT78
C7.
COHMON/COMNXU/NXU

!<— input(from xumain)

C7.
M0D34=M0D((Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l).2)
H0D78=M0D((Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-l).2)
INT34=INT((Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l)/2)
INT78=INT((Hi5+Ni7+Ni8-1)/2)
C%
IF((IHT34+IHT78).GT.9)THEN
WRITE(*,*)'The total number of output files for each'
MRITE(*,*)'veçtor(position, velocity, and acceleration)'
WRITE(*,*)'exceeds the allowed maximum number o f " 9 " . '
MRITE(*,*)'You need to write an integer value to character'
WRITE(*,*)'value converting subroutine to modify the'
WRITE(*,*)'present one.

You should also modify the'

WRITE(*,*)'declaration of character "ADD" in subroutine'
WRITE(*,*)'"OUTPUT".'
WRITE(*,*)'Sorry, the program is stopped.'
STOP
END IF
C... write out information for output files
CLOSE(NXU)
OPEN(UNIT=NXU,FILE='z_read_xu_first',STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NXU,2)'l) There are ',INT34+INT78+1,' output files.'
IF(H0D34.EQ.1.AND.HDD78.EQ.0)THEN
+

WRITE(KXU,*)'2) Version "0" file contains Lamd vector',
' and "d34m" vector only.'
WRITE(NXU,2)'3) The rest files from 1 to ',INT34+INT78,

+

' contain, in order,'
WRITE(HXU,*)'

+

the subvectors: dl, d3, d4, dS, d7,',
' d8, and d78m.'

END IF
IF(M0D34.EQ.0.AND.H0D78.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(NXU,*)'2) Version "0" file contains Lamd vector',
+

' and "d78m" vector only.'
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WRITE(NXU,2)'3) The rest files from 1 to ',INT34+INT78
+

' contain, in order,'
WRITE(NXU,*)'

+

the subvectors: dl, d3, d4, d34m,',
' dS, d7, and d8.'

END IF
IF(H0D34.EQ.1.AND.M0D78.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(NXU,*)'2) Version "0" file contains Lamd vector,
+

' d34m, and d78m vectors.'
WRITE(NXU,2)'3) The rest files from 1 to ',INT34+INT78

+

' contain, in order,'
WRITE(NXU,*)'

+

the subvectors: dl, d3, d4, d5, d7,',
' and d8.'

END IF
IF(M0D34.Eq.0.AND.M0D78.EQ.0)THEN
WRITECNXU,*)'2) Version "0" file contains Lamd vector.
WRITE(NXU,2)'3) The rest files from 1 to ',INT34+INT78
+

' contain, in order,'
WRITECNXU,*)'

+

the subvectors: dl, d3, d4, d34m,',
' dS, d7, d8, and d78m.'

END IF
WRITECNXU,*)'4) Each file, except the "0" one,',
+

' has exact 8 components.'
F0RMATC1X,A,I2,A)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE XUOPTION()
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — INTER,APPR,SPIN

— (key board input)

C

This is a subroutine to merely choose

*

C

computing options which are:

*

C

1) interaction option

*

C

2) approach option

*

C

3) spin profle option

*

C************************************************
C%
CHARACTER*? APPR,SPIN,INTER
C%
CGMMON/COMOP/APPR,SPIN,INTER

!<— output(to xumain,xuinit)

C%
C... choose interaction & approach options
INTER='NO'

+

!

WRITE(*,*)'Do interaction?(<ret>=N)'

!

READ(*,'(A)')INTER

!

IF(INTER.EQ.'YES'.OR.INTER.EQ.'Y'.OR.
INTER.EQ.'yes'.OR.INTER.EQ.'y')THEN

!
!

INTER='YES'

!

WRITE(*,*)'Which approach?(1 or 2)'

!

WRITE(*,*)'l) inertia matrix approach'

!

WRITE(*,*)'2) inertia forces approach'
READ(*,'(A)')APPR

!
!

END IF
C

!
!

C . . . choose spin profile option
WRITE(*,*)'Which spin profile?(l or 2)'
WRITE(*,*)'1) calculated spin profile'

!
!

WRITE(*,*)'2) measured spin profile'

!

READ(*,'(A)')SPIN

!

C

!
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE XUINITO
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — (COMMON statement)

— (COMMON and INCLUDE statements)

C****************************************************************

C

The functions of this subroutine are to specify

C

and compute initial conditions, which include:

C

*
*

1) clear zeros

*

C

2) initial assignments

*

C

3) initial calculations

*

C****************************************************************
C%
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl-f' !(define N)
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter2.f' !(define N)
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter4.f' !(define ITH)

C%
INTEGER I,J,NXU,NXUS

c%
DOUBLE PRECISION PI,G,Lus,Ll,L2,L3,L4,LS,L6
+
+

,LMASl,LMAS2.DELTA(3),ICFD(6),TIME,W1
,R1(3),R3(3),R4(3).R5(3),R7(3),R8(3)

+

,T01(3,3),T03(3.3),T04(3,3),T034(3,3)

+

,T05(3,3),T07(3,3),T08(3,3),T078(3,3)

+

,POS(N+6,0:2000).VEL(N+6.0:2000),ACC(N+6,0:2000)

+

,P0S9(3),VEL9(3),ACC9(3),P0S10(3).VEL10(3),ACC10(3)

+
+

,q9(ll) ,q9d(ll) ,q9dd(ll) ,qlO(ll) ,qlOd(ll) ,ql0dd(ll.)
,q(N),qd(N),qdd(N),M(N,N).MD(N,N),MP(N,N),K(N,N),f(N)

+

,F0R9(3),T0R9(3).F0R10(3).T0R10(3),GF0R9(N).GFORIO(N)

+

,PHI6(7,N),PHI7(NG7,N),PHI8(NG8,N),PHI9(11,N),PHI10(11.N)

+

!.X(3),d(N-ITH)

c%
!<— watch here

c%
CHARACTER*? CHANGE,APPR,SPIN

c%
CGHM0N/C0M3/G

!<— input(from input)

C0MH0N/C0M4/LUS

!<— input(from input)

COMMON/COMLMAS/LMASl,LMAS2

!<— input(input)output(matrix)

COMMON/COML/L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6

!<— input(from input)

COMMON/COMNXU/NXU,NXUS

!<— input(from xumain)

COMMON/COMOP/APPR,SPIN

!<— input(from xuoption)

COMMON/COM11/DELTA,ICFD

!<— output(to tank)

COMMON/COMWl/Wl

!<— output(to xumain)

COMMON/COMQ/q,qd,qdd

!<— output(to xumain)

COMMON/COMMKF/M,MD,MP,K,f

!<— output(to xumain)

COMMON/COMPVA/POS,VEL,ACC

!<— output(to xumain)

COMMON/GFORCE/GFOR9,GFORl0

!<-- output(to force)

COHMON/COMR/R1,R3,R4,R5,R7,R8

!<— output

COMMON/COMT/TO1,T03,T04,T05.T07,T08.T034,T078 !<-- output

c%

PI=4. ODO+DATAMd. ODO)
clear zero start
DO 10 1=1,3

R1(I)=0.0
R3(I)=0.0
R4(I)=0.0
R5(I)=0.0
R7(I)=0.0
R8(I)=0.0
FOR9(I)=0.0
TOR9(I)=0.0
F0R10(I)=0.0
T0R10(I)=0.0
DO 10 J=l,3
T01(I.J)=0.0
T03(I.J)=0.0
T04(I.J)=0.0
T05(I.J)=0.0
T07(I,J)=0.0
T08(I,J)=0.0
T034(I,J)=0.0
T078(I,J)=0.0
CONTINUE
DO IS J=1,N
q(J)=0.0
qd(J)=0.0
qdd(J)=0.0
GF0R9(J)=0.0D0
GFOR10(J)=O.ODO
CONTINUE
clear zero end
assign initial values ..,
T01(l,l)=1.0
T01(2,2)=1.0
T01(3.3)=1.0
T03(l,3)=1.0
T03(2,2)=1.0
T03(3,l)=-1.0
T0S(1,1)=-1.0
T05(2.2)=-1.0
T05(3.3)=1.0
T07(1.3)=-1.0
T07(2,2)=-1.0
T07(3.1)=-1.0
DO 20 J=l,3
DO 20 1=1,3
T04(I,J)=T03(I,J)
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T08(I,J)=T07(I,J)
T034(I,J)=T03(I.J)
T078(I,J)=T07(I,J)
!0

CONTINUE
CALL COHPATO
R1(1)=0.0

<

compatibility matrix subroutine

Rl(2)=0.0
Rl(3)=Lus
R3(1)=L1
R3(2)=L2/2.0
R3(3)=Lus
R4(1)=L1
R4(2)=-L2/2.0
R4(3)=Lus
R5(l)=0.0
RS(2)=0.0
R5(3)=Lus
R7(1)=-L1
R7(2)=L2/2.0
R7(3)=Lus
R8(1)=-L1
R8(2)=-L2/2.0
R8(3)=Lus
assign initial q, qd
q(l)=PI/180.D0
q(6)=-6.696D-04

1 degree offset

q(7)= 7.688D-03
q(10)=q(6)

I t seems it's not a

q(ll)=q(7)

good approach to give
initial conditions for
both q cOid qd.

q(13)=-1.090D-03
q(14)= 7.264D-03
q(15)=q(i3)
q(l7)=q(13)
q(18)=q(14)
q(19)=q(13)

... change initial values for q(l) and/or q(2)
WRITE(*,*)'Default initial conditions:'
WRITE(*.*)'ql = 0, q2 = 0'
CHAKGE='NO'
WRITE(*,*)'Heed to change?(<ret>=N)'
READ(*,'(A)')CHANGE
IFCCHANGE.EQ.'YES'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'Y'.OR.
+
3

CHANGE.EQ.'yes'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'y')THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Which one?'
WRITE(*,*)'(1 = ql; 2 = q2; 3 = both)'
READ(*,'(A)')CHANGE
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IF(CHANGE.Eq.'3')THEM
WRITE(*,*)'Input the values of ql and q2(degrees)'
READ(*,*)q(l),q(2)
q(l)=q(l)*PI/180.D0
q(2)=q(2)*PI/180.D0
ELSE

IF(CHANGE.Eq.'l')THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Input the value of ql(degree)'
READ(*,*)q(l)
q(l)=q(l)*PI/180.DO
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)'Input the value of q2(degree)'
READ(*,*)q(2)
q(2)=q(2)*PI/180.D0

END IF
END IF
CHANGE='HO'
WRITE(*,*)'Now the values are:'
WRITE(*,*)'ql =',q(l),'q2 =',q(2)
WRITE(*,*)'Need to change again?(<ret>=N)'
READ(*,'(A)')CHANGE

+

IF(CHANGE.EqYES'.OR.CHANGE.EqY'.OR.
CHANGE.Eq.'yes'.OR.CHANGE.Eq.'y')GOTO 50
END IF

C

c%
WRITEC*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'Waite a second.

I am working hard.'

WRITEC*,*)
C%
C... find initial kinematic properties at tank centers
CALL C0UPLE(q9,PHI9,q.ll,N.l)
CALL C0UPLE(q9d,PHI9,qd,ll,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q9dd,PHI9.qdd,11,N,1)
CALL C0UPLE(ql0,PHI10,q,ll,N,l)
CALL COUPLECqlOd,PHI10,qd,11,N,1)
CALL COUPLE(qlOdd,PHI10,qdd,11,N, 1)
CALL POSTPRO(L1,L2, q9, q9d, q9dd,TO1,P0S9,VEL9,ACC9)
CALL POSTPRO(L5,L6,qlO, qlOd,qlOdd,T05,POS10,VELIO.ACCIO)
C
C... select approach(inertla force or inertia matrix)
IF(APPR.EQ.'2')THEN
!<
C... compute initial active force
DO 25 1=1,3

25

!

!
!

F0R9(I)=-LMAS1*ACC9(I)

!

!

F0R10(I)=-LMAS2*ACC10(I)

!

!

CONTINUE
F0R9(3)=F0R9(3)-LMAS1*G

!
!

!
!
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FORIO(3)=F0R10(3)-LMAS2*G

inertia
force

compute initial generalized active force
+

CALL GF0R0UT(L2,q9,P0S9,T01
,PHI9,F0R9,T0R9,GF0R9)
CALL GF0R0UT(L6,ql0,P0S10,T05

+

.PHIIO,FORIO,TORIO.GFORIO)
LHAS1=O.ODO

!<— tricky here

LMAS2=O.ODO

!<— tricky here

ELSE

!<

j
!

read initial inertia matrix
CLOSE(NXU)

+

OPEN(NXU,FILE='INERTO.dat',STATUS='OLD')
READ(HXU,*)TIME,(DELTA(I),I=1,3)
,(ICFD(I),I=1.6)
END IF

!<-

read measured spin profile(optional)
IFCSPIN.EQ.'2')THEN
READ(lIXUS,*)TIME,qd(ITH)
qd(ITH)=qd(ITH)*PI/30.0
Wl=qd(ITH)
END IF
C. . .
C. .. compute initial qdd
J=0
c
c

DO 30 I=1,N-ITH
d(I)=q(I+ITH)

c30

COHTIHUE

c

32

CALL HATRIX(H,HD,HP,K,f.q,qd)
CALL MAPPING(M,MD,HP,K.f,q,qd,qdd)

c

CALL PARTITION(M,HD.HP,K,f,q,qd)

c
c

CALL INITIAL(K,f,q)
X(1)=O.ODO

!max

c

X(2)=0.0D0

Itemp

c

X(3)=1.0D-0S

! error

c

DO 35 I=1,N-ITH

c
c

IF(q(I).EQ.O.ODO)GOTO 34
X(2)=ABS((q(I)-d(I))/q(I))

c34

IF(X(1).LT.X(2))X(1)=X(2)

c35
c

CONTINUE
DO 40 I=1,N-ITH

c

d(I)=q(I)

c40
c

CONTINUE
J=J+1

c

DO 45 I=1.N-ITH

inertia
matrix

I
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c

q(N+l-I)=q(N-ITH+l-I)

c45

CONTINUE

c

DO 50 1=1,ITH
q(I)=0.0

c
c50
c

CONTINUE
WRITE(il,500)FL0AT(J).(q(I),I=l,ll)

c

HRITE(12,600)FL0AT(J),(q(I),1=12,N)

c

IF(J.GE.NITER)STOP
IF(X(1).GT.X(3))G0T0 32

c
c
c

IF(J.LT.NITER)STOP
CALL EQUATION(qdd,H,HD,MP,K,f,q,qd)

C
C. . . keep initial kinematic properties
DO 75 1=1,N
P0s(l,0 )=q (l)

75

80

!
!

VEL(I,0)=qd(I)

!

ACC(I,0)=qdd(I)

!

CONTINUE
DO 80 1=1,3
POS(K+I,0)=POS9(I)
VEL(N+I,0)=VEL9(I)

!
!
!
!

ACC(N+I,0)=ACC9(I)

!

P0S(N+3+I,0)=P0S10(I)

!

VEL(N+3+I,0)=VEL10(I)

!

ACC(N+3+I,0)=ACC10(I)

!

CONTINUE

!

C
RETURN
END
C%
C- • •
C

subroutine initial

:

C; : :
C'/.
SUBROUTINE INITIAL(K.f,q)
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — q

— K.f,INCLUDE(N,ITH)

C********************************************************
C

This is a short subroutine which performs

*

C

calculation for initial qdd

*

C********************************************************
C'/.
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter1.f '
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/progreun/parameter4. f '

C%
INTEGER I,J,IX(N-ITH)

C%
DOUBLE PRECISION K(N-ITH,N-ITH),f(N-ITH)
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,q(H-ITH),Kout(N-ITH,N-ITH),DUH(N-ITH)
DO 10 I=1.N-ITH
q(I)=0.0
DUM(I)=0.0
DO 10 J=1,H-ITH
Koutd, J)=0.0
CONTINUE
CALL GAUSS(K,N-ITH.IX.Kout.DUH)
CALL SOLVE(Kout,N-ITH,IX,f,q)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE XUINPUTO
INPUT

— DATA.DAT file

OUTPUT — COMMON statements
INTEGER NSTEP,NITER,NDROP.VALUEl
DOUBLE PRECISION L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,A1,A3,A4,A5,A7,A8
,Jy1,Jy3,Jy4,JyS,Jy7,Jy8,Jzl,Jz3,Jz4,JzS,Jz7,Jz8,La,Rt
,MASS1,HASS3,HASS4,MASS5,HASS7,HASS8,LMAS1,LHAS2
,PI,G,OMAGo,BETA,GAHA,DELT,To,TDROP,Lus,Es,RHO,VALUE2
CHARACTER*?,CH1,CH2.CH3,CH4,CHS,CH6,CH7.CH8,CH9,CHIO
,CH11,CH12,CH13,CH14.CH15,CH16,CH17,CH18,CH19,CH20
,CH21,CH22, CH23,CH24.CH25,CH26,CH27,CH28,CH29,CH30
,CH31.CH32,CH33,CH34,CH3S,CH36,CH37,CH38.CH39,CH40
,CH41,CH42
,mark*72,CHANGE,X
!<— output

COMMON/COM3/G

!<— output

COHMON/COM4/LUS

!<— output

COMMON/COHS/Es

!<— output

COMMON/COH7/La,Rt
COMHGN/COHF/OHAGo,PI,To
COHMON/COMLMAS/LHASl,LMAS2
COHMGN/COMNH/BETA,GAMA,DELT

!<— output
!<— output
!<— output

COMMON/COM6/HSTEP,NITER,BDROP
COHMON/COML/H,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8

!<— output
!<— output

!<— output
!<— output
COHMON/COHJz/Jzl,Jz3,Jz4,JzS,Jz7,Jz8
COMMON/COMMASS/MASSl.MASS3,MASS4,MASSS,MASS7,MASS8 !<— output
COMMCN/COMJy/Jy1,Jy3,Jy4,JyS,Jy7,Jy8

CL0SE(40)
OPEN(UNIT=40,FILE='DATA.dat',STATUS='OLD')
READ(40,'(A)')mark
IF(niark(l; 1) .EQ.
mark(l:l).Eq.

.OR.mark(l: 1) .EQ. ' ! ' .OR.
.OR.markCl: 1) .EQ. '$')GOTO 10

BACKSPACE(40)
READ(40,'(A,I5)')CH1 ,NSTEP
READ(40,'(A,I2)')CH2 .NITER
READ(40,100)CH3 ,G
READ(40,100)CH4 ,OMAGo
READ(40,100)CHS ,BETA
READ(40.100)CH6 ,GAMA
READ(40,100)CH7 ,DELT
READ(40,100)CH8 ,To
READ(40,100)CH9 ,TDROP
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READ(40,100)CH10,L tis
READ(40,100)CHll,Es
READ(40,100)CH12,RHO
READ(40.100)CH13,A1
READ(40,100)CH14,A5
READ(40,100)CH15,A3
READ(40,100)CH16,A4
READ(40.100)CH17,A7
READ(40,100)CH18,A8
READ(40,100)CH19,L1
READ(40,100)CH20,L5
READ(40.100)CH21,L2
READ(40,100)CH22,L6
READ(40,100)CH23,L3
READ(40,100)CH24,L4
READ(40,100)CH25.L7
READ(40,100)CH26,L8
READ(40,100)CH27,Jyl
READ(40,100)CH28,Jy5
READ(40,100)CH29,Jy3
READ(40,100)CH30,Jy4
READ(40,100)CH31,Jy7
READ(40,100)CH32,Jy8
READ(40,100)CH33,Jzl
READ(40,100)CH34, J z S
READ(40,100)CH3S,Jz3
READ(40,100)CH36,Jz4
READ(40,100)CH37,Jz7
READ(40,100)CH38,Jz8
READ(40,100)CH39,La
READ(40.100)CH40,Rt
READ(40,100)CH41,LHASl
READ(40,100)CH42,LMAS2
WRITEC*,*)
URITE(*,*)'<—***** Echo data file *****—>'
WRITE(+,*)
REWIND(40)
15

READ(40,'(A)')mark
IF(mark(l:7).HE.'endfile'.AND.mark(l:7).NE.'ENDFILE')THEN
WRITE(*,'(A)')mark
GOTO 15
END IF
WRITE(*,'(A)')mark
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'<—***** Echo is complete *****—>'
WRITE(*.+)
CHANGE:'NO'
WRITE(*,*)'Any change?(<ret>=N)'
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READ(*,'(A)')CHA1IGE
IF (CHANGE.EQ.'YES'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'Y'.OR.
CHANGE.EQ.'yes'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'y')THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Which one?(type variable name)'
READ(*.'(A)')X
WRITE(*,*)'Please input the value'
IF(X.Eq.'NSTEP'.OR.X.EQ.'NITER'.OR.
X.EQ.'nstep'.OR.X.EQ.'niter')THEN
READ(*,*)VALUE1
IF(X.EQ.'NSTEP'.OR.X.EQ.'nstep')NSTEP=VALUE1
IF (X.EQ.'NITER'.OR.X.EQ.'nit er')NITER=VALUE1
ELSE
READ(*,*)VALUES
)G
=VALUE2
IF(X.EQ . 'G'
.OR.X.EQ. 'g*
IF(X.Eq,. 'OMAGo' .OR.X.EQ,.'omago')0MAGo=VALUE2
IF(X.EQ,, 'BETA' .OR.X.EQ. 'beta' )BETA =VALUE2
IF(X.EQ.,'GAHA' .OR.X.EQ. 'gama' )GAHA =VALUE2
IF(X.EQ,, 'BELT' •OR.X.EQ. 'delt' )DELT =VALUE2
=VALUE2
)To
.OR.X.EQ. 'to'
IF(X.EQ., 'TDROP' •OR.X.EQ,,'tdrop')TDR0P=VALUE2
IF(X.EQ. ' Lus '
•OR.X.EQ. 'lus' )Lus =VALUE2
)Es
=VALUE2
IF(X.EQ. 'Es'
.OR.X.Eq. 'es'
IF(X.EQ,, 'To'

IF(X.EQ. 'RHO'

.OR.X.EQ. 'rho'

)RHO

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'Al'

.OR.X.EQ. 'al'

)A1

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. •'AS'

..OR.X.EQ. 'a5'
.OR.X.EQ. 'a3'

)A5

=VALUE2

)A3

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'A4'

•OR.X.Eq. 'a4'

)A4

=VALUE2

IF(X.Eq. 'A7'

.OR.X.EQ^ 'a7'

)A7

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'A8'

•OR.X.EQ. 'aS'
.OR.X .Eq. '11'

)A8

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'Ll'

)L1

IF(X.EQ. 'L5'

.OR.X.EQ. '15'

)L5

=VALUE2
=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. > L 2 '

.OR.X.EQ. '12'

)L2

=VALUE2

IF(X.Eq. 'L6'

.OR.X.EQ. '16'
.OR.X.EQ. '13'

)L6

=VALUE2

)L3

=VALUE2

.OR.X .Eq. '14'
.OR.X .Eq. '17'

)L4

=VALUE2

)L7

.OR.X.EQ. '18'

)L8

=VALUE2
=VALUE2

•OR.X.Eq. 'jyl'
•OR.X.Eq. 'jys'
.OR.X .Eq. 'jy3'

)Jyi

=VALUE2

)Jy5
)jy3

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'Jy4'
IF(X.Eq. 'Jy7'

•OR^X^Eq^ 'jy4'

)jy4

•OR^X^EQ^ 'jy7'

)Jy7

=VALUE2
=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'Jy8'

•OR^X.EQ^ 'jyS'
•OR.X^Eq^ 'jzl'

)Jy8

=VALUE2

) Jzl

=VALUE2

)JzS

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'A3'

IFCX.EQ. 'L3'
IF(X.EQ. 'L4'

IF(X.Eq. 'L7'
IF(X.Eq. 'L8'
IF(X.Eq. 'Jyl'
IF(X.Eq. 'JyS'
IF(X.EQ. 'Jy3'

IFCX.Eq. 'Jzl'
IF(X.Eq. ' Jz5'

=VALUE2

)Jz3

=VALUE2

IF(X.Eq. 'Jz4'

•OR^X^EQ^ 'jzS'
.OR^X^Eq^ 'jz3'
•OR^X^Eq^ 'jz4'

)Jz4

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ. 'Jz7'

•OR^X^Eq^ 'jz7'

)Jz7

=VALUE2

IF(X.Eq. 'Jz3'
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IF(X.EQ.'Jz8'

.OR.X.EQ.'jz8'

)Jz8

=VALUE2

IFCX.EQ.'La'

.OR.X.EQ.'la'

)La

=VALUE2

IF(X.EQ.'Rt'

.OR.X.EQ.'rt'

)Rt

=VALUE2

IFCX.EQ.'LHASl'.OR.X.EQ.'lmasl')LMASl=VALUE2
IF(X.EQ.'LMAS2'.OR.X.EQ.'Imas2')LMAS2=VALUE2
END IF
CHANGE:'NO'
WRITE(*,*)'Another change?(<ret>=N)'
READ(*,'(A)')CHANGE
IF(CHANGE.EQ.'YESOR.CHANGE.EQ.'Y'.OR.
CHANGE.EQ.'yes'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'y')GOTO 20
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'<== ***** Echo new data file ***** ==>'
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,'(A,I5)')CH1. NSTEP
WRITE(*,'(A,I2)')CH2, NITER
WRITE(*,100)CH3, G
WRITE(*,100)CH4, OMAGo
WRITE(*,100)CHS. BETA
WRITE(*,100)CH6, GAMA
WRITE(*,100)CH7. BELT
WRITE(*,100)CH8, To
WRITE(*,100)CH9. TDROP
WRITE(*,100)CH10,Lus
WRITE(*,100)CHll,Es
WRITE(*,100)CH12,RH0
WRITE(*,100)CH13,A1
WRITE(*,100)CH14,A5
WRITE(*,100)CH15,A3
WRITE(*,100)CH16.A4
WRITE(*,100)CH17,A7
WRITE(*,100)CH18,A8
WRITE(*.100)CH19,L1
WRITE(*,1GO)CH20,L5
WRITE(*,100)CH21,L2
WRITE(*,100)CH22,L6
WRITE(*,100)CH23,L3
WRITE(*,100)CH24,L4
WRITE(*,100)CH25,L7
WRITE(*,100)CH26,L8
WRITE(*,100)CH27,Jyl
WRITE(*,100)CH28,Jy5
WRITE(*,100)CH29,Jy3
WRITE(*.100)CH30,Jy4
WRITE(*,100)CH31,Jy7
WRITE(*,100)CH32.Jy8
WRITE(*,100)CH33,Jzl
WRITE(*.100)CH34,Jz5
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HRITE(*,100)CH3S,Jz3
HRITE(*,100)CH36,Jz4
WRITE(*,100)CH37,J27
WRITE(*,100)CH38,Jz8
WRITE(*,100)CH39,La
WRITE(*,100)CH40,Rt
WRITEC*,100)CH41,LMAS1
WRITE(*,100)CH42,LMAS2
WRITEC*,*)
WRITE(*,*)'<== ***** New echo is complete ***** ==>'
WRITEC*,*)
CHANGE='NO'
WRITEC*,*)'Further change?(<ret>=N)'
READ(*,'(A)')CHANGE
IF(CHANGE.Eq.'YES'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'Y'.OR.
CHANGE.EQ.'yes'.OR.CHANGE.EQ.'y')GOTO 20
END IF
WRITEC*,*)
WRITEC*,*)'— reading data file finished —'
WRITEC*,*)

c%
PI=4.0*DATANCl.0D0)
OHAGo=PI* COHAGo/30.0)
NDROP=TDROP/DELT
MASS1=RH0*A1*L1
HASS3=RH0*A3*L3
MASS4=RH0*A4*L4
HASS5=RH0*A5*L5
HASS7=RH0*A7*L7
HASS8=RH0*A8*L8
C7.

100

F0RHATCA,D12.5)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(T,NR,SN,X.PI,NSTEP)
C'/.
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — WRITE statements

— T,NR,SN.X,PI,KSTEP

C7.
C****************************************************************

C

T

C

NR — Number of generalized coordinates for rigid body

C

— Time vector
Note: The restriction of NR is NR<=3.

*
*
*

C

SN — Subname of input vector, "dat.p","dat.v","dat.a"

*

C

X

*

— A vector, i.e., position, velocity, acceleration

c%
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl.f'
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter2.f'
C%
INTEGER I , J,K,NR,NU,NTEMP,NSTEP,INT34,INT78,M0D34,H0D78
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION T(0:NSTEP),X(N+6,0:NSTEP),PI
C%
CHARACTER*6 SN*5,NAME

C%
MOD34=MOD((Hil+Ni3+Ni4-l) ,2)
M0D78=M0D((Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-1) ,2)
INT34=INT((Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l)/2)
INT78=INT((Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-l)/2)
C*** to close and re-open units of output files ###############
c
IF(NT.Eq.O)THEN
c
c

H=ICHAR('0')
! character index of integer zero "0"
DO 5 J=0,INT34+INT78

c

CLOSE(NU+J)

c5
c
c

CONTINUE
DO 7 J=0,INT34+INT78
ADD=CHAR(H+J)

c

OPEN (UNIT=NU+J, FILE=SN//ADD, STATUS= 'NEW')

c7
c

CONTINUE
END IF

C##############################################################
NU=90
CLOSE(NU)
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>=
IF(H0D34 .Eq .l)THEN
IF(M0D78.EQ.1)THEN
HTEMP=NR+8*(INT34+INT78) +4
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,0
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NU,300)(T(K) ,(X(I.K)*180.DO/PI,1=1,NR)
*

, (X(I,K)*1000.DO,I=NR+8*INT34+1,NR+8*INT34+2)
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*

,X(NR+8*INT34+3,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NR+8*INT34+4,K)*1000.DO

*

,(X(I,K)*1000.D0.I=NTEMP+1,NTEHP+2)

*

,X(NTEHP+3,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEHP+4,K)*1000.DO,K=0,NSTEP)
DO 20 J=1,INT34
NTEMP=NR+8*(J-1)
WRITE(NAHE,'(A,T1)')SN,J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN (UNIT=NU, FILE=NAME, STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(NU,200)(T(K),(X(I,K)*1000.DO

*
20

, X(I+l.K)*180.DO/PI.I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+7.2).K=0,NSTEP)
CONTINUE
DO 30 J=1,INT78
NTEHP=NR+8*(INT34+J-1)+4
WRITECNAHE, '(A,I1)')SN,INT34+J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN (UNIT=NU, FILE=NAME, STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(NU,2O0)(T(K).(X(I.K)*lOO0.D0

*
30

,X(I+1,K)+180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+7.2),K=0,NSTEP)
CONTINUE

ELSE
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>===>
NTEMP=NR+8*INT34
WRITE(NAME.'(A,I1)')SN.0
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN (UNIT=NU, FILE=NAME, STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(NU,100) (T(K),(X(I ,K)*180.DO/PI,1=1,NR)
*
*

,(X(I,K)+1000.D0,I=NTEHP+l,NTEMP+2)
,X(NTEMP+3,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEHP+4,K)*1000.DO,K=0,NSTEP)
DO 40 J=1,INT34
NTEHP=NR+8*(J-1)
WRITE(NAHE.'(A,I1)')SN,J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU, FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NU,200)(T(K),(X(I,K)*1000.D0

*
40

.X(I+l,K)*180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+7.2),K=0.NSTEP)
CONTINUE
IF(INT78.GT.1)THEH
DO 50 J=1.INT78-1
NTEMP=NR+8+INT34+4+8*(J-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,INT34+J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN (UNIT=NU, FILE=NAME, STATUS= 'NEW')
WRITE(NU,200)(T(K),(X(I,K)*1000.DO

*
50

,X(1+1,K)*180.DO/PI.I=NTEHP+1,NTEMP+7,2).K=0,NSTEP)
CONTINUE
END IF
NTEMP=NR+8*INT34+4+8*(INT78-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,INT34+INT78
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CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=HU,FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEW')

WRITE(NU,200)(T(K)
*

,(X(I,K)*1000.DO,X(I+1,K)*180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+3,2)

*

,(X(I,K)*1000.D0,I=NTEMP+5,NTEMP+6)

*

,X(NTEMP+7,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEMP+8,K)*1000.DO,K=0,NSTEP)

END IF
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>===>
ELSE
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>===>
IF(M0D78.Eq.l)THEN
NTEMP=NR+8*(INT34+INT78)
WRITE(NAHE,'(A,I1)')SH,0
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NU,100)(T(K),(X(I,K)*180.DO/PI,1=1,NR)
*
*

,(X(I,K)*1000.D0,I=NTEMP+l,NTEMP+2)
,X(NTEMP+3,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEHP+4,K)*10OO.DO,K=O,NSTEP)
IF(INT34.GT.1)THEN
DO 60 J=1,INT34-1
NTEMP=NR+8*(J-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')

*
60

WRITE(NU,200)(T(K).(X(I,K)*1000.D0
,X(I+l,K)*180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+7,2),K=0,NSTEP)
CONTINUE
END IF
NTEHP=NR+8*(INT34-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SH,INT34
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NU.200)(T(K)

*

,(X(I,K)*1000.DO.X(I+1,K)*180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+3.2)

*

,(X(I,K)*1000.D0,I=NTEMP+5,NTEMP+6)

*

,X(NTEMP+7,K)*180.DO/PI.X(NTEMP+8,K)*1000.DO,K=0,NSTEP)
DO 70 J=1,INT78
NTEMP=NR+8*(INT34+J-1)
WRITE(NAME.'(A,I1)')SN,INT34+J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(NU,200)(T(K).(X(I.K)*1000.DO

*
70

,X(1+1,K)*180.DO/PI,I=NTEMP+1,NTEMP+7,2),K=0,NSTEP)
CONTINUE

ELSE
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>===>
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,0
CLOSE(NU)
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OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')
DO 75 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,400)T(K),(X(I,K)*180.DO/PI,1=1,NR)
CONTINUE
IF(INT34.GT.1)THEN
DO 80 J=1,INT34-1
NTEMP=NR+8*(J-1)
WRITECNAHE,'(A,II)')SN,J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU,FILE=NAME,STATUS='NEW')
DO 80 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,200)T(K),(X(I,K)*1000.DO,X(I+1,K)*180.DO/PI
,I=NTEHP+l,NTEHP+7,2)
CONTINUE
END IF
NTEHP=NR+8*(IHT34-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A,I1)')SN,INT34
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU.FILE=HAME,STATUS='NEW')
DO 85 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,200)T(K)
,(X(I,K)*1000.D0,X(I+l,K)*180.D0/PI,I=NTEMP+l,NTEMP+3,2)
,(X(I,K)*1000.DO,I=NTEMP+5,NTEHP+6)
,X(NTEMP+7,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEMP+8,K)*1000.DO
CONTINUE
IF(INT78.GT.1)THEN
DO 90 J=1,INT78-1
NTEHP=NR+8*(INT34+J-1)
WRITE(NAHE,'(A,I1)')SH,INT34+J
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UHIT=NU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')
DO 90 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,200)T(K),(X(I,K)*1000.DO,X(I+1,K)*180.DO/PI
,I=NTEMP+l,NTEHP+7,2)
CONTINUE
END IF
NTEMP=NR+8+(INT34+IHT78-1)
WRITE(NAME,'(A.II)')SN,INT34+INT78
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=KU,FILE=NAHE,STATUS='NEW')
DO 95 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,200)T(K)
,(X(I.K)*lO0O.D0,X(I+l,K)*180.D0/PI,I=NTEHP+l,NTEHP+3,2)
,(X(I,K)*lO0O.DO,I=NTEMP+5,NTEMP+6)
,X(NTEMP+7,K)*180.DO/PI,X(NTEHP+8,K)*1000.DO
CONTINUE
END IF
END IF
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c<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
WRITE(NAME.'(A)')SN//'K'
CLOSE(NU)
OPEN(UNIT=NU.FILE=NAHE.STATUS='NEW')
DO 97 K=0,NSTEP
WRITE(NU,500)T(K).(X(N+I,K)*1000.D0.I=1,6)
97
CONTINUE
C<===<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
100
200
300
400
500

F0RMAT(1X,F7.4,7(1X,D14.7))
F0RHAT(1X,F7.4,8(1X,D14.7))
FORHAT(1X,F7.4,11(1X,D10.3))
F0RHAT(1X,F7.4,3(1X.D14.7))
F0RHAT(1X,F7.4,6(1X,D14.7))
RETURN
END

!7=NR+4
!8=4+4
!ll=NR+4+4
!3=NR
!6=3+3
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SUBROUTINE MATRIX(M,HD.HP,K,f,q,qd)
INPUT

— q,qd

OUTPUT — M,MD,MP.K,f
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameterl.f'
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/program/pciramet er2.i'
INTEGER I,J
DOUBLE PRECISION L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8
,fl(NGl),f3(NG3),f4(NG4),f2(7),19(11),fO(3)
,fS(NG5),f7(NG7),f8(NG8),f6(7),f10(11),f(N)
,ql(NGl),q3(NG3),q4(NG4),q2(7),q9(ll),q0(3)
.qSCNGS).q7(NG7),q8(HG8),q6(7),qlO(ll).q(N)
,qld(NGl),q3d(NG3),q4d(NG4),q2d(7),q9d(ll) ,q0d(3)
,q5d(NG5),q7d(NG7),q8d(NG8),q6d(7).qlOd(ll) ,qd(N)
,MD1(HG1,NG1).MD3(NG3.NG3),HD4(NG4,NG4),HD5(NG5,NG5)
,HP1(NG1,NG1),MP3(NG3,NG3),MP4(HG4,NG4),MP5(HG5,NG5)
,MD7(NG7,NG7),MD8(NG8,NG8),HP7(NG7,NG7),HP8(KG8,NG8)
,HD(N,N),MDO(3,3),MD2(7.7),HD6(7,7),HD9(11,11),MD10(11,11)
,MP(N,N),MP0(3,3),HP2(7,7).MP6(7,7),HP9(11,11),HP10(11,11)
.H1(NG1,NG1),M3(NG3,NG3),M4(NG4,NG4),M2(7,7),M9(11,11),H0(3,3)
,MS(NG5.NG5).M7(NG7,NG7).M8(NG8,NG8),M6(7.7),H10(11,11).H(N,N)
,K1(NG1,NG1),K3(NG3,NG3),K4(NG4,NG4),K2(7,7),K9(11,11),K0(3,3)
,K5(NG5.NGS).K7(NG7,NG7),K8(NG8,NG8).K6(7,7),K10(11,11),K(N.N)
DOUBLE PRECISION Rl(3).R3(3),R4(3),R5(3),R7(3),R8(3)
,J1(3,NG1-3),J5(3,NG5-3).T01(3,3),T0S(3,3),T034(3,3)
,J3(3,NG3-3).J7(3.NG7-3).T03(3.3),T07(3,3),T078(3,3)
,J4(3.NG4-3),J8(3.NG8-3),T04(3,3),T08(3,3)
,Jy1,Jy3,Jy4,Jy5,Jy7,Jy8,Jzl,Jz3,Jz4,Jz5,Jz7,Jz8
,PHI0(3,N),PHI2(7,N),PHI6(7,B).PHI9(11,N).PHI10(11.IÎ)
,PHI1(NGl,N),PHI3(NG3,N),PHI4(NG4.N)
,PHIS(NGS,N),PHI7(NG7.N).PHI8(NG8,N)
.MASS1,MASS3,MASS4,MASSS.MASS7.HASS8,LMAS1,LMAS2
.NT(3,3),ND(3.3),NP(3,9),TP(3.3)
C0HM0H/C0M8/NT,ND

!<— output

C0MH0N/C0M9/NP,TP

!<-- output

C0MH0N/CGMR/R1,R3,R4,RS,R7,R8

!<— input(xuinit)

COMMON/COMT/TOl,T03,T04,TOS,T07,T08,T034,T078 !<— input(xuinit)
COMMON/COMPHI1/PHIO,PHI1,PHI2,PHI3.PHI4,PHI5

!<— input(compat)

C0MM0N/C0MPHI2/PHI6,PHI7,PHI8,PHI9,PHIIO

!<— input(compat)

COMMON/COMLMAS/LMASl,LMAS2

!<— input(input,xuinit)

C0MM0N/C0ML/L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8

!<— input(input)

COMMON/COMJy/Jy1,Jy3,Jy4, JyS,Jy7,Jy8
C0MMQN/C0MJz/Jzl,Jz3,Jz4,Jz5,Jz7,Jz8

!<— input(input)
!<— input(input)
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COHMON/COMMASS/MASSl.MASS3,HASS4,MASS5,MASS7.HASS8 !<— input(input)
C%
C*** clear zero start
DO 10 3=1,7
q2(J)=0.0D0
q6(J)=0.0D0
q2d(J)=0.0D0
q6d(J)=0.0D0
12(J)=0.0D0
16(J)=0.0D0
DO 10 1=1,7
M2(I,J)=0.0D0
M6(I.J)=0.0D0
HD2(I,J)=0.0D0
MD6(I,J)=0.0D0
MP2(I,J)=0.0D0
MP6(I,J)=0.0D0
K2(I.J)=0.0D0
K6(I,J)=0.0D0
10

CONTINUE
DO 15 J=l,ll
q9(J)=0.0D0
ql0(J)=0.0D0
q9d(J)=0.0D0
ql0d(J)=0.0D0
f9(J)=0.0D0
fl0(J)=0.0D0
DO 15 1=1,11
H9(I,J)=0.0D0
M10(I,J)=0.0D0
MD9(I.J)=0.0D0
MD10(I,J)=0.0D0
HP9(I.J)=0.0D0
HP10(I,J)=0.0D0
K9(I,J)=0.0D0
K10(I,J)=0.0D0

15

CONTINUE
DO 20 J=1,NG1
ql(J)=0.0D0
qld(J)=O.ODO
fl(J)=O.ODO
DO 20 1=1,NGl
H1(I.J)=0.0D0
MD1(I.J)=O.ODO
MP1(I,J)=0.0D0
K1(I,J)=0.0D0

20

CONTINUE
DO 25 J=1,NG3

q3(J)=0.0D0
q3d(J)=O.ODO
f3(J)=O.ODO
DO 25 1=1,NG3
M3(I,J)=0.0D0
MD3(I,J)=O.ODO
MP3(I,J)=0.0D0
K3(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 30 J=1,NG4
q4(J)=0.0D0
q4d(J)=O.ODO
f4(J)=O.ODO
DO 30 1=1,NG4
M4(I,J)=0.0D0
MD4(I,J)=0.0D0
MP4(I,J)=0.0D0
K4(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 35 J=1,NG5
q5(J)=O.ODO
q5d(J)=O.ODO
f5(J)=O.ODO
DO 35 1=1,NG5
M5(I,J)=0.0D0
MD5(I,J)=0.0D0
MPS(I,J)=0.0D0
K5(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 40 J=1,NG7
q7(J)=O.ODO
q7d(J)=O.ODO
f7(J)=O.ODO
DO 40 1=1,NG7
M7(I,J)=0.0D0
MD7(I,J)=O.ODO
HP7(I.J)=0.0D0
K7(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 45 J=1,NG8
q8(J)=O.ODO
q8d(J)=0.0D0
f8(J)=O.ODO
DO 45 1=1,NG8
M8(I,J)=0.0D0
MD8(I,J)=0.0D0
MP8(I,J)=O.ODO
K8(I,J)=0.0D0
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45

CONTINUE
DO SO J=1,N
f (J )=O.ODO
DO SO 1=1,N
M (I,J)=O.ODO
HD(I,J)=O.ODO
MP(I,J)=O.ODO
K(I,J)=O.ODO

50

CONTINUE
DO 100 J=1.3
qO(J)=O.ODO
q0d(J)=0.0D0
f0(J)=0.0D0
DO 100 1=1,3
ND(I,J)=O.ODO
TP(I,J)=O.ODO
NP(I,J)=O.ODO
NP(I,J+3)=O.ODO
NP(I,J+6)=O.ODO
HO(I,J)=O.ODO
HDOd, J)=0.ODD
HPOd, J)=O.ODO
KO(I,J)=O.ODO

100

CONTINUE

C*** clear zero end
NT(1,1)= 0.0
NT(1,2)= 1.0
NT(l,3)=-DSIN(q(l))
NT(2.1)= DC0S(q(2))
NT(2,2)= 0.0
NT(2,3)= DC0S(q(l))*DSIN(q(2))
NT(3,l)=-DSIN(q(2))
NT(3,2)= 0.0
NT(3,3)= DC0S(q(l))*DC0S(q(2))
ND(l,3)=-qd(l)*DC0S(q(l))
ND(2,l)=-qd(2)*DSIN(q(2))
ND(2,3)=-qd(l)*DSIN(q(l))*DSIN(q(2))
*

+qd(2)*DC0S(q(l))*DC0S(q(2))
ND(3,l)=-qd(2)*DC0S(q(2))
ND(3,3)=-qd(l)*DSIN(q(l))*DC0S(q(2))

*

-qd(2)*DC0S(q(l))*DSIN(q(2))
TP(l,l)=-DCOS(q(l))
TP(l,2)=-DSIN(q(l))*DSIM(q(2))
TP(l,3)=-DSIN(q(l))*DC0S(q(2))
TP(2,2)= NT(3.3)
TP(2,3)=-HT(2,3)
NP(1,3)= TP(1,1)
NP(1,6)= TP(1.2)
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HP(1,9)= TP(1,3)
KP(2,4)= NT(3,1)
NP(2,6)= TP(2,2)
NP(2,7)=-NT(2,1)
KP(2,9)= TP(2,3)
CALL COUPLE(ql,PHIl,q,HGl,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q3,PHI3,q.NG3,N.l)
CALL COUPLE(q4,PHI4,q,NG4,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q5,PHI5,q,NGS,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q7,PHI7,q,NG7,N.l)
CALL C0UPLE(q8,PHI8.q.MG8.N.l)
CALL COUPLE(qO,PHIO,q,3,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q2,PHI2,q,7.N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q6,PHI6,q,7,N.l)
CALL C0UPLE(q9,PHI9.q.ll,N.l)
CALL COUPLE(qlO,PHI10,q,ll,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(qld,PHIl,qd,NGl,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q3d,PHI3,qd,HG3,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q4d,PHI4,qd,KG4,N.l)
CALL CQUPLE(q5d,PHI5,qd,NGS,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q7d,PHI7,qd,NG7,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(q8d,PHI8,qd,NG8,N,1)
CALL C0UPLE(q0d,PHI0,qd,3,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q2d,PHI2,qd,7,H,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q6d,PHI6,qd,7,N,l)
CALL C0UPLE(q9d,PHI9,qd,ll,N,l)
CALL COUPLE(qlOd,PHI10,qd,ll,N,l)
CALL SHAFT(qO,qOd,HO,MDO,MPO.fO)
CALL RBEAMCLl, 1.0DO,q2,q2d,M2,HD2,MP2,K2,f2)
CALL RBEAMCLl,-1.ODO,q6,q6d,M6,MD6,MP6.K6,f6)
CALL TANK(LI,L2,TO1,T034,q9, q9d, H9, HD9, MP9, K9, F9,LMAS1)
CALL TANK(L5,L6,T05,T078,qlO,qlOd,H10,MD10,MP10,K10,F10,LHAS2)
CALL FBEAH(Nil,NGl,Ll,MASSl,Rl,T01,ql.qld,Hl,MDl,MPl,Jl,Fl)
CALL FBEAH(Ni3,NG3,L3,MASS3, R3, T03,q3,q3d,M3,HD3,HP3,J3,F3)
CALL FBEAH(Ni4,NG4,L4,HASS4. R4, T04,q4,q4d,M4,HD4,HP4,J4,F4)
CALL FBEAH(Ni5,NG5,L5,MASS5, R5, TOS,q5,qSd,H5,MD5,MPS.J5,F5)
CALL FBEAH(Ni7,NG7,L7,HASS7, R7, T07,q7,q7d.H7,MD7,MP7,J7.F7)
CALL FBEAH (Hi8,MG8 ,L8,HASS8, R8, T08, q8, q8d,M8,HD8.MPS, J8,F8)
CALL STIFF(K1,J1.Mil.NGl,LI,Jy1, Jzl)
CALL STIFF(K3.J3,Hi3,NG3,L3,Jy3,Jz3)
CALL STIFF(K4.J4.Ni4,NG4.L4,Jy4,Jz4)
CALL STIFF(K5,J5,Hi5.NG5,L5,Jy5,Jz5)
CALL STIFF(K7,J7,Ni7,NG7,L7,Jy7,Jz7)
CALL STIFF(K8,J8,Ni8,NG8,L8,Jy8,Jz8)
CALL ASSEMBLY(M,MO,Ml,M2,H3,H4,MS,M6,M7, M8, M9, HIO )
CALL ASSEMBLY(MD,MDO.HD1.MD2, MD3, HD4,HD5,HD6,MD7,HD8.MD9.MD10)
CALL ASSEMBLY(MP,MPC,HP1,HP2,HP3,MP4,HPS,MP6,HP7,HPS,HP9.HP10)
CALL ASSEMBLY(K,KO,K1,K2,K3.K4,K5 ,K6,K7,KB,K9.K10)
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CALL FORCE(f,f0,fl,f2,13,f4,f5.f6,17,f8.19,fl0)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ASSEMBLY(HX,MXO,MXl,HX2,MX3,HX4
,HX5,MX6,MX7,MX8,HX9,MXIO)
OUTPUT — MX
INPUT — MXO,MXl.MX2,MX3,HX4,MX5,HX6,HX7,HX8,MX9,MXIO
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter2.f'
INTEGER I,10,II,12,13,14,IS,16,17,18,19,110
,J,J0,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5.J6,J7,J8,J9,J10
DOUBLE PRECISION MX(N,N).MX0(3,3).MX2(7,7),MX6(7,7)
,MX9(11,11),HX10(11,11),MX1(NG1,NG1),MX3(NG3,HG3)
,MX4(NG4,NG4),MX5(NGS,NGS),MX7(HG7,NG7),MX8(NG8,NG8)
,PHI0(3,N),PHI2(7,H),PHI6(7,N),PHI9(11,N),PHI10(11,N)
,PHI1(NG1,N),PHI3(NG3,N),PHI4(NG4,H)
,PHI5(NGS,N),PHI7(NG7.N),PHI8(NG8,N)
,SUMO,SUMl,SUM2,SUM3,SUH4,SUMS
,SUMS,SUM7,SUM8,SUM9,SUMIO,SUM
COMMON/COMPHI1/PHIO,PHIl,PHI2,PHI3,PHI4,PHIS !<
C0MM0N/C0MPHI2/PEI6,PHI7,PHI8,PHI9,PHI10 !<
DO 5 J=1,N
DO 5 1=1,N
MX(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 100 J=1,N
DO 100 1=1,N
SUH=0.ODO
DO 11 J0=l,3

!«

SUMO=O.ODO

!

DO 10 10=1,3

!

SUMO=SUMO+PHIO(10,1)*MXO(10.JO)

!

CONTINUE
SUH=SUM+SUMO*PHIO(JO,J)

!
!

CONTINUE

!«

DO 16 J1=1,NG1

!«

SUM1=0.0D0

!

DO IS 11=1,NGl
SUH1=SUM1+PHI1(I1,I)*MX1(I1,J1)

!
!

CONTINUE
SUM=SUM+SUM1*PHI1(J1,J)

!
!

CONTINUE

!«

DO 21 J2=l,7

!«

SUM2=0.0D0
DO 20 12=1,7

!
!

input(compat)

input(compat)
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21

25

26

30
31

35
36

40
41

45
46

50
51

SUH2=SUM2+PHI2(12,I)*MX2(12,J2)
CONTINUE
SUH=SUH+SUH2*PHI2(J2,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 26 J3=1,NG3 !«
SUM3=O.ODO
DO 25 13=1,NG3
SUH3=SUH3+PHI3(I3,I)*MX3(I3.J3)
CONTINUE
SUH=SUM+SUM3*PHI3(J3,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 31 J4=1,NG4 !«
SUH4=0.0D0
DO 30 14=1,NG4
SUM4=SUH4+PHI4(14,I)*MX4(14,J4)
CONTINUE
SUH=SUM+SUH4*PHI4(J4,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 36 J5=1,NG5 !«
SUM5=0.ODO
DO 35 15=1,HG5
SUH5=SUH5+PHIS(15,1)*MX5(IS,JS)
CONTINUE
SUM=SUH+SUH5*PHI5(J5,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 41 J6=l,7
!«
SUM6=0.0D0
DO 40 16=1,7
SUM6=SUM6+PHI6(I6,I)+HX6(I6,J6)
CONTINUE
SUM=SUH+SUH6*PHI6(J6,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 46 J7=1,NG7 !«
SUH7=O.ODO
DO 45 17=1,NG7
SUM7=SUH7+PHI7(17,1)*MX7(I7,J7)
CONTINUE
SUH=SUM+SUH7*PHI7(J7,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 51 J8=1,NG8 !«
SUM8=0.ODO
DC 50 18=1,NG8
SUM8=SUH8+PHI8(18,I)*HX8(18,J8)
CONTINUE
SUM=SUH+SUM8*PHI8(J8,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 56 J9=l,ll
!«
SUM9=0.0D0
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55
56

60
61
100

DO 55 19=1,11
SUM9=SUM9+PHI9(19,1)*MX9(I9,J9)
CONTINUE
SUM=SUH+SUH9*PHI9(J9,J)
CONTINUE
!«
DO 61 J10=l,ll !«
SUM10=0.0D0
DO 60 110=1,11
SUH10=SUH10+PHI10(I10,I)*HX10(I10,J10)
CONTINUE
SUH=SUM+SUH10*PHI10(J10,J)
CONTINUE
!«
MX(I,J)=SUH
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FORCE(F,FO,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,FIO)
C

OUTPUT — F

C

INPUT

— F0,F1,F2,F3.F4,F5.F6,F7,F8,F9,F10

C%
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/progrcun/paramet er 1. f '
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/progrcun/parameter2 .f '
C%
INTEGER 1.10,II.12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,HO
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION F0(3),F2(7),F6(7).F9(ll),F10(11)
*

.Fl(NGl).F3(NG3).F4(NG4) .FS(NG5).F7(NG7).F8(NG8).F(N)

*

,PHI0(3,N),PHI2(7,N),PHI6(7,N),PHI9(11,H),PHI10(11,N)

*

,PHIl(NGl,N),PHI3(NG3,N),PHI4(NG4,N),GF0R9(N)

*

,PHI5(NG5,N).PHI7(NG7,N),PHI8(NG8.N),GF0R10(N)

C%
COMMON/COMPHI1/PHIO,PHI1,PHI2,PHI3,PHI4,PHI5

!<

input(compat)

COMMON/COMPHI2/PHI6,PHI7,PHI8,PHIS,PHI10

!<

input(compat)

C0MM0N/GF0RCE/GF0R9, GFORIO

!<

input (xuinain)

C%
DO 5 1=1,N
F(I)=O.ODO
S

CONTINUE
DO 100 1=1,H
DO 10 10=1,3
F(I)=F(I)+PHIO(IO,I)*FO(IO)

10

CONTINUE
DO IS 11=1,NGl
F(I)=F(I)+PHI1(I1,I)*F1(I1)

IS

CONTINUE
DO 20 12=1,7
F(I)=F(I)+PHI2(I2,I)+F2(I2)

20

CONTINUE
DO 25 13=1,NG3
F(I)=F(I)+PHI3(I3,I)*F3(I3)

25

CONTINUE
DO 30 14=1,NG4
F(I)=F(I)+PHI4(I4,I)*F4(I4)

30

CONTINUE
DO 35 15=1,NG5
F(I)=F(I)+PHI5(I5,I)+F5(I5)

35

CONTINUE
DO 40 16=1,7
F(I)=F(I)+PHI6(I6,I)*F6(I6)

40

CONTINUE
DO 45 I7=1.NG7
F(I)=F(I)+PHI7(I7,I)*F7(I7)

45

CONTINUE
DO 50 18=1,NG8
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F(I)=F(I)+PHI8(I8,I)*F8(I8)
50

CONTINUE
DO 55 19=1,11
F(I)=F(I)+PHI9(I9,I)*F9(I9)

55

CONTINUE
DO 60 110=1,11
F(I)=F(I)+PHI10(I10,I)*F10(I10)

60

CONTINUE
F(I)=F(I)+GF0R9(I)+GF0R10(I)

100

CONTINUE
RETURN
END

!<

generalized active force
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SUBROUTINE FBEAM(Ni,NGi,L,MASS,Ri,Ti.qi,qid,Mi,MDi,MPi,Ji,Fi)
C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — Hi,MDi,MPi,Ji,Fi

— Ni,NGi,L,HASS,Ri,Ti.qi,qid

C%
****************************************************************

NOTE: DIMENSIONS OF THE FOLLOWING DUMMY VARIABLES
ARE VARIANT.

THOSE DIMENSIONS OF DUMMY VARIABLES

*
*

DEFINED IN ARRAY DECLARATION ARE FOR TEN FINITE

*

ELEMENTS OR LESS.

*

TO USE MORE THAN TEN ELEMENTS, ONE MUST DEFINE NEW

*

DIMENSIONS CALCULATED AS FOLLOWING:

*
*

NGi=4*(Ni+l)+3

*
*

WHERE "Ni" IS THE NUMBER OF FINITE ELEMENTS AND

*

"NGi" IS AN INTERMEDIATE NUMBER APPEARED IN

*

DIMENSIONS.

*
*

DUMMY VARIABLES — B(3*NGi,3*NGi),E(3*NGi,NGi),D(3,3*NGi)
Gi2(3,NGi),TEMPS(3,NGi),TEHP6(3,NGi)

*
*

TEMP8(NGi,3),X(NGi)

*

!*******************************************************************

C%
INTEGER Ni,NGi,I,Il,I2,J,Jl.J2,K,Kl,K2
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION L,Li.G,HASS,Ri(3).Ti(3,3),NT(3,3),ND(3,3)
*

,qi(NGi),qid(NGi),Mi(NGi,NGi),MDi(NGi,NGi),MPi(NGi,NGi)

*

,Ji(3,NGi-3).Fi(NGi),T3(3),Y(8,4),Z(8,4),SS(4,4).SSYZ(3,8)

*

.AHAP(24,4),BHAP(24,24),DHAP(3,24).RS(3,4),NP(3,9),TP(3,3)

*

,Gil(3.3),Gi2(3,47),B(i41,141),E(141,47),D(3.141),X(47)

*

,TEHP1(3.3),TEMP2(3,3),TEMP3(3,47).TEMP4(3,3).TEMP5(3,3)

*

,TEMP6(3,47) .TEHP7(3,3) ,TEMPS (47,3) ! 7., Ci (NGi,NGi)

C%
C0MM0N/C0M3/G

!<

input(from input)

COMMON/C0M8/NT,ND

!<

input(from matrix)

C0MM0N/C0M9/NP,TP

!<

input(from matrix)

C%
!%************************ CLEAR ZERO START **************************%!
DO 20 1=1,3
T3(I)=0.0
DO 5 J=l,4
RS(I.J)=0.0
5

CONTINUE
DO 10 J=l,3
Gil(I,J)=0.0
TEMP1(I,J)=0.0
TEHP2(I,J)=0.0
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TEHP4(I,J)=0.0
TEHPS(I,J)=0.0
TEHP7(I,J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE
DO 15 J=l,8
SSYZ(I,J)=0.0

15

CONTINUE
DO 20 J=l,24
DHAP(I.J)=0.0

20

CONTINUE
DO 25 1=1,4
DO 22 J=l,4
SS(I,J)=0.0

22

CONTINUE
DO 25 J=l,8
Y(J,I)=0.0
Z(J.I)=0.0

25

CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,24
DO 28 J=l,4
AHAP(I,J)=0.0

28

CONTINUE
DO 30 J=l,24
BHAP(I,J)=0.0

30

CONTINUE
DO 45 I=l,3*NGi
DO 40 Jl=l,NGi
E(I.J1)=0.0

40

CONTINUE
DO 45 J=l,3*NGi
B(I,J)=0.0

45

CONTINUE
DO 60 1=1,3
DO 50 J=l,NGi
Gi2(I,J)=0.0
TEHP3(I,J)=0.0
TEMP6(I,J)=0.0
TEHP8(J,I)=0.0

50

CONTINUE
DO 55 J=l.NGi-3

55

CONTINUE

Ji(I.J)=0.0
DO 60 J=l,3*NGi
D(I,J)=0.0
60

CONTINUE
DO 65 1=1,NGi
Fi(I)=0.0
DO 65 J=l,NGi
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Mi(I,J)=0.0
MDi(I,J)=0.0
MPi(I,J)=0.0
65

CONTINUE

!%************************* CLEAR ZERO END ***************************%!
Li=L/Ni
T3(l)=-DSIN(qi(l))
T3(2)= DC0S(qi(l))+DSIN(qi(2))
T3(3)= DCOS(qi(l))*DCOS(qi(2))
Y(l,l)= 1.0
Y(l,3)=-3.0/(Li*Li)
Yd,4)= 2.0/(Li**3)
Y(2,2)= 1.0
Y(2,3)=-2.0/Li
Y(2,4)= 1.0/(Li*Li)
Y(5,3)=-Y(l,3)
Y(5,4)=-Y(l,4)
Y(6.3)=-1.0/Li
Y(6,4)= Y(2,4)
Z(3.1)= 1.0
Z(3,3)= Yd,3)
Z(3.4)= Yd,4)
Z(4.2)=-1.0
Z(4.3)=-Y(2,3)
Z(4,4)=-Y(2,4)
Z(7,3)=-Yd,3)
Z(7,4)=-Yd,4)
Z(8,3)=-Y(6,3)
Z(8,4)=-Y(2.4)
SSd,l) =1.0
SSd,2)=Li/2.0
SSd,3)=Li*Li/3.0
SSd,4)=Li**3/4.0
SS(2,1)=SS(1,2)
SS(2.2)=SSd,3)
SS(2,3)=SSd,4)
SS(2,4)=Li*+4/5.0
SS(3,l)=SSd,3)
SS(3,2)=SS(2,3)
SS(3,3)=SS(2.4)
SS(3,4)=Li*+5/6.0
SS(4,l)=SSd,4)
SS(4,2)=SS(2,4)
SS(4.3)=SS(3,4)
SS(4,4)=Li**6/7.0
DO 70 1=1,4
DO 70 J=l,8
SSyZ(2.J)=SSYZ(2,J)+SSd,I)*Y ( J ,I)
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SSYZ(3,J)=SSYZ(3,J)+SS(1,I)*Z(J,I)
70

CONTINUE

!%********************* CONSTANT MATRICES START **********************%!
G i l ( l , l ) = MASS*(Ri(2)*Ri(2)+Ri(3)*Ri(3)+L*L*(Ti(2,l)*Ti(2,l)
*

+Ti(3,l)*Ti(3,l))/3.0+L*(Ri(2)*Ti(2,l)+Ri(3)*Ti(3,l)))
Gil(2,2)= MASS*(Ri(l)*Ri(l)+Ri(3)+Ri(3)+L*L*(Ti(l,l)*Ti(l,l)

*

+Ti(3,l)*Ti(3,l))/3.0+L#(Ri(l)*Ti(l,l)+Ri(3)*Ti(3,l)))
Gil(3,3)= HASS*(Ri(l)*Ri(l)+Ri(2)*Ri(2)+L*L+(Ti(l,l)*Ti(l,l)

*

+Ti(2.1)*Ti(2,l))/3.0+L*(Ri(l)*Ti(l,l)+Ri(2)*Ti(2,l)))
Gil(l,2)=-MASS*(Ri(l)*Ri(2)+L*L*Ti(l,l)*Ti(2,l)/3.0

*

+L*(Ri(l)*Ti(2,l)+Ri(2)*Ti(l,l))/2.0)
Gild,3) =-HASS* (Ri(l) *Ri(3) +L*L*Ti( 1.1) *Ti(3,1)/3.0

*
*

+L*(Ri(l)*Ti(3,l)+Ri(3)*Ti(l,l))/2.0)
Gil(2,3)=-MASS*(Ri(2)*Ri(3)+L*L*Ti(2,l)*Ti(3,l)/3.0
+L*(Ri(2)*Ti(3,l)+Ri(3)+Ti(2,l))/2.0)
Gil(2,l)=Gil(1.2)
Gil(3,l)=Gil(1.3)
Gil(3,2)=Gil(2.3)
DO 100 J=1.4
DO 100 1=1,8
AHAP(I,J)=Ti(l,2)*Y(I,J)+Ti(l,3)*Z(I,J)
AHAP(I+8,J)=Ti(2,2)*Y(I,J)+Ti(2,3)*Z(I,J)
AHAP(I+16,J)=Ti(3,2)*Y(I,J)+Ti(3.3)*Z(I,J)

100

CONTINUE
DO 105 1=1,24
DO 105 J=l,24
DO 105 11=1,4
DO 105 Jl=l,4
BHAP(I,J)=BHAP(I,J)+(MASS/Ni)*AHAP(I,Il)*SS(Il.Jl)*AHAP(J,Jl)

105
CONTINUE
!%+++++++++++++++++++++ SUMMATION DO LOOP START ++++++++++++++++++++++5^!
DO 120 K=l,Ni
K1=4*K

!%k summation loop(k i s g i n the notes)

K2=Kl+7
DO 110 J=l,4
RS(l,J)=(Ri(l)+Ti(l,l)*(K-l)*Li)*SS(l,J)+Ti(l,l)*SS(2,J)
RS(2,J)=(Ri(2)+Ti(2,l)*(K-l)*Li)+SS(l,J)+Ti(2,l)*SS(2,J)
RS(3,J)=(Ri(3)+Ti(3,l)*(K-l)*Li)*SS(l,J)+Ti(3,l)*SS(2,J)
110

CONTINUE
DO 115 1=1,3
DO 115 J=l,24
DO 115 Jl=l,4
DHAP(I,J)=DHAP(I,J)+(MASS/Ni)*RS(I,Jl)tAHAP(J,Jl)

115

CONTINUE
DO 120 I=K1,K2
Gi2(l,I)=Gi2(l,I)+DHAP(2,I+17-Kl)-DHAP(3,I+9-Kl)
Gi2(2,I)=Gi2(2,I)+DHAP(3,I+l-Kl)-DHAP(l,I+17-Kl)
Gi2(3,I)=Gi2(3,I)+DHAP(l,I+9-Kl)-DHAP(2,I+l-Kl)
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D(1,I)=D(1,I)+2.0*(DHAP(3,1+17-K1)+DHAP(2,I+9-K1))
D(2,I)=D(2,I)-(DHAP(1,I+9-Kl)+DHAP(2,I+l-Kl))
D(3,I)=D(3,I)-(DHAP(1,I+17-K1)+DHAP(3,I+1-K1))
D(l,I+NGi)=D(l.I+KGi)-(DHAP(l.I+9-Kl)+DHAP(2,I+l-Kl))
D(2,I+KGi)=D(2,I+NGi)+2.0*(DHAP(1,I+l-Kl)+DHAP(3,1+17-Kl))
D(3,I+NGi)=D(3,I+NGi)-(DHAP(2,I+17-Kl)+DHAP(3,I+9-Kl))
D(1,I+2*NGi)=D(1,I+2*NGi)-(DHAP(1,I+17-K1)+DHAP(3,I+l-Kl))
D(2,I+2*NGi)=D(2,I+2*NGi)-(DHAP(2,I+17-K1)+DHAP(3,I+9-K1))
D(3,I+2*NGi)=D(3,I+2*HGi)+2.0*(DHAP(l,I+l-Kl)+DHAP(2,I+9-Kl))
DO 120 J=K1,K2
Mi(I,J)=Hi(I,J)+BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+l-Kl)+BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+9-Kl)
*

+BHAP(I+17-K1,J+17-K1)
B(I,J)=B(I,J)+BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+9-Kl)+BHAP(I+17-Kl,J+17-Kl)
B(I,J+NGi)=B(I,J+NGi)-BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+9-Kl)
B(I+NGi.J)=B(I+NGi,J)-BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+l-Kl)
B(I.J+2*NGi)=B(I,J+2*NGi)-BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+17-Kl)
B(I+2*NGi,J)=B(I+2*HGi,J)-BHAP(I+17-Kl,J+l-Kl)
B(I+NGi,J+NGi)=B(I+NGi,J+NGi)+BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+l-Kl)

*

+BHAP(I+17-K1,J+17-K1)
B(I+NGi,J+2*NGi)=B(I+NGi,J+2*NGi)-BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+17-Kl)
B(I+2*NGi,J+NGi)=B(I+2*lIGi,J+HGi)-BHAP(I+17-Kl,J+9-Kl)
B(I+2*NGi,J+2*HGi)=B(I+2*HGi,J+2*NGi)+BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+l-Kl)

*

+BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+9-Kl)
E(I.J)=E(I,J)+BHAP(I+17-Kl,J+9-Kl)-BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+17-Kl)
E(I+NGi.J)=E(I+NGi,J)+BHAP(I+l-Kl.J+17-Kl)-BHAP(I+17-Kl,J+l-Kl)
E(I+2*NGi,J)=E(I+2*NGi.J)+BHAP(I+9-Kl,J+l-Kl)

*

-BHAP(I+l-Kl,J+9-Kl)

120
CONTINUE
!%*+*+*+*+*+*+*+ SUMMATION DO LOOP & CONSTANT MATRICES END *+*+*+*+*+*%!
DO 145 1=1,3
DO 145 J=1.3
DO 140 11=1,NGi
TEMP2(I,J)=TEMP2(I,J)+D(I,Il+(J-l)*NGi)*qi(Il)
TEHP5(I,J)=TEHP5(I,J)+D(I,Il+(J-l)*NGi)*qid(Il)
DO 140 Jl=l,NGi
TEMPl(I,J)=TEMPl(I,J)+qi(Il)*B(Il+(J-l)*NGi,Jl+(I-l)*NGi)*qi(Jl)
TEMP4(I,J)=TEHP4(I,J)+qi(Il)*B(Il+(J-l)*NGi,Jl+(I-l)*NGi)*
*
140

qid(Jl)+qid(H)*B(Il+(J-l)*NGi,Jl+(I-l)*NGi)*qi(Jl)
CONTINUE
DO 145 11=1,3
TEHP7(I,J)=TEMP7(I,J)+NP(I,Il+(J-l)*3)*qid(Il)

145

CONTINUE
DO 150 1=1,3
DO 150 J=l,NGi
DO 150 11=1,NGi
TEMP3(I,J)=TEMP3(I,J)+qi(Il)*E(J+(I-l)*NGi,Il)
TEMP6(I,J)=TEHP6(I,J)+qid(Il)*E(J+(I-l)*NGi,Il)
TEHP8(J,I)=TEHP8(J.I)+E(Il+(I-l)*NGi,J)*qid(Il)
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150

CONTINUE

!%************************ MATRIX ASSEMBLY START *********************%!
DO 200 1=1,3
DO 200 J=l,3
DO 200 11=1,3
DO 200 Jl=l,3
Hi(I,J)=Mi(I,J)
*

+NT(Il,I)+(Gil(Il,Jl)+TEMPl(Il,Jl)+TEMP2(Il,Jl))*NT(Jl,J)

*

MDi(I,J)=MDi(I,J)
+ND(Il,I)*(Gil(Il,Jl)+TEMPl(Il,Jl)+TEMP2(Il,Jl))*NT(Jl,J)

*

+NT(Il,I)*(Gil(Il,Jl)+TEMPl(Il,Jl)+TEMP2(Il,Jl))*ND(Jl,J)

*

+NT(I1,I)*(

TEMP4(I1,J1)+TEMP5(I1,J1))*NT(J1,J)

MPi(I,J)=MPi(I,J)
*

200

-TEMP7(I,Il)*(Gil(Il,Jl)+TEMPl(Il,Jl)+TEMP2(Il,Jl))*NT(Jl,J)
CONTINUE
DO 220 J=l,3
DO 220 1=1,NGi
DO 220 11=1,3
Mi(I,J)=Hi(I,J)

+NT(Il,J)*(Gi2(Il,I)+TEHP3(Il,I))

Mi(J,I)=Mi(J,I)

+NT(Il,J)*(Gi2(Il,I)+TEHP3(Il,I))

MDi(I,J)=MDi(I,J)+ND(Il,J)+(Gi2(Il,I)+TEMP3(Il,I))
+NT(I1,J)*TEMP6(I1,I)
MDi(J,I)=MDi(J,I)+ND(Il,J)*(Gi2(Il,I)+TEHP3(Il,I))
+NT(I1,J)*TEMP6(I1,I)
MPi(I.J)=HPi(I,J)-TEMP8(I,Il)*NT(Il,J)
MPi(J,I)=MPi(J,I)-TEMP7(J,Il)*(Gi2(Il,I)+TEMP3(Il,I))
DO 220 Jl=l,3
DO 220 J2=l,3
DO 220 12=1,NGi
HPi(I.J)=HPi(I,J)-O.S*(D(Jl,I+(Il-l)+NGi)+
*

(B(I+(Il-l)*NGi,I2+(Jl-l)*NGi)+

*

B(I+(Jl-l)*NGi,I2+(Il-l)*NGi))*

*

qi(I2))*qid(J2)*NT(Il,J2)*NT(Jl,J)

summation
before
modification

X(I)=0.0
DO 211 12=1,NGi
X(I)=X(I)+qi(I2)*(B(I+(Il-l)*NGi,I2+(Jl-l)*NGi)+
B(I+(Jl-l)*NGi,I2+(Il-l)*NGi))

211

CONTINUE
DO 220 J2=l,3

modification

MPi(I,J)=HPi(I.J)-0.5*(X(I)+D(Jl.I+(Il-l)+NGi))
*qid(J2)*NT(Il,J2)*NT(Jl,J)
220

CONTINUE

c

DO 230 1=1,NGi

c

DO 230 J=l,NGi

summation
after
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c

Ci(I,J)=HDi(I,J)+MPi(I,J)

c230

CONTINUE
DO 240 K=l,Ni
K1=4*K
K2=Kl+7
DO 235 1=1,2

!'/,the 3rd row of TP i s zero

DO 235 J=K1,K2
DO 235 11=1,3
DO 235 Jl=l,3
Ji(I,J-3)=Ji(I,J-3)+(HASS*G)/Ni*TP(I,Il)
*
235

*Ti(Il,Jl)*SSYZ(Jl,J+l-Kl)
CONTINUE
DO 240 I=K1,K2
DO 240 11=1,3
DO 240 Jl=l,3
Fi(I)=Fi(I)-(HASS*G)/Ni*SSYZ(Il,I+l-Kl)*Ti(Jl,Il)*T3(Jl)

240

CONTINUE
DO 250 1=1,2

! y .the 3rd row of TP is zero

DO 250 J=l,3
Fi(I)=Fi(I)-(MASS*G)*TP(I,J)+(Ri(J)+0.5*L*Ti(J,l))
250

CONTINUE

!%************************ MATRIX ASSEBMLY END ***********************%!
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE RBEAM(Li,SYGN,qi, qid,Mi,HDi,HPi,Ki,Fi)
C7.
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — Mi,MDi,HPi,Ki,Fi

— Li,SYGN,qi,qid

C7.
INTEGER I,I1.I2,J,J1,J2
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION HASS,G,Lus,Li,SYGN,qi(7),qid(7),Hi(7,7)
*
*

,HDi(7,7),HPi(7,7),Ki(7,7),Fi(7),NT(3,3),ND(3,3),Iij(3,3)
,G1(3,3),G2(4,3),H1(3,3),H2(3,3),H3(4,3),H4(3,4),H1D(3,3)

*

,H2D(3,3),H3D(4,3).H4D(3,4),NP(3,9),TP(3,3),3(12,12)

*

.0(3,12) .TEMPI(4) ,TEMP2(3,3) ,TEMP3(4) !'/..Ci(7.7)

07.
C0MH0N/C0M3/G

!<

input(from input)

C0MH0N/C0M4/LUS

!<

input(from input)

COMMON/C0M8/NT,ND

!<

input(from matrix)

C0MM0M/C0H9/NP,TP

!<

input(from matrix)

07.
DATA MASS/0.14/

07.
0*** clear zero start
DO 5 1=1,4
TEMP1(I)=0.0
TEMP3(I)=0.0
5

CONTINUE
DO 15 1=1,3
DO 10 J=l,3
Iij(I,J)=0.0
G1(I,J)=0.0
H1(I,J)=0.0
H2(I,J)=0.0
H1D(I,J)=0.0
H2D(I,J)=0.0
TEMP2(I,J)=0.0

10

CONTINUE
DO 15 J=1.4
G2(J,I)=0.0
H3(J,I)=0.0
H4(I.J)=0.0
H3D(J.I)=0.0
H4D(I.J)=0.0

15

CONTINUE
DO 25 1=1.12
DO 20 J=1.12
B(I,J)=0.0

20

CONTINUE
DO 25 J=l,3
D(J,I)=0.0
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25

CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,7
Fi(I)=0.0
DO 30 J=l,7
Hi(I,J)=0.0
HDi(I,J)=0.0
HPi(I,J)=0.0
Ki(I,J)=0.0

30

CONTINUE

C*** clear zero end ********************0
Iij(l.l)=183.6D-06
Iij(3,3)=Iij(l,l)
Iij(2,2)=8.4D-06
Gl(l,l)= (Lus*Lus)
Gl(l,3)=-SYGN*Li*Lus
Gl(2,2)= (Li*Li)+(Lus*Lus)
Gl(3,l)= Gl(l,3)
Gl(3,3)= (Li*Li)
G2(l,l)=-SYGH*Lus
G2(l,3)= L i
G2(3,2)=-SYGN*Li
Hl(l,l)= (qi(4)*qi(4))+(qi(6)*qi(6))
Hl(2.2)= (qi(6)*qi(6))
Hl(2.3)=-SYGN*qi(4)*qi(6)
Hl(3.2)= Hl(2.3)
Hl(3,3)= (qi(4)*qi(4))
H2(l.l)= 2.0*Lus*qi(6)
H2(l,2)=-Li*qi(4)
H2(1.3)=-Li*qi(6)*SYGN
H2(2,l)= H2(l,2)
H2(2,2)= H2(l,l)
H2(2,3)=-Lus*qi(4)*SYGN
H2(3.1)= H2(1.3)
H2(3.2)= H2(2,3)
H2(3,3)= 0.0
H3(l,l)=-qi(6)*SYGN
H3(3,l)= qi(4)*SYGN
H4(l,2)= qi(7)*Iij(l.l)*SYGN
H4(2.4)= Iij(2,2)*SYGN
H4(3.2)= I i j ( 3 , 3 )
H1D(1,1)= 2.0*((qi(4)+qid(4))+(qi(6)*qid(6)))
H1D(2,2)= 2.0*(qi(6)*qid(6))
HlD(2,3)=-(qi(4)*qid(6)+qi(6)+qid(4))*SYGN
H1D(3,2)= H1D(2,3)
H1D(3.3)= 2.0*(qi(4)*qid(4))
H2D(1,1)= 2.0*Lus*qid(6)
H2D(1.2)=-Li*qid(4)
H2D(l,3)=-Li*qid(6)*SYGN
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H2D(2,1)= H2D(1,2)
H2D(2,2)= H2D(1,1)
H2D(2,3)=-Lus*qid(4)*SYGN
H2D(3,1)= H2D(1.3)
H2D(3,2)= H2D(2,3)
H2D(3.3)= 0.0
H3D(l,l)=-qid(6)*SYGN
H3D(3.1)= qid(4)*SYGN
H4D(1,2)= qid(7)*Iij(l.l)*SYGN
B(l,l)=1.0
B(3,3)=1.0
B(7,7)=1.0
B(5,11)=-SYGN
B(U,5)=-SYGN
B(9,9)=1.0

!%B(9,7)= -SYGN

D(l,3)=2.0*Lus
D(l,5)=-Li
D(l,ll)=-Li*SYGN
D(2,1)=D(1.5)
D(2,7)=D(1.3)
D(2,9)=-Lus*SYGN
D(3,3)=D(1.11)
D(3,5)=D(2,9)
TEHP1{1)= MASS*qid(6)*SYGN
TEMPI(2)= 0.0
TEHPl(3)=-HASS*qid(4)*SYGN
TEMPI(4)= Iij(l,l)*qid(5)*SYGN
DO 40 1=1,3
DO 40 J=l,3
TEHP2(I,1)=TEMP2(I,l)+NP(I,J)*qid(J)
TEMP2(I,2)=TEHP2(I,2)+NP(I,J+3)*qid(J)
TEMP2(I,3)=TEHP2(I,3)+NP(I,J+6)+qid(J)
40

CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1,3
DO 50 J=l,3
DO 50 11=1,3
DO SO Jl=l,3
Mid, J)=Mid, J)+HASS*NT(I1,1)*NT( J1, J)*
*

(Gldl,Jl)+Hl(Il.Jl)+H2(Il,Jl)+Iij(Il,Jl)/HASS)
MDi(I,J)=HDid,J)+MASS*(HD(Il.I)*NT(Jl,J)+

*

(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)+H2(Il,Jl)+Iij(Il,Jl)/HASS)+

*

NT(I1,I)*ND(J1,J)*

*

(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)+H2dl,Jl)+Iijdl.Jl)/HASS) +

*

NT(I1,I)*NT(J1,J)*(H1D(I1,J1)+H2D(I1,J1)))
MPid,J)=MPi(I,J)-MASS*TEMP2(I,Il)+NT(Jl.J)*

*
50

(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il.Jl)+H2(Il,Jl)+Iijdl,Jl)/HASS)
CONTINUE
DO 55 1=1,3
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DO 55 J=l,4
HPi(J+3.I)=MPi(J+3,I)-TEMPl(J)*NT(l,I)
DO 55 11=1,3
Mi(I.J+3)=Mi(I,J+3)+MASS*NT(Il,I)*
*

(G2(J,I1)+H3(J,I1)+H4(I1,J)/HASS)
Mi(J+3,I)=Mi(J+3,I)+MASS*NT(Il,I)*

*

(G2(J.I1)+H3(J.I1)+H4(I1,J)/MASS)
MDi(I,J+3)=HDi(I,J+3)+MASS+(ND(Il,I)*

*

(G2(J,I1)+H3(J,I1)+H4(I1,J)/HASS)+

*

NT(I1,I)*(H3D(J,I1)+H4D(I1,J)/MASS))

*

HDi(J+3,I)=MDi(J+3,I)+MASS*(HD(Il,I)*
(G2(J,I1)+H3(J,I1)+H4(I1,J)/MASS)+

*
*

HT(I1,I)*(H3D(J,I1)+H4D(I1,J)/HASS))
MPi(I,J+3)=MP i(I,J+3)-HASS*TEMP2(I.II)*
(G2(J,I1)+H3(J,H)+H4(I1,J)/HASS)
DO 55 Jl=l,3

C%*************************

c

TEHP3(1)=0.0

c

TEMP3(2)=0.0

c

TEHP3(3)=0.0

c

TEHP3(4)=0.0

C*/,*************************
TEHP3(J)=0.0
DO 52 12=1,4
*
52

TEHP3(J)=TEMP3(J)+qi (12+3)*
(B(J+4*(J1-1),I2+4*(I1-1))+B(J+4*(I1-1),I2+4*(J1-1)))
CONTINUE
DO 55 J2=l,3
MPi(J+3,I)=HPi(J+3.I)-0.5*HASS*qid(J2)*NT(Il,J2)*JIT(Jl,I)

*
55

*(TEHP3(J)+D(J1,J+4*(I1-1)))
CONTINUE
Mi(4,4)=MASS
Mi(6,6)=MASS
Mi(5,5)=Iij(l,l)*qi(7)*qi(7)+Iij(3,3)
Hi(7,7)=Iij(2,2)
HDi(S,5)=2.0*Iij(l,l)*qi(7)*qid(7)
MPi(7.5)=-Iij(1,l)*qi(7)*qid(5)

C%***********************
c
DO 60 1=1,7
c

DO 60 J=l,7

c

Ci(I,J)=HDi(I,J)+MPi(I,J)

c60

CONTINUE

C%***********************
Ki(l,4)=(HASS*G)*TP(l,2)*SYGN
Ki(l,6)=(HASS*G)*TP(l,3)
Ki(2,4)=(MASS*G)*TP(2,2)*SYGN
Ki(2,6)=(HASS*G)*TP(2,3)
Fi(1)=-(HASS*G)*(Li*TP(1,1)*SYGN+Lus*TP(1,3))
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Fi(2)=-(HASS*G)*Lus*TP(2,3)
Fi(3)= 0.0
Fi(4)=-(HASS*G)*DC0S(qi(l))*DSIN(qi(2))*SYGN
Fi(5)= 0.0
Fi(6)=-(MASS*G)*DC0S(qi(l))*DC0S(qi(2))
Fi(7)= 0.0
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SHAFT(q,qd,H,MD,HP,f)

c%
c
c
c%

INPUT

— q,qd

OUTPUT —
INTEGER I . J . I l . J l

c%
DOUBLE PRECISION q(3),qd(3),H(3,3),MD(3,3),HP(3,3)
*

, f (3),NT(3,3),ND(3,3),NP(3,9),TP(3,3).E(3,3).Xl(3.3)

*

,Ils,Hus,Mcb,G,Lu3!y.,C(3,3)

c%
COHHON/COM3/G

!<

input(from input)

COMHON/COM4/LUS

!<

input(from input)

COMHON/COH8/NT,ND

!<

input(from matrix)

COMMON/COM9/NP,TP

!<

input(from matrix)

c%
Ils=1220.0D-06
Mus=0.504
Mcb=1.54
E(l.l)=218308.46D-06
E(2,2)=27548.66D-06
E(3,3)=190759.8D-06

c%
DO 10 1=1,3
DO 10 J=l,3

M(I,J)=0.0
HD(I,J)=0.0
HP(I,J)=0.0
E(I,J)=0.0
X1(I,J)=0.0

10

CONTINUE

c%
DO 20 1=1,3
DO 20 J=l,3
DO 20 11=1,3
Xl(I,J)=Xl(I,J)+NP(I,Il+(J-l)*3)*qd(Il)
DO 20 Jl=l,3
H(I,J)=M(I,J)

+NT(I1,I)*E(I1.J1)*HT(J1,J)

HD(I.J)=HD(I,J)+ND(I1,I)*E(I1,J1)*NT(J1,J)
+NT(I1,I)*E(I1,J1)*ND(J1,J)

20

CONTINUE
M(3,3)=M(3,3)+Ils
DO 30 1=1,3
DO 30 J=l,3
DO 30 11=1,3
DO 30 Jl=l,3
MP(I,J)=MP(I.J)-X1(I,I1)*E(I1.J1)*NT(J1,J)

30

CONTINUE
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c

DO 40 1=1,3

c

DO 40 J=l,3

c

C(I,J)=HD(I.J)+MP(I.J)

c40

CONTINUE
f(l)=((0.5*Mus+Hcb)*G*Lus)*DSIN(q(l))*DC0S(q(2))
f(2)=((O.S*Mus+Hcb)*G*Lus)*DCOS(q(l))*DSIN(q(2))
f(3)=0.0
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TANK(Li,Lj,Ti,Tab,qi,qid,Mi,MDi,MPi,Ki,Fi,MASS2)

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — Mi,MDi,MPi,Ki,Fi

— Li,Lj,Ti,Tab,qi,qid

C7.
IBTEGER I,J,I1,J1,I2,J2
C%
*

DOUBLE PRECISION HASS,G,Lus,La,Rt,Li,Lj,Ti(3,3),Tab(3,3)
,qi(ll),qid(ll),Mi(ll.ll),HDi(ll.ll),HPi(ll,ll),Ki(ll,ll)

*

,Fi(ll),Rr(3),Re(3,8),B(24.24),D(3,24),E(8,24),Gl(3,3)

*

.G2(8,3).G3(8,8),H1(3,3),H2(3,3),H3(8,3),H4(8.3),H1D(3,3)

*

,H2D(3,3),H3D(8.3).H4D(8,3),Iij(3,3),NT(3,3),ND(3.3).MP(3,9)

*

,TP(3,3),Te3(3),TEMPl(3,3),TEHP2(8,3),TEHP3(8)!%<-,Ci(ll,ll)

*

,DELT(3),ICFD(6),Icl(3,3),Itcl(3,3),Ij(3.3),Tabj(3,3)

*

, TEMP4(8,3),G3D(8,8),FH(8,24).G3P(8,8).MASSl,MASS2

C%
COHMON/COM3/G

!<— input(from input)

COMMON/COM4/LUS

!<— input(from input)

COMHON/COH7/La,Rt

!<— input(from input)

COMHGN/COM8/NT,ND
COMHON/COH9/NP,TP

!<— input(from matrix)
!<— input(from matrix)

COHMON/COHl1/DELT,ICFD

!<— input(from xumain,xuinit)

C%
MASS1=0.58D0

! MASSl = solid mass; HASS2 = liquid mass

MASS=HASS1+MASS2

! HASS

C'/.
C*** clear zero starts
DO 20 1=1,3
Fi(I)=0.0
Rr(I)=0.0
Te3(I)=0.0
DO 10 J=l,3
G1(I,J)=0.0
H1(I,J)=0.0
H2(I,J)=0.0
H1D(I,J)=0.0
H2D(I,J)=0.0
Icl(I,J)=0.0
I t c K l , J)=0.0
Ij(I,J)=0.0
Iij(I.J)=0.0
Tabj(I.J)=0.0
TEMP1(I,J)=0.0
Mi(I,J)=0.0
HDi(I,J)=0.0
HPi(I,J)=0.0
Ki(I.J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE

= total mass
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DO 15 J=l,24
D(I,J)=0.0
15

CONTINUE
DO 20 J=l,8
Re(I,J)=0.0
G2(J,I)=0.0
H3(J,I)=0.0
H4(J,I)=0.0
H3D(J,I)=0.0
H4D(J,I)=0.0
TEHP2(J.I)=0.0
TEHP4(J,I)=0.0
Mi(I,3+J)=0.0
HDi(I,3+J)=0.0
MPi(I,3+J)=0.0
Ki(I,3+J)=0.0
Hi(3+J,I)=0.0
MDi(3+J,I)=0.0
MPi(3+J,I)=0.0
Ki(3+J,I)=0.0

20

CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,8
Fi(I)=0.0
TEHP3(I)=0.0
DO 25 J=l,8
G3(I,J)=0.0
G3D(I,J)=0.0
G3P(I,J)=0.0
Mi(3+I,3+J)=0.0
MDi(3+I,3+J)=0.0
MPi(3+I,3+J)=0.0
Ki(3+I,3+J)=0.0

25

CONTINUE
DO 30 J=l,24
E(I,J)=0.0
FH(I,J)=0.0

30

CONTINUE
DO 35 1=1,24
DO 35 J=l,24
B(I,J)=0.0

35

CONTINUE

C*** clear zero ends
Rr(l)=Ti(l,l)*Li+(Tab(l,3)*Rt)
Rr(2)=0.0
Rr(3)=Lus+Tab(3,l)*(La+Rt)
C... update
Rr(l)=Rr(l)+(HASS2/HASS)*Tab(l,3)*DELT(3)
Rr(2)=Rr(2)+(MASS2/MASS)*Tab(2,2)*DELT(2)
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Rr(3)=Rr(3)+(MASS2/HASS)*Tab(3,l)*DELT(l)
Red,6)= O.E*Tab(l,3)
Re(l,7)=-Tab(l,3)*Rt
Red,8)= Red,6)
Re(2,l)= Ti(2.2)
Re(2,5)= Tab(2,2)
Re(2,6)=-Tab(2,2)*Rt/Lj
Re(2,8)=-Re(2,6)
Re(3,3)= 1.0
Re{3,7)= Tab(3,l)*Rt
. . . update
Re (1,6) =Re d , 6) + (MASS2/HASS) *Tabd, 3) *DELT(2) /L j
Red, 7) =Red ,7)-(HASS2/MASS)*Tabd, 3)*DELTd)
Re (1,8) =Re (1,8) - (MASS2/MASS) *Tab ( 1,3) *DELT (2) /L j
Re (2,6) =Re (2,6) - (MASS2/MASS) *Tab (2,2) *DELT(3) /L j
Re(2,8)=Re(2.8) + (HASS2/MASS)*Tab(2,2)*DELT(3)/Lj
Re(3,7)=Re(3,7)+(MASS2/HASS)*Tab(3.1)*DELT(3)
Icl(l,l)=4.51D-03
Icl(2,2)=4.96D-03

!<— solid inertia matrix

Icl(3,3)=Icl(2,2)
Itcld,l)=ICFDd)

!<— liquid inertia matrix

Itcld,2)=ICFD(2)
itcld,3)=ICFD(3)
Itcl(2,2)=ICFD(4)
Itcl(2,3)=ICFD(5)
Itcl(3,3)=ICFD(6)
Itcl(2,l)=Itcld,2)
Itcl(3,l)=Itcld,3)
Itcl(3,2)=Itcl(2,3)
Ij(1,1)=-(MASS2*HASS2/MASS)*(DELT(2)**2+DELT(3)**2)
Ij(1,2)= (MASS2*HASS2/HASS)*DELT(1)*DELT(2)
Ij(1.3)= (MASS2*MASS2/HASS)*DELT(1)*DELT(3)
Ij (2,2) =- (MASS2*MASS2/HASS ) + (DELT (1) **2+DELT (3)**2)
Ij(2,3)= (MASS2*HASS2/MASS)*DELT(2)*DELT(3)
Ij (3,3) =- (MASS2*MASS2/MASS ) * (DELT( 1) **2+DELT(2) **2)
Ij(2,l)= Ijd,2)
Ij(3.l)= Ij(l,3)
Ij(3.2)= Ij(2,3)
DO 40 1=1,3
DO 40 J=l,3
Ij(I,J)=Ij(l,J)+Icl(I,J)+Itcl(I.J)
CONTINUE
Tabj(l,l)= 1.0
Tabjd,2)= 0.0
Tabjd,3)= qi(lO)
Tabj(2,l)= 0.0
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Tabj(2,2)= 1.0
Tabj(2,3)=-(qi(9)-qi(ll))/Lj
Tabj(3,l)=-Tabj(l,3)
Tabj(3.2)=-Tabj(2,3)
Tabj(3,3)= 1.0
DO 45 1=1,3
DO 45 J=1.3
DO 45 11=1,3
DO 45 Jl=l,3
DO 45 12=1,3
DO 45 J2=l,3
Iij(I,J)=Iij(I,J)+Tab(I,Il)*Tabj(Il,Jl)*Ij(Jl,I2)+
Tabj(J2,I2)*Tab(J,J2)
CONTINUE
Te3(l)=-DSIN(qi(l))
Te3(2)=DC0S(qi(l))*DSIN(qi(2))
Te3(3)=DCOS(qi ( 1))*DCOS(qi(2))
DO 50 1=1,8
D(l,I)=2.0*(Rr(2)*Re(2,I)+Rr(3)*Re(3,I))
D(l,8+I)=-(Rr(l)+Re(2,I)+Rr(2)*Re(l,I))
D(l,16+I)=-(Rr(l)*Re(3,I)+Rr(3)*Re(l,I))
D(2,8+I)=2.0*(Rr(l)*Re(l,I)+Rr(3)*Re(3,I))
D(2,16+I)=-(Rr(2)*Re(3,I)+Rr(3)*Re(2,I))
D(3,16+I)=2.0*(Rr(l)*Re(l,I)+Rr(2)*Re(2,I))
D(2,I)=D(1,8+I)
D(3,I)=D(1,16+I)
D(3,8+I)=D(2,16+I)
G2(I,l)=Rr(2)*Re(3,I)-Rr(3)*Re(2,I)
G2(I,2)=Rr(3)*Re(l,I)-Rr(l)*Re(3,I)
G2(I,3)=Rr(l)*Re(2,I)-Rr(2)*Re(l,I)
DO 50 J=l,8
B(I.J)=Re(2,I)*Re(2,J)+Re(3.I)*Re(3,J)
B(I,8+J)=-Re(l,I)*Re(2,J)
B(I,16+J)=-Re(l,I)*Re(3.J)
B(8+I,J)=-Re(2,I)*Re(l,J)
B(8+I,8+J)=Re(l,I)*Re(l,J)+Re(3.I)*Re(3,J)
B(8+I,16+J)=-Re(2,I)*Re(3,J)
B(16+I,J)=-Re(3,I)*Re(l,J)
B(16+I,8+J)=-Re(3,I)*Re(2,J)
B(16+I,16+J)=Re(l,I)*Re(l,J)+Re(2,I)*Re(2,J)
E(I,J)=-B(16+1,8+J)+B(8+I.16+J)
E(I,8+J)=-B(I,16+J)+B(16+I,J)
E(I,16+J)=-B(8+I,J)+B(I,8+J)
CONTINUE
TEHP4(2,l)=Ti(1,l)*qi(7)
TEMP4(2,3)=Ti(3,3)
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TEHP4(4,2)=Ti(2,2)
TEMP4(7.2)=Tab(2,2)
Gl(l,l)= Rr(2)**2+Rr(3)**2
Gl(l,2)=-Rr(l)*Rr(2)
Gl(l,3)=-Rr(l)*Rr(3)
Gl(2,2)= Rr(l)**2+Rr(3)**2
Gl(2,3)=-Rr(2)*Rr(3)
Gl(3,3)= Rr(l)**2+Rr(2)**2
Gl(2.1)= Gl(1.2)
Gl(3,l)= Gl(l,3)
Gl(3,2)= Gl(2,3)
DO 52 1=1,8
DO 52 J=l,3
DO 52 11=1,3
H4(I,J)=H4(I,J)+TEHP4(I,Il)*Iij(Il,J)
CONTINUE
H4D(2,l)=Ti(l,l)*Iij(l,l)*qid(7)
H4D(2,2)=Ti(l,l)*Iij(l,2)*qid(7)
H4D(2,3)=Ti(l,l)*Iij(1.3)*qid(7)
DO 54 1=1,8
DO 54 J=l,8
DO 54 11=1,3
G3(I,J)=G3(I,J)+H4(I.I1)*TEMP4(J,I1)
G3D(I,J)=G3D(I,J)+H4D(I,I1)*TEHP4(J,I1)
CONTINUE
G3D(l,2)=G3D(l,2)+Ti(l,l)*H4(l,l)*qid(7)
G3D(2,2)=G3D(2,2)+Ti(l,l)»H4(2,l)*qid(7)
G3D(3,2)=G3D(3,2)+Ti(l,l)*H4(3,l)*qid(7)
G3D(4,2)=G3D(4.2)+Ti(l,1)*H4(4,l)*qid(7)
G3D(5,2)=G3D(5,2)+Ti(l,l)*H4(5,l)*qid(7)
G3D(6,2)=G3D(6,2)+Ti(l.l)*H4(6,l)*qid(7)
G3D(7,2)=G3D(7,2)+Ti(l,l)*H4(7,l)*qid(7)
G3D(8,2)=G3D(8,2)+Ti(l,l)*H4(8,l)*qid(7)
FH(2,4)= T i ( l , l ) * I i j ( l , l )
FH(2,12)=Ti(l,l)*Iij(l,2)
FH(2,20)=Ti(l,l)*Iij(l,3)
G3P(4,2)=Ti(l,l)*(Ti(l,l)*Iij(l,l)*qi(7)+
Ti(3,3)*Iij(l,3))*qid(5)
G3P(4,4)=Ti(l,l)*Ti(2,2)*Iij(l,2)*qid(5)
G3P(4,7)=Ti(l,l)*Tab(2,2)*Iij(l,2)*qid(5)
DO 80 1=1,3
DO 60 J=l,3
TEHPl(I,l)=TEMPl(I,l)+lIP(I,J)*qid(J)
TEHPl(I,2)=TEHPl(I,2)+NP(I,3+J)*qid(J)
TEHPl(I,3)=TEHPl(I,3)+NP(I,6+J)*qid(J)
DO 60 11=1,8
H2(I,J)=H2(I,J)+D(I,Il+8*(J-l))*qi(3+Il)
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H2D(I,J)=H2D(I,J)+D(I,Il+8*(J-l))*qid(3+Il)
DO 60 Jl=l,8
Hl(I,J)=Hl(I,J)+qi(3+Il)*B(Il+8*(I-l),Jl+8*(J-l))*qi(3+Jl)
HlD(I,J)=HlD(I,J)+qid(3+Il)*B(Il+8*(I-l),Jl+8*(J-l))*qi(3+Jl)
+qi(3+Il)*B(Il+8*(I-l),Jl+8*(J-l))+qid(3+Jl)
CONTINUE
DO 80 J=l,8
DO 80 11=1,8
H3(J,I)=H3(J,I)+E(J,Il+8*(I-l))*qi(3+Il)
H3D(J.I)=H3D(J.I)+E(J,Il+8+(I-l))*qid(3-Hl)
TEMP2(J,I)=TEMP2(J,I)+(E(I1,J+8*(I-1))+
FH(I1,J+8*(I-1))/MASS)*qid(3+11)
CONTINUE
DO 200 1=1,3
DO 100 J=l,3
Fi(I)=Fi(I)-HASS*G*TP(I.J)*Rr(J)
DO 100 11=1,3
DO 100 Jl=l,3
Mi(I,J)=Mi(I,J)+MASS*NT(Il,I)*(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)
+H2(Il,Jl)+Iij(Il,Jl)/HASS)*NT(Jl.J)
MDi(I,J)=HDi(I,J)+MASS*(ND(Il,I)+(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)+
H2(Il,Jl)+Iij(Il,Jl)/HASS)*NT(Jl,J)+NT(Il,I)*
(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)+H2(Il,Jl)+Iij(Il,Jl)/HASS)*
ND(J1,J)+NT(I1,I)*(H1D(I1,J1)+H2D(I1,J1))*NT(J1.J))
MPi(I.J)=MPi(I,J)-HASS*TEHPl(I,Il)*(Gl(Il,Jl)+Hl(Il,Jl)
+H2(I1,Jl)+Iij(II,J1)/HASS)*NT(J1,J)
CONTINUE
DO 200 J=l,8
DO 200 11=1,3
Hi(I,3+J)=Hi(I,3+J)+(MASS*NT(Il,I)*(G2(J,Il)
+H3(J.I1)+H4(J,I1)/MASS))
Mi(3+J,I)=Hi(3+J,I)+(MASS*NT(Il,I)*(G2(J,Il)
+H3(J,I1)+H4(J,I1)/MASS))
MDi(I,3+J)=HDi(I,3+J)+(HASS*HD(Il,I)*(G2(J,Il)+H3(J,Il)
+H4(J,I1)/MASS)+MASS*NT(I1,1)
*(H3D(J,I1)+H4D(J,I1)/MASS))
HDi(3+J,I)=MDi(3+J,I)+(MSS*HD(Il,I)+(G2(J,Il)+H3(J,Il)
+H4(J,I1)/MASS)+HASS*NT(I1,I)
•(H3D(J,I1)+H4D(J,I1)/MASS))
HPi(I,3+J)=HPi(I,3+J)-HASS*TEHPl(I,Il)*(G2(J,Il)
+H3(J,I1)+H4(J,I1)/HASS)
HPi(3+J,I)=MPi(3+J,I)-MASS*TEHP2(J,Il)*NT(Il,I)
Ki(I,3+J)=Ki(I,3+J)+MASS*G*TP(I,Il)*Re(Il,J)
DO 200 Jl=l,3
TEMP3(J)=0.0
DO 114 12=1,8
TEHP3(J)=TEHP3(J)+qi(3+I2)*(B(J+8+(Jl-l),I2+8*(Il-l))
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*
114

+B(J+8*(I1-1),I2+8*(J1-1)))
CONTINUE
DO 200 J2=l,3
MPi(3+J,I)=MPi(3+J,I)-0.5*MASS*qid(J2)*NT(Il,J2)*NT(Jl,I)

»
200

*(TEHP3(J)+D(J1,J+8*(I1-1)))
CONTINUE

C%
DO 300 1=1,8
DO 250 J=l,3
Fi(3+I)=Fi(3+I)-HASS*G*Re(J,I)*Te3(J)
250

CONTINUE
DO 300 J=l,8
Mi(3+I,3+J)=0.5*MASS*(B(I.J)+B(8+I,8+J)+B(16+I,16+J))+G3(I,J)
MDi(3+I,3+J)=G3D(I,J)
MPi(3+I,3+J)=G3P(I,J)

300

CONTINUE

c

DO 400 1=1,11

c
c

DO 400 J = l , l l
Ci(I,J)=HDi(I,J)+MPi(I.J)

c400

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE STIFF(Ki,Ji,Ni,NGi,L,Jyi,Jzi)

C%
C

OUTPUT — Ki

C

INPUT

— Ji,Ni,NGi,L,Jyi,Jzi

C%
INTEGER I,J,II,Ni,NGi
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION Ki(MGi,MGi),Ji(3,NGi-3),Ks(8,8)
*

,L,Li,Ei,Jyi.Jzi,COEFy,COEFz

C7.
COMMON/COHS/Ei
C*** clear zero start
DO 10 J=l,8
DO 10 1=1,8

*******c

Ks{I,J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE
DO 20 J=l,NGi
DO 20 1=1,NGi
Ki(I,J)=0.0

20

CONTINUE

C*** clear zero end *********C
Li=L/Ni
COEFy=Ei*Jyi/(Li**3)
C0EFz=Ei*Jzi/(Li**3)
Ks(l,l)=12.0*C0EFz
Ks(l,2)=6.0*Li*C0EFz
Ks(l,5)=-Ks(l,l)
Ks(l,6)= Ks(l,2)
Ks(2,l)= Ks(l,2)
Ks(2,6)=2.0*Li*Li*C0EFz
Ks(2,2)= Ks(2,6)*2.0
Ks(2,5)=-Ks(1.2)
Ks(5,l)= Ks(l,5)
Ks(S,2)= Ks(2,5)
Ks(5,5)= Ks(l.l)
Ks(5,6)= Ks(2,5)
Ks(6,l)= Ks(l,6)
Ks(6,2)= Ks(2,6)
Ks(6,5)= Ks(5.6)
Ks(6.6)= Ks(2,2)
Ks(3,3)=12.0*C0EFy
Ks(3,4) =-6.0*Li*CGEFy
Ks(3.7)=-Ks(3.3)
Ks(3,8)= Ks(3,4)
Ks(4,3)= Ks(3.4)
Ks(4,8)=2.0*Li*Li*C0EFy
Ks(4,4)= Ks(4.8)*2.0

!<

input(from input)
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Ks(4,7)=-Ks(3,4)
Ks(7,3)= Ks(3,7)
Ks(7.4)= Ks(4,7)
Ks(7.7)= Ks(3,3)
Ks(7.8)= Ks(4.7)
Ks(8.3)= Ks(3,8)
Ks(8.4)= Ks(4,8)
Ks(8,7)= Ks(7,8)
Ks(8,8)= Ks{4,4)
DO 30 1=1,3
DO 30 J=4,NGi
Ki(I,J)=Ji(I,J-3)
CONTINUE
DO 40 11=1,Ni
!'/. I l denotes g i n the formula
DO 40 J=(4*I1),(4*Il)+7
DO 40 I=(4*I1),(4*Il)+7
K i d , J)=Ki(I,J)+Ks(I-(4*Il)+l,J-(4*Il)+l)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE EQUATION(qdd.H,HD,MP,K,1,q,qd)

C%
C

OUTPUT — qdd

C

INPUT

— H,MD,HP,K,f,q,qd

C%
INCLUDE Vhome/jiechi/newone/program/parcuneterl.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameterS.f'
C%
INTEGER INDEX(D. I , J
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION qdd(L),M(L,L),HD(L,L),HP(L,L),K(L,L)
*

, f (L) ,q(L),qd(L),Hout(L,L),DUH(L)

C%
DO 10 1=1,L
qdd(I)=0.0
DUM(I)=0.0
DO 10 J=1,L
Houtd, J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE
DO 20 1=1,L
DO 20 J=1,L

20

CONTINUE

f(I)=f(I)-K(I,J)*q(J)-(HD(I,J)+HP(I,J))*qd(J)
CALL GAUSS(M,L,INDEX,Mout.DUH)

!'/.to solve —> H * qdd = f

CALL SOLVE(Hout,L,INDEX,f,qdd)

!'/.qdd is a variable vector

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(AA,N,L,A,S)
C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — L,A

C

DUHHY

— AA,N
— S

C%
INTEGER I,J,K,LK.N,L(K)
C7.
DOUBLE PRECISION AA(N,N),A(N,N).S(N),R,RMAX,XHULT
C%
CHARACTER*26 ERROR
C%
DO 10 1=1,N
L(I)=0
S(I)=0.0
DO 10 J=1.N
A(I,J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE
ERROR='ALL ZERO ELEHENTS IN ROM #'
DO 30 1=1,N

![AA]{X}={B}
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DO 30 J=1,N
A(I,J)=AA(I,J)
30

CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1,N
L(I)=I
S(I)=0.0
DO 35 J=1,N
S(I)=DMAX1(S(I),ABS(A(I,J)))

35

CONTINUE
IF(S(I).EQ.0.0)G0T0 99

40

CONTINUE
DO 60 K=1,K-1
RHAX=0.0
DO 50 I=K,N
R=ABS(A(L(I),K))/S(L(I))
IF(R.LE.RMAX)GOTG SO
J=I
RMAX=R

50

CONTINUE
LK=L(J)
L(J)=L(K)
L(K)=LK
DO 60 I=K+1,N
XHULT=A(L(I),K)/A(LK,K)
A(L(I),K)=XMULT .
IF(A(L(I),K ) . E q .O.O)GOTQ 60
DO 55 J=K+1,N
A(L(I),J)=A(L(I),J)-XHULT*A(LK,J)

55

CONTINUE

60

CONTINUE

99

GOTO 100
WRITE(*,'(1X,A30,1X,I3)')ERROR,I

100

RETURN

STOP
END

c******************************************************************** I
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(A,N,L,B,X)
C%
C
C

•

INPUT

— A.N.L.B

OUTPUT — X

C%
INTEGER I,J,N,L(N)
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION A(N,N).B(H),X(N).SUM
C%
SUH=0.0
DO 5 1=1,N
X(I)=0.0

![A]{X}={B}
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5

CONTINUE
DO 10 J=1,N-1
DO 10 I=J+1,N
B(L(I))=B(L(I))-A(L(I).J)*B(L(J))

10

CONTINUE
X(N)=B(L(N))/A(L(N).N)
DO 30 1=1,N-1
SUM=B(L(N-I))
DO 20 J=N-I+1,N
SUH=SUH-A(L(N-I),J)*X(J)

20
30

CONTINUE
X(N-I)=SUM/A(L(N-I).N-I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C********************************************************************!
SUBROUTINE COUPLE(C,A.B,NI.N2,N3)
C%
C

OUTPUT — C

C

INPUT

— A,B,N1,N2,N3

C%
INTEGER I,J,K,N1,N2,N3

!C=A*B

C%
DOUBLE PRECISION C(N1,N3),A(N1,N2),B(N2,N3)
C%
DO 100 J=1,N3
DO 100 1=1,NI
C(I.J)=0.0
100

CONTINUE
DO 200 J=1,N3
DO 200 1=1,NI
DO 200 K=1,N2
C(I,J)=C(I,J)+A(I,K)*B(K.J)

200

CONTINUE
RETURN

END
C******************************************************************** j
SUBROUTINE SKEW(AS,A)
C%
C
C

INPUT — A
OUTPUT — AS

C%
DOUBLE PRECISION AS(3,3),A(3)
C*/.
AS(1,1)= 0.0
AS(1,2)=-A(3)
AS(1,3)= A(2)
AS(2,1)= A(3)

!
!AS=A

AS(2,2)

0.0

AS(2,3)

•A(l)

AS(3,1)

•A(2)

AS(3,2)

A(l)

AS(3,3)

0.0

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE GFORQUT(Lj,qj,Pj.Ti.PHIj.Rforce,Torque,GFORj)

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — GFORj

—Lj,qj,Pj.Ti.PHIj.Rforce,Torque
!<

generalized active force

C%

Q********************************************************
C

Rforce and Torque are expressed in inertial

!

C

coordinates.

!

C********************************************************
C7.
INCLUDE'/home/jie chi/newone/program/paramet er1. f '

C7.
INTEGER I . J . I l . J l
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION Lj,qj(N),Ti(3,3),Te(3,3),PHIj(11 .N)
*

.GFORj(N).Pj(3).P3(3).P4(3),TH1(3,3).TM2(3.3),TM3(3,3)

*

.TM4(3.3).TM5(3,3),Tab(3,3).P5(3),P6(3),P7(3),W3(3,8)

*

.W4(3,8).Wxy(3.8),Wyz(3,8),P8(3,8).P9(3,8).Vsub(3,ll)

*

.Wsub(3,ll).Vqj(3,N),Wqj(3.N).PsS(3,3),Ps6(3,3),Ps7(3,3)

*

.Psj(3,3).TEHP2(3,3).NT(3,3),ND(3,3),Rforce(3),Torque(3)

07.
C0MH0N/C0H8/NT.ND

input(postpro)
input(postpro)

DO 25 J=1.3
P5(J)=0.0D0
P6(J)=0.0D0
P7(J)=0.0D0
DO 10 1=1.3
TEMP2(I,J)=0.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 15 1=1.8
W3(J.I)=0.0D0
W4(J,I)=0.0D0
Wxy(J.I)=O.ODO
Wyz(J,I)=O.ODO
P8(J,I)=0.0D0
P9(J,I)=0.0D0
IS

CONTINUE
DO 20 1=1,11
Vsub(J,I)=O.ODO
Wsub(J.I)=O.ODO

20

input(matrix)

C0MH0N/C0M12/Te

C7.

10

!<

COMMON/COM10/P3.P4.TMl.TM2.TM3.TM4.TM5.Tab !<

CONTINUE
DO 25 1=1,N
Vqj(J,I)=O.ODO
Wqj(J,I)=O.ODO
GFORj(I)=O.ODO

!<
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25

CONTINUE

C7.
H3(1.2)=qj(7)
W3(2,4)=1.0DO
W3(3,2)=1.0DO
W4(1,6)=1.0D0/Lj
W4(l,8)=-W4(l,6)
W4(2.7)= l.ODO
W4(3.6)=-qj(10)*W4(l,6)
W4(3,8)=-W4(3,6)
Wyz(2,4)= l.ODO
Wyz(3,2)= l.ODO
Wxy(1.6)= W4(l,6)
Wxy(l,8)=-Wxy(l,6)
Wxy(2,7)= l.ODO
P8(2,1)=1.0D0
P8(3,3)=l.OD0
P9(2,5)=1.0D0
P9(3,6)=0.5DO
P9(3.8)=0.5D0
DO 40 J=1.3
DO 40 1=1,3
P7(J)=P7(J)+TM5(J,I)*P4(I)
DO 40 11=1,3
P5(J)=P5(J)+TM2(J,I)*TM3(I,I1)*P3(I1)
40

CONTINUE
DO 45 J=l,3
DO 45 1=1,3
DO 45 Jl=l,3
DO 45 11=1,3
P6(J)=P6(J)+TM2(J,I)*TM3(I,J1)*TM4(J1,I1)*P7(I1)

45

CONTINUE

C%
CALL SKEW(Ps5,PS)
CALL SKEW(Ps6,p6)
CALL SKEW(Ps7,P7)
CALL SKEW(Psj,Pj)
DO 60 J=l,3
DO 60 1=1,3
TEMP2(I,J)=O.ODO
60

CONTINUE
DO 65 J=l,3
DO 65 1=1,3
Wsub(I,J)=NT(I,J)
DO 65 Jl=l,3
Vsub(I,J)=Vsub(I,J)-Psj(I,Jl)*NT(Jl,J)
DO 65 11=1,3
TEHP2(I,J)=TEHP2(I,J)+Ti(I,Jl)*TMl(Jl,Il)*
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(Ps5(Il,J)+Ps6(Il,J))
CONTINUE
DO 70 1=1,3
DO 70 J=l,8
DO 70 11=1,3
Vsub(I,3+J)=Vsub(I,3+J)+Ti(I,Il)*P8(Il,J)
-TEMP2(I,Il)*Wyz(Il,J)
CONTINUE
DO 75 J=l,3
DO 75 1=1,3
TEHP2(I,J)=O.ODO
CONTINUE
DO 80 J=1,3
DO 80 1=1,3
DO 80 Jl=l,3
DO 80 11=1,3
TEMP2(I,J)=TEMP2(I,J)+Tab(I,Jl)+TM4(Jl.Il)*Ps7(Il,J)
CONTINUE
DO 85 1=1,3
DO 85 J=l,8
DO 85 11=1,3
Vsub(I,3+J)=Vsub(I,3+J)+Tab(I,Il)*P9(Il,J)
-TEHP2(I,Il)*Wxy(Il,J)
Wsub(I,3+J)=Wsub(I,3+J)+Ti(I,Il)*W3(Il,J)
+Tab(I,Il)*W4(Il,J)
CONTINUE
DO 90 1=1,3
DO 90 J=1,N
DO 90 11=1,11
Vqj(I,J)=Vqj(I.J)+Vsub(I,Il)*PHIj(Il,J)
Wqj(I,J)=Wqj(I.J)+Wsub(I,Il)*PHIj(Il,J)
CONTINUE
DO 100 J=1,N
DO 100 1=1,3
DO 100 11=1,3
GFORj(J)=GFORj(J)+Vqj(I,J)*Te(Il,I)*Rforce(Il)
+Wqj(I,J)*Te(Il,I)*Torque(Il)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE HAPPING(H,MD,MP,K,f,q,qd,qdd)

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — H,HD,MP,K,f,q,qd,qdd (after mapping)

— H,MD,MP,K,f,q,qd>qdd (befor mapping)

C%

C**************************************************
C

To eliminate the ITHth equation to a sub- *

C

set of equation system with N-1 variables *

C
C

This mapping subroutine is valid for

C

1 < ITH < N

*
*
*

C

where ITH is the index of the row and the *

C

column of the matrix to be eliminated.

*

c%
INCLUDE Vhome/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl.f' !def N
INCLUDE Vhome/jiechi/newone/program/paraineter4.f' !def ITH
C%
INTEGER I,J,NN
C%
PARAMETER(NN=N*N)
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION H(NN),HD(NN),MP(NN),K(NN).f(N)
*
C%
c

,q(N),qd(N),qdd(H)
IF(ITH.EQ.1.OR.ITH.EQ.N)THEN

c

IF(ITH .Eq.l)THEN

c

HRITE(*,*)'The MAPPING subroutine cann"t be used'

c

WRITE(*,*)'to eliminate the 1st row cind the 1st column of the'

c
c

WRITE(*,*)'matrix which you are expecting to be mapped to a'
WRITE(*,*)'submatrix.'

c

END IF

c

IF(ITH.EQ.N)THEN

c

WRITE(*,*)'The MAPPING subroutine cann"t be used'

c

WRITE(*,*)'to eliminate the last row and the last column of the'

c

WRITE(*,*)'matrix which you are expecting to be mapped to a'

c

WRITE(*,*)'submatrix.'

c

END IF

c

STOP

c

END IF
DO 10 1=1,ITH-1
f(I)=f(I)-(M(N*(ITH-l)+I)+qdd(ITH)+(MD(N*(ITH-l)+I)
*

10

+HP(N*(ITH-l)+I))+qd(ITH)+K(N*(ITH-l)+I)*q(ITH))
CONTINUE
DO 20 I=ITH+1,N
f(I-l)=f(I)-(H(N*(ITH-l)+I)*qdd(ITH)+(HD(N+(ITH-l)+I)

*
20

+MP(N+(ITH-l)+I))+qd(ITH)+K(N*(ITH-l)+I)*q(ITH))
CONTINUE
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DO 30 I=ITH+1,N
q(I-l)=q(I)
qd(I-l)=qd(I)
qdd(I-l)=qdd(I)
30

CONTINUE
DO 50 J=1,ITH-1
DO 40
H(((J-1)*(N-1))+I)=M(((J-1)*N)+I)
HD(((J-1)*(N-1))+I)=HD(((J-1)*N)+I)
MP(((J-1)*(N-1))+I)=MP(((J-1)*N)+I)
K(((J-1)*(N-1))+I)=K(((J-1)*N)+I)

40

CONTINUE
DO 50 I=ITH+1,N
M(((J-1)*(N-1))+I-1)=M(((J-1)*N)+I)
MD(((J-1)*(N-1))+I-1)=MD(((J-1)*N)+I)
MP(((J-1)*(N-1))+I-1)=MP(((J-1)*N)+I)
K(((J-1)*(N-1))+I-1)=K(((J-1)*N)+I)

50

CONTINUE
DO 70 J=ITH+1,N
DO 60 I=1,ITH-1
H(((J-2)*(N-1))+I)=M(((J-1)*N)+I)
HD(((J-2)*(N-1))+I)=MD(((J-1)*N)+I)
MP(((J-2)*(N-1))+I)=HP(((J-1)*H)+I)
K(((J-2)*(N-1))+I)=K(((J-1)*N)+I)

60

CONTINUE
DO 70 I=ITH+1,N
M(((J-2)*(N-1))+I-1)=M(((J-1)*N)+I)
HD(((J-2)*(N-1))+I-1)=MD(((J-1)+N)+I)
MP(((J-2)*(N-1))+I-1)=MP(((J-1)*H)+I)
K(((J-2)*(N-1))+I-1)=K(((J-1)*N)+I)

70

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PARTITION(M,MD,MP,K.f,q,qd)

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — M,MD,K,f(indices are renumbered)

— M,HD,HP,K,f,q,qd

C%
c**************************************************************

C

This subroutine is used to partition a mixed set of

*

C

dynamic motion equations into two sets of equivalent

*

C

motion equations in which the rigid and elastic body

*

C

governing equations are separated as shown below.

C

.

C

{

C

{

C

{

.
.
.
Mrr * Lcund + Hre * d = Fr
.

.

*
*
*

.

*

Mes * d + Mee * d + Kee * d = Fes

*

C

*

C

The coefficient matrix Mes and the equivalent

*

C

force vector Fes are assembled after executing

*

C

this subroutine.

*

C
C

.
Mee remain unchanged and correspond to their

C

subparts in the original matrices K and MD.

C

The rest matrices Kee and

*
*
The

.

*
*

C

indices of Mes, Mee, Kee, and Fes are renumbered.

*

C

X, an intermediate matrix variable, is defined as

*

C
C

-1
X = Mer * Mrr

*
*

C**************************************************************
C%
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter1.f'
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter3.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter4.f'
C%
INTEGER I,J,I1,IX(ITH-1),Imax,Jmax
*

,INDEX,INDEXO,INDEXI,INDEX:,INDEXK

*

DOUBLE PRECISION M(L,L),MD(L,L).MP(L,L),K(L,L),f(L)
,q(N),qd(N),y(ITH-l),b(ITH-1),A(ITH-1,ITH-1)

*

,AA(ITH-1,ITH-1),DUM(ITH-1)

C%

C%

C****************************************************
C

Note: Dimensions of q emd qd are really L
But they are defined

*

C

instead of N.

C

as N for the reason of consequential

*

*

C

use of the subroutines IMPHASE,

*

C

EXPHASE, and CORRECTOR.

*

Q****************************************************

c%
C*** clear zero start
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DO 10 J=1,ITH-1
y(J)=0.0
b(J)=0.0
DUM(J)=0.0
DO 10 I=1,ITH-1
A(I,J)=0.0
AA(I,J)=0.0
10

CONTINUE

C*** clear zero end
C==== to perform X =================
C**** to perform submatrix A *****
DO 15 J=1,ITH-1
DO 15 I=1,ITH-1
A(I,J)=H(I,J)
15

A is defined as Hrr

CONTINUE

C*********************************
DO 30 J=1,N-ITH
C*+** to perform subvector b *****

20

DO 20 I=1,ITH-1

!b is defined as the jth

b(I)=M(I,J+ITH-1)
CONTINUE

! column vector of Mre
! where 1 <= j <= N-ITH

(;*********************************

CALL GAUSS(A,ITE-1,IX,AA,DUM) ! solve —> [A]*{y}={b}
CALL SOLVE(AA,ITH-l,IX,b,y)
DO 30 I=1,ITH-1
M(J+ITH-l,I)=y(I)

!y is a varying vector
!
T
!to perform X = Y

30
CONTINUE
!X is stored in Mer
C============================================================
C**** to perform Fr *************************************
DO 50 I=1,ITH-1
DO 40 J=1,ITH-1
f(I)=f(I)-(MD(I,J)+MP(I,J))*qd(J)
40

CONTINUE
DO 50 J=ITH,L

50

CONTINUE

f(I)=f(I)-(HD(I,J)+MP(I,J))*qd(J)-K(I,J)*q(J)
!Fr is stored in fr

(;**** to perform Fes ************************************
DO 70 I=ITH,L
DO 60 J=1,ITH-1
f(I)=f(I)-(HD(I,J)+HP(I,J))*qd(J)-H(I.J)*f(J)
60

CONTINUE
DO 70 J=ITH,L
f(I)=f(I)-MP(I,J)*qd(J)

70

CONTINUE

!Fes is stored in fe

C********************************************************

C**** to perform Mes ************************************
DO 80 J=ITH,L
!
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80

DO 80 I=ITH,L

!

DO 80 I1=I,ITH-1

!

CONTINUE

!Hes is stored in Hee

!

Q********************************************************
C**** index renumbering for

********************

Jmax=AINT(FL0AT((N-ITH)**2/L))

!

Imax=L-AINT(FLOAT(J/(Jmax+l)))

!

*(L-H0D((N-ITH)**2,L))

!

*

DO 90 I=i,Iinax

90

100

!

DO 90 J=l,Jmax+1

!

INDEX=L*(J-1)+I

!

INDEXK=AINT(FLOAT((INDEX-1)/(N-ITH)) )

!

INDEX0=(N+INDEXK)*(ITH-1)

!

INDEX=INDEX+INDEXO

!

INDEXJ=ITH+INDEXK

!

INDEXI=INDEX-L*(INDEXJ-1)

!

M(I.J)=M(INDEXI,INDEXJ)

!

MD(I,J)=MD(INDEXI,INDEXJ)

!

K(I,J)=K(INDEXI.INDEXJ)

!

CONTINUE

!

DO 100 1=1,N-ITH

!

f(I)=f(I+ITH-l)

!

CONTINUE

!

C********************************************************
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE IMPHASE(M,C,K,f,q.qd.qdd)

C%
C

INPUT

C
C

OUTPUT — q,qd,qdd (d's are updated)
(Land's are unchanged)

— H,C,K,f,q,qd,qdd

C%

C********************************************************
C

To solve the following 2nd order differential

*

C

equations using Newmark method

*

C
C

.
.
.
M * q + C * q + K * q = f

C
C

*
*
*
*

Initial conditions are provided.

c%
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter 1. f '
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/program/parameterS. f '
INCLUDE ' /home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter4. f '
C%
INTEGER I,J,IX(N-ITH),LS
C%
PARAMETER(LS=H-ITH)
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION M(LS,LS),C(LS,LS),K(LS,LS).f(LS)
*

,q(N) ,qd(H) ,qdd(N) .Hout(LS,LS) ,DUM(LS) .BETA.GAMA

*

.DELT,X1,X2,X3

C%
CDMHOH/COMNM/BETA.GAMA.DELT

!<

input(from input)

C%

C*****************************************************
C

Note: The dimensions of q, qd. and qdd are
really L instead of N.

C

defined as N for the reason of

*

C

consequential use of the subroutines

*

C

EXPHASE AND CORRECTOR.

*

C7.
X1=O.ODO
X2=0.0D0
X3=O.ODO
DO 10 J=1,LS
DUM(J)=O.ODO
DO 10 1=1,LS
Hout(I,J)=O.ODO
10

CONTINUE

C*** adding damping ***********
DO 15 J=1.LS
DO 15 1=1,LS

!
!

But they are

*

C

*
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15

C(I,J)=C(I,J)+1.0D0

!

CONTINUE

!

C*** renumbering q,qd,qdd *****
DO 25 I=1,ITH-1
!befor; {q} = { Lamd I d }
Xl=q(l)
! after: {q} = { d I Lamd }
X2=qd(l)
X3=qdd(l)

It's also true for qd and qdd.

DO 20 J=1,L-1
q(J)=q(J+l)
qd(J)=qd(J+l)
qdd(J)=qdd(J+1)
20

CONTINUE
q(L)=Xl
qd(L)=X2

25

CONTINUE

qdd(L)=X3

C******************************
DO 30 J=1,LS
q(J)=q(J)+DELT*qd(J)+DELT**2*(0.5-BETA)*qdd(J)
qd(J)=qd(J)+DELT*(1.0-GAMA)*qdd(J)
DO 30 1=1,LS
M(I,J)=M(I,J)+DELT*GAHA*C(I,J)+DELT**2*BETA*K(I.J)
30

CONTINUE
DO 40 J=1,LS
DO 40 1=1,LS
f(I)=f(I)-C(I,J)*qd(J)-K(I.J)*q(J)

40

CONTINUE
CALL GAUSS(M,LS,IX,Mout,DUM)
CALL SOLVE(Mout,LS,IX.f,qdd)
DO 50 1=1,LS
q(I)=q(I)+DELT**2*BETA*qdd(I)
qd(I)=qd(I)+DELT*GAMA*qdd(I)

50

CONTINUE

C*** rearranging q,qd,qdd *****
X1=O.ODO
X2=O.ODO
X3=O.ODO
DO 70 I=1,ITH-1
Xl=q(L)

befor: {q} = { d I Lamd }

X2=qd(L)

after: {q} = { Lamd I d >

X3=qdd(L)
DO 60 J=1,L-1
q(N-J)=q(L-J)
qd(N-J)=qd(L-J)
qdd(N-J)=qdd(L-J)
60

CONTINUE
q(l)=Xl

It's also true for qd qnd qdd.

70

qd(l)=X2

!

qdd(l)=X3

!

CONTINUE

!

C******************************
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE EXPHASE(T,q,qd,qdd)

C7.
C

INPUT

C
C

OUTPUT — q,qd,qdd (Lamd's ara updated)
(d's are unchanged)

— T,q,qd,qdd

C%
C******************************************************************

C

This subroutine is used to execute explicit phase in

C

solving rigid body dynamic motion as shown below.

*

C
C

..
..
[Mrr] {Lamd} = {Fr> - [Mre] { d }

*
*

(a)

C

*

*

C

All the values in the coefficient matrices and the

*

C
C

vectors are performed at the future time step level.
Terminology: new — future time step

*
*

C

old — current time step

*

C
C

1) Subvector "Lamd" will be replaced by the predictor

*
*

C

phase values as an approximation of the new values

*

C

based on Newmark algorithm.

C

a new vector found in the implicit phase in solving

*

the elastic motion equations.

*

C
C

Subvector "d" is already

2) Calling subroutine MATRIX with the new vectors will

*

*

C

yield the new mass submatirces [Mrr] and [Mre] emd

*

C
C

the new force subvector {Fr}.
..
3) Solving Eq.(a) will give the new values of {Lamd}.

*
*

C7.
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter1.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/paramet er3.f'
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameter4.f'

a
INTEGER I.J
C'/.
DOUBLE PRECISION M(N,N),MD(N,N),MP(N.N),K(H,H),f(N)
*

,q(N),qd(N),qdd(N),DUH(3),T,BETA,GAHA.DELT

C%
COHMON/COMHM/BETA,GAMA,DELT
C%
DUM(1)=O.ODO
DUM(2)=0.0D0
DUM(3)=O.ODO
DO 10 J=1,N
f(J)=O.ODO
DO 10 1=1,N
H(I,J)=O.ODO
MD(I,J)=O.ODO
MP(I.J)=O.ODO

!<

input(from input)
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K(I,J)=O.ODO
10

CONTINUE

C**** Newmark predictor phase ***************************
DO 20 I=1,ITH-1
!
q(I)=q(I)+DELT*qd(I)+DELT**2*(0.5-BETA)*qdd(I) !
qd(I)=qd(I)+DELT*(1.0-GAHA)*qdd(I)

!

20
CONTINUE
!
C******4<*************************************************
CALL LAHD(T,DUH)
C**** to renumber q,qd,qdd ****
DO 30 I=1,N-ITH
!
q(N+l-I)=q(N-I)

30

!

qd(N+l-I)=qd(H-I)

!

qdd(N+l-I)=qdd(N-I)

!

CONTINUE
q(ITH)=DUM(l)

!
!

qd(ITH)=DUH(2)

!The ITHth components of q,

qdd(ITH)=DUM(3)

Iqd.and qdd are specified.

C******************************
CALL HATRIX(M.MD.HP.K,f,q,qd)
CALL MAPPING(M,MD,HP,K.f.q,qd,qdd)
100

CALL CORRECTOR(M,HD,HP,K,f,q,qd,qdd) !%to perform
FORHAT(11(1X,D10.3))

200

FORMAT(8(1X,D10.3))
RETURN

ly.Newmark corrector

END

!'/.phase
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SUBROUTINE COHPATO

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — COMMON statements

— INCLUDE statements

C%
C*************************************************************

C

Boundeury condition assumptions;

*

C

1) The first nodes for beams 1, 5, 3, 4, 7, and 8

*

C

are all clamped.

C

*

2) The last nodes of beams 3, 4, 7, and 8 are also
Besides,

*

C

clamped.

C

d3my=d4my;

phi3my=phi4my ;

phi3niz=phi4mz=0

*

*

C

d7my=d8my;

phi7ray=phi8my;

phi7mz=phi7mz=0

*

c%
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter2.f'
C%
INTEGER I,J
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION PHI0(3,N),PHI1(NG1,N),PHI3(NG3,N)
*

,PHI4(NG4,N),PHI2(7,N),PHI9(11,N),PHI5(NG5,N)

*

,PHI7(NG7,N),PHI8(NG8,N),PHI6(7.N),PHI10(11,N)

*

,DP(4,4),DPP(4,4)

C%
CQHHON/COHPHI1/PHIO, PHI1, PHI2, PHI3, PHI4, PHI5

!<

output

C0HM0N/C0HPHI2/PHI6,PHI7,PHIS,PHI9,PHIIO

!<

output

C%
DO 50 J=1,N
DO 10 1=1,3
PHI0(I,J)=0
10

CONTINUE
DO 15 1=1,7
PHI2(I,J)=0
PHI6(I,J)=0

15

CONTINUE
DO 20 1=1,11
PHI9(I,J)=0
PHI10(I,J)=0

20

25

CONTINUE
DO 25 1=1,NGl
PHI1(I,J)=0
CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,NG3
PHI3(I,J)=0

30

CONTINUE
DO 35 1=1,NG4
PHI4(I,J)=0
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35

CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1,NG5
PHI5(I,J)=0

40

CONTINUE
DO 45 1=1,NG7
PHI7(I,J)=0

45

CONTINUE
DO 50 1=1,NG8
PHI8(I,J)=0

50
CONTINUE
C*** defining BC's for the last nodes of beams 3,4,7,8 ***

55

DO 55 J=l,4

!

DO 55 1=1,4

!

DP(I,J)=0.0D0
DPP(I,J)=O.ODO

!
!

CONTINUE
DP(1,1)=1.0D0

!
!

DP(3,2)=1.0D0

!

DP(4,3)=1.0DO

!

DPP(1,1)=1.0D0
DPP(3,4)=1.ODO

!
!

DPP(4,3)=1.0D0

!

C*********************************************************

C=== for Lamd vector of each beam ===
DO 60 1=1,3
PHIO(I,I)=l.OD0

!
!

PHI1(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI2(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI3(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI4(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI5(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI6(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI7(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI8(I,I)=1.0D0

!

PHI9(I,I)=1.0D0

'!

PHI10(I,I)=1.0D0
60 CONTINUE

!
!

0====================================

C+++ for rigid bodies,two blocks and two tanks ++++++++++++++++++
DO 65 1=1,4

!

PHI2(l+3,I+3+4*(Nil-l))=1.0DO

!

PHI9(I+3,I+3+4*(Nil-l))=1.0D0

!

PHI6(I+3,1+3+4+(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-1+Ni5-1))=1.ODO

!

PHI10(I+3,I+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l+Ni5-l))=1.0D0
PHI9 (1+3+4,1+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-2))=1.ODO

!
!

PHIlO(I+3+4,I+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l+Ni5+Ni7+Hi8-2))=1.0D0

!

65
CONTINUE
!
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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C<>< for flexible beams 1,5,3,4,7,8 ><><><><><><><><><><><><>

70

75

DO 70 I=l,4*Nil

!

PHIl(I+3+4,I+3)=1.0D0

!

CONTINUE
DO 75 I=l,4*Ni5
PHIS(1+3+4,1+3+4*(Ni1+Ni3+Ni4-!))=!.ODO

!
!
!

CONTINUE

!

IF(Ni3.GT.l)THEN
DO 80 I=l,4*(Ni3-l)

!
!

PHIS(1+3+4,I+3+4*Nil)=l.ODO
80

85

90

!

CONTINUE

!

END IF
IF(Ni4.GT.l)THEN
DO 85 I=l,4*(Ni4-l)
PHI4(1+3+4,1+3+4+(Nil+Ni3-1))=1.ODO

!
!
!
!

CONTINUE

!

END IF

!

IF(Ni7.GT.l)THEN

!

DO 90 I=l,4*(Ni7-l)
PHI7(I+3+4,I+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l+Ni5))=1.ODO

!
!

CONTINUE

!

END IF
IF(Ni8.GT.l)THEN

!
!

DO 95 I=l,4*(Ni8-l)
!
PHI8(1+3+4,1+3+4*(Ni1+Ni3+Ni4-1+Ni5+Ni7-1))=1.ODO !
95

CONTINUE

!

END IF
!
C<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
C### for the last nodes of beams 3,4,7,8 ###########################
DO 100 J=l,4
DO 100 1=1,4
PHI3(I+3+4+4*(Ni3-l),J+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-2))=DP(I,J)

!
!
!

PHI4(I+3+4+4*(Ni4-l),J+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-2))=DPP(I,J)

!

PHI7(I+3+4+4*(Ni7-l),J+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l+Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-2))
*
*
100

=DP(I,J)

!
!

PHI8(I+3+4+4*(Ni8-l),J+3+4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4-l+Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-2))
=DPP(I,J)

!
!

CONTINUE

!

C###################################################################
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE CORRECTOR(M,MD,HP,K,Fr,q,qd,qdd)
C'/.

c
c
c%

INPUT

— H,MD,HP,K,Fr,q,qd,qdd

OUTPUT — q,qd,qdd (only Land's are updated)
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/parameterl.f'
INCLUDE '/home/jiechi/newone/program/paramet er3.f'
INCLUDE '/home/j iechi/newone/program/parameter4.f'

c7.
INTEGER I,J,IX(ITH-1)
C'/.
DOUBLE PRECISION M(L,L),MD(L,L),HP(L,L).K(L,L).Fr(L)
,q(L),qd(L),qdd(L).Hs(ITH-l,ITH-l),Mout(ITH-l,ITH-l)
.DUM(ITH-l).BETA,GAHA,DELT
C'/.
COHHON/COMNH/BETA.GAHA,DELT

!<

input(from input)

C'/.
DO 5 J=1,ITH-1
DUH(J)=O.ODO
DO 5 I=1,ITH-1
Ms(I.J)=O.ODO
Mout(I,J)=O.ODO
5

CONTINUE

C**** to get new Fr and Mrr *********************
DO 20 I=1,ITH-1
DO 10 J=1,ITH-1
Fr(I)=Fr(I)-(MD(I,J)+HP(I,J))*qd(J)

10

CONTINUE
DO 15 J=ITH,L
Fr(I)=Fr(I)-(HD(I,J)+HP(I,J))*qd(J)
-K(I,J)*q(J)-H(I,J)*qdd(J)

IS

CONTINUE

20

CONTINUE
DO 30 J=1,ITH-1
DO 30 I=1,ITH-1
Hs(I.J)=M(I.J)

30

CONTINUE

C************************************************
CALL GAUSS(Ms,ITH-1,IX,Mout,DUM)
CALL SOLVE(Mout,ITH-1,IX,Fr,qdd)

C**** Newmark corrector phase ***********
DO 40 1=1,ITH-1
q(I)=q(I)+DELT**2*BETA*qdd(I)
qd(I)=qd(I)+DELT*GAHA*qdd(I)
40

CONTINUE

C****************************************
RETURN
END

define:
Ms=Mrr
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SUBROUTINE POSTPRO (Li,L j ,q j ,qdj , qddj,Ti,P j ,V j, A j)

C%
C

INPUT

C

OUTPUT — Pj.Vj.Aj

— Li,Lj.qj,qdj,qddj,Ti

C%
C

To calculate tank kinematic values of Pj, Vj,

*

C

and Aj relative to the inertial frame.

*

C
C

Pj=[Te]*Pjo

*
*

C

Vj=[Te]*Vjo

*

C

Aj = [Te] *Ajo

*

C
C

where Pjo, Vjo, and Ajo are the corresponding

*
*

C

values relative to the moving frame, and [Te]

*

C

is a transformation matrix between the inertial *

C

frame and the moving frame.

*

C********************************************************
C%
INTEGER I,J,I1.I2,J1
C%
DOUBLE PRECISION Te(3,3),Tel(3,3) ,Te2(3,3),Te3(3,3)
*

,TM1(3,3),TM2(3,3),TH3(3,3),TH4(3,3),THS(3,3)

*

,TMdl(3,3),TMd2(3,3),TMd4(3.3),TMdS(3,3)

*
*

,TMddl(3,3) ,TMdd2(3,3) ,THdd4(3,3) ,TMdd5(3,3)
,Ti(3,3) ,Tab(3,3) .Tj (3,3) ,Tdab(3,3) ,Tdj(3,3)

*

,Tddab(3,3) ,Tddj (3,3) ,qj(ll) .qdj (11),qddj (11)

*

,W(3) .Wd(3) ,Ws(3,3),Wds(3,3) .P1(3),P2(3) ,P3(3).P4(3)

*

,Pd2(3) ,Pd3(3) ,Pdd2(3) .Pdd3(3) .TEMP1(3) .TEMP2(3.3)

*
*

,THETA, THETAd, THETAdd, Li,Lj ,Lus.La, Rt,NT ( 3.3) .ND ( 3,3)
,Pj(3),Vj(3),Aj(3)

C%
COMMON/C0M4/LUS

!<

input(input)

C0MH0N/C0H7/La,Rt

!<

input(input)

C0MM0N/C0H8/HT,ND

!<

input(matrix)

C0HM0N/C0M10/P3.P4,THl,TM2,TM3,TM4,THS,TaB

!<

output(gforout)

C0HH0N/C0M12/Te

!<

output(gforout)

C%
DO 10 J=l,3
W(J)=O.ODO
Wd(J)=O.ODO
TEMP1(J)=0.0D0
Pj(J)=O.ODO
Vj(J)=O.ODO
Aj(J)=O.ODO
DO 10 1=1,3
Te(I,J)=O.ODO
Tel(I,J)=O.ODO
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Te2(I,J)=0.0D0
Te3(I,J)=0.0D0
TH1(I,J)=0.0D0
TM2(I,J)=0.0D0
TH3(I,J)=0.0D0
TH4(I,J)=0.0D0
TH5(I,J)=0.0D0
TMdl(I,J)=O.ODO
THd2(I,J)=0.0D0
THd4(I,J)=0.0D0
THd5(I,J)=0.0D0
THddl(I,J)=O.ODO
TMdd2(I,J)=0.0D0
TMdd4(I,J)=0.0D0
THdd5(I,J)=0.0D0
Tab(I,J)=O.ODO
Tj(I.J)=O.ODO
Tdab(I,J)=O.ODO
Tdj(I,J)=O.ODO
Tddab(I,J)=O.ODO
Tddj(I,J)=O.ODO
TEMP2(I,J)=O.ODO
10

CONTINUE

C%
THETA=(qj(9)-qj(11))/Lj
THETAd=(qdj(9)-qdj(11))/Lj
THETAdd=(qddj(9)-qddj(ll))/Lj
Tel(l,l)= DC0S(qj(3))
Tel(l,2)=-DSIH(qj(3))
Tel(2,l)=-Tel(l,2)
Tel(2,2)= Teld.l)
Tel(3,3)= l.ODO
Te2(l,l)= DCOS(qj(l))
Te2(l,3)= DSINCqjd))
Te2(2,2)= l.ODO
Te2(3,l)=-Te2(l,3)
Te2(3,3)= Te2(l.l)
Te3(l,l)= l.ODO
Te3(2,2)= DC0S(qj(2))
Te3(2,3)=-DSIN(qj(2))
Te3(3,2)=-Te3(2.3)
Te3(3,3)= Te3(2.2)
TH1(1,1)= DC0S(qj(7))
TM1(1,3)= DSIN(qj(7))
TM1(2.2)= l.ODO
TH1(3,1)=-TM1(1,3)
TH1(3.3)= THl(l.l)
TMdl(l.l)=-DSIH(qj(7))*qdj(7)
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TMdl(l,3)= DC0S(qj(7))*qdj(7)
TMdl(3,l)=-THdl(l,3)
TMdl(3,3)= THdKl.l)
TMddl(1,l)=-DCOS(qj(7))*qdj(7)**2-DSIN(qj(7))*qddj(7)
TMddKl .3)=-DSIN(qj (7) )*qdj (7)**2+DC0S(qj (7) )*qddj (7)
THddl(3.1)=-TMddl(l,3)
THddl(3,3)= TMddKl,1)
TM2(1.1)= DCOSCqj(5))
TM2Cl.2)=-DSI»Cqj(5))
TM2C2,1)=-TM2(1,2)
TM2C2,2)= TH2(1.1)
TM2C3,3)= l.ODO
TMd2Cl„l)=-DSIHCqj(5))*qdjC5)
TMd2Cl,2)=-DC0SCqjC5))*qdjC5)
TMd2C2,l)=-TMd2Cl.2)
TMd2C2,2)= THd2(l,l)
TMdd2Cl,l)=-DC0SCqj(5))*qdjC5)**2-DSINCqj(5))*qddjC5)
TMdd2C1.2)= DSINCqj(5))*qdj C5)**2-DC0SCqj(5))*qddj(5)
TMdd2 C2.1)=-THdd2(1,2)
THdd2C2,2)= THdd2(l,l)
TM3(1,3)= l.ODO
TM3(2,2)= l.ODO
TH3(3,1)=-1.0D0
TH4(1,1)= DCOS(qj(10))
TH4(1,3)= DSIK(qj(10))
TH4(2,2)= l.ODO
TM4(3,1)=-TH4(1,3)
TM4(3,3)= TH4(1,1)
TMd4(1,1)=-DSIK( q j (10))*qdj(10)
TMd4(l,3)= DC0S(qj(10))*qdj(10)
THd4(3,l)=-TMd4(l,3)
TMd4(3,3)= TMd4(l,l)
TMdd4(l,l)=-DCOS(qj(10))*qdj(10)**2-DSIN(qj(10))*qddj(10)
TMdd4(l,3)=-DSIN(qj(10))*qdj(10)*+2+DC0S(qj(10))*qddj(10)
THdd4(3,1)=-TMdd4(1,3)
TMdd4(3,3)= TMdd4(l,l)
TM5(1,1)= l.ODO
TH5(2,2)= DCQS(THETA)
TH5(2,3)=-DSIN(THETA)
TM5(3,2)=-TH5(2.3)
TH5(3,3)= TH5(2,2)
THdS(2,2)=-DSIN(THETA)*THETAd
TMdS(2,3)=-DCOS(THETA)*THETAd
TMd5(3,2)=-TMdS(2,3)
TMdS(3,3)= TMd5(2,2)
TMdd5(2,2)=-DCOS(THETA)*THETAd**2-DSIN(THETA)*THETAdd
TMddS(2,3)= DSIN(THETA)+THETAd**2-DC0S(THETA)*THETAdd
TMddS(3,2)=-TMdd5(2,3)
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THdd5(3,3)= THddS(2,2)
P1(1)=O.ODO
P1(2)=0.0D0
Pl(3)=Lus
P4(l)=Rt
P4(2)=0.0D0
P4(3)=Rt
P2(l)=Li
P2(2)=qj(4)
P2(3)=qj(6)
Pd2(l)=O.ODO
Pd2(2)=qdj(4)
Pd2(3)=qdj(6)
Pdd2(l)=0.0D0
Pdd2(2)=qddj(4)
Pdd2(3)=qddj(6)
P3(l)=La
P3(2)=qj(8)
P3(3)=0.SD0+(qj(9)+qj(ll))
Pd3(l)=O.ODO
Pd3(2)=qdj(8)
Pd3(3)=0.5D0*(qdj(9)+qdj(11))
Pdd3(l)=O.ODO
Pdd3(2)=qddj(8)
Pdd3(3)=0.5D0*(qddj(9)+qddj(ll))
DO 30 J=l,3
DO 30 1=1,3
DO 30 Jl=l,3
DO 30 11=1,3
Te(I,J)=Te(I,J)+Tel(I,Jl)*Te2(Jl,Il)*Te3(Il,J)
DO 30 12=1,3
Tab(I,J)=Tab(I,J)+Ti(I,Jl)
*
*
*

*TM1(J1,I1)*TH2(I1,I2)*TM3(I2,J)
Tdab(I,J)=Tdab(I,J)+Ti(I,Jl)*
(THdl(Jl.Il)*TM2(Il.I2)
+TMl(Jl,Il)*TMd2(Il.I2))*TM3(I2,J)
Tddab(I,J)=Tddab(I,J)+Ti(I,Jl)*

*
*
*
30

(TMddl(Jl,Il)*TM2(Il,I2)
+2.0D0*TMdl(Jl,Il)*TMd2(Il,I2)
+TMl(Jl,Il)*THdd2(Il.I2))*TH3(I2,J)
CONTINUE
DO 35 J=l,3
DO. 35 1=1,3
DO 35 Jl=l,3
DO 35 11=1,3
Tj(I,J)=Tj(I,J)+Tab(I,Jl)

*TM4(J1.I1)*TM5(I1,J)

Tdj(I,J)=Tdj(I,J)+Tdab(I,Jl)

*TM4(J1,I1)*TM5(I1.J)
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*

+Tab(I,Jl)*(THd4(Jl,Il)*TH5(Il,J)

*

+TH4(Jl,Il)*TMd5(Il,J))
Tddj(I,J)=Tddj(I,J)+Tddab(I,Jl)*TM4(Jl,Il)*THS(Il,J)
+2.0DO*Tdab(I,Jl)*(TMd4(Jl,Il)*TH5(Il,J)

*
*

+TM4(Jl.Il)*TMd5(Il,J))

*

+Tab(I,Jl)*(2.0D0*TMd4(J1,H)*THd5(Il,J)

*

+TMdd4(Jl,Il)fTMS(Il,J)
+TH4(J1,I1)*THdd5(I1,J))

*

35

CONTINUE
DO 40 J=l,3
DO 40 1=1,3
W(J)=W(J)+NT(J,I)*qdj(I)
Wd(J)=Md(J)+ND(J,I)*qdj(I)+NT(J,I)*qddj(I)
*

40

TEHPl(J)=TEMPl(J)+Ti(J,I)*P2(I)+Tab(J,I)*P3(I)
+Tj(J.I)*P4(I)
CONTINUE
DO 45 1=1,3
DO 45 J=l,3
Pj(I)=Pj(I)+Te(I,J)*(Pl(J)+TEMPl(J))

45

CONTINUE
CALL SKEW(Ws,W)
DO 50 1=1,3
DO 50 11=1,3
DO 50 Jl=l,3
Vj(I)=Vj(I)+Te(I,Il)+(Ws(Il,Jl)*Pj(Jl)+Ti(Il,Jl)*Pd2(Jl)
*

+Tab(Il.Jl)*Pd3(Jl)+Tdab(Il,Jl)*P3(Jl)

*

+Tdj(Il,Jl)*P4(Jl))
TEMP2(I,Il)=TEMP2(I,Il)+Ws(I,Jl)*Ws(Jl,Il)

50

CONTINUE
CALL SKEM(Wds,Wd)
DO 55 1=1,3
DO 55 11=1,3
DO 55 Jl=l,3
Aj(I)=Aj(I)+Te(I,Il)*
*
*

(Ti(Il,Jl)*Pdd2(Jl)+Tab(Il,Jl)*Pdd3(Jl)
+2.0D0+Tdab(Il,Jl)*Pd3(Jl)+Tddab(Il,Jl)*P3(Jl)

*

+Tddj(Il,Jl)*P4(Jl)+Ws(Il,Jl)*Vj(Jl)*2.0D0

*
55

+(Wds(Il.Jl)-TEMP2(Il,Jl))*Pj(Jl))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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INTEGER N
PARAMETER(M=19)
C

N=4*(Nil+Ni3+Ni4+Ni5+Ni7+Ni8-2)+3

^** *********************************************************
C
C

total number of elements for each

*
*

C

individual flexible beam.

*

C

of nodes axe, therefore, (Ni's+1).

*

total number of generalized coordinates

*

C
C
C
C
C

Ni's

NG's

The number

for each individual flexible beam.
1) There are four degrees of freedom for each
node, two deflections and two rotations.

*
*
*
*

C

2) There are three rigid body rotating angles

*

C

in which one is spin velocity, which is

*

C

specified as input, and the rest two are

*

C

unknowns which are to be predicted.

*

C
C

Vector of generalized

*
*

C

coordinates for this spicific case:

*

C
C
C

*
T
{q }={Lamd

I

Y
dll

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

I

T
dSl

T

I

T
T
d41 . 1 d34m

T

T

*

I

T

I d51 I d71 I d81 I d78m >
Notes: 1) "T" denotes a transpose of a vector.
2) In "dij", "i", the first index, denotes

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

the number of a beam; "j", the second

*

C

index, denotes the number of a node.

*

C

3) The last nodes of beams 3,4,7, and 8
Geometrical

*

C

are treated specially.

C

boundary conditions are applied to

*

C

these nodes.

*

"d34m" includes the

*

C

combined DQF of the last nodes for

*

C

beams 3 and 4.

*

C

7 and 8.

C
C
C
C

"d78m" is for beams

4) Each "dij" vector consists of four
components.
5) The total number of generalized
coordinates are 2*(4*(l+2*2))+3.

C

*
*
*
*
*
*

C***********************************************************
INTEGER Nil,Ni3,Ni4,Ni5,Ni7,Ni8
INTEGER NG1,NG3,NG4,NG5,NG7,NG8
PARAHETER(Nil=l,Ni3=l,Ni4=l,Ni5=l,Hi7=l,Ni8=l)
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PARAHETER(IIG1=4*(Nil+1)+3,NG3=4*(NiS+l)+3,NG4=4*(Ni4+l)+3)
PARAHETER(NG5=4*(Ni5+1)+3,NG7=4*(Hi7+1)+3,NG8=4*(Ni8+l)+3)

INTEGER L
PARAMETER(L=N-1)
INTEGER ITH
PARAMETER(ITH=3)

